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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MARICOPA

ARIZONA CREDITORS BAR
ASSOCIATION INC., an Arizona
corporation; PROTECT OUR ARIZONA
PAC, an Arizona political action
committee; AB SOLIJTE RESOLUTIONS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Arizona limited

NoCV 2A22-015921
VERIFIED SPECIAL ACTION
COMPLAINT

liability company
GROUP, P.C., AN
DESERT RIDGE
ASSOCIATION, an Arizona non-profit
corporation; AUGUSTA RANCH
COMMUNITY MASTER
ASSOCIATION, an Arizona non-profit
corporation; BAUHINIA, LLC, a South
Dakota limited liability company; and
CASH TIME TITLE LOANS, INC., AN
Arizona corporation,

Plaintiffs,

; HAMEROFF LAW
Arizona oration;

(Special Action Petition for Declarative
and Injunctive Relief Enjoining
Implementation and Enforcement o[
Amended A.R.S. $$ 12-1598. 10, 33-
1 10 l, 33-rr23, 33-1125, 33-1126, 33-
1131, and44-1201)

V

STATE OF ARIZONA,

Defendant.
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For their Verified Complaint, Plaintiffs allege as follows

PRELIMINAR STATEMENT

l. This is a challenge to the constitutionality of an initiative titled "Arizona

Protection from Predatory Debt Collection Act" ("Prop 209"), bearing the initiative serial

number I-05-2022. The application for this initiative was initially filed on April 22,2021

and refiled on June 8,2021 with the Arizona Secretary of State, and it was approved by

voters as Prop 209 onNovember 8,2022. Prop 209 was approved via statewide canvass and

adopted by proclamation on December 5, 2022 ("the Effective Date"). An accurate copy of

Prop 209 is attached as Exhibit 1.

2. Prop 209 is a statutory initiative that amends various Arizona statutes to:

(a) Iower the interest rate cap on medical debq (b) increase the amount of equity in a

person's home that is protected from certain creditors, including tax liens from state and

local governments; (c) increase the dollar value ofpersonal property and assets exempt from

the claims of creditors; and (d) increase the amount of earnings that is exempt from

garnishment by judgment creditors.

3. Prop 209 includes a Savings Clause stating that the entire law "applies

prospectively only." (Ex. I $ 10.) The Savings Clause then affirms that the entire law "does

not apply to" three types of situations. Id. While two of those situations deal with the date

contracts or "written agreementfs]" are entered into, the third ambiguously states that Prop

209 does not apply "right and duties that matured" before the Effective Date. Id. Generally,

a judgment vests certain substantive rights in a judgment creditor, including the right to

collect on the debt. See McCullough v. Com. of Virginia, l72IJ.S. 102, 123 (1898) (holding

that "[i]t is not within the power of a legislature to take away rights which have been once

vested by a judgment."). Moreover, because garnishment actions are considered

independent from the underlying contract action, Bennett Blum, MD, Inc. v. Cowan, 235

Ari2.204,207 n 13 (App. 2014), it is unclear when in this process the right to garnishment

would "mature" under Prop 209.

4. In other words, if the first subpart governs, the decision of when a

.|
-L-
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garnishment right "matures" can lead to a myriad of outcomes. Take for example a claim

with a contract date of January 1, 2020, a judgment date of Decemb er 1,2022, a garnishment

application filing on December 2,2022, a writ of garnishment on December 5, 2022, service

of the writ of garnishment on December 6,2022, and order of continuing lien on January

27,2022.

a. If a claim matures when a judgment is entered, then Prop 209 would

not apply to this garnishment.

b. If a claim matures when a garnishment application is filed, then Prop

209 would not apply to this garnishment.

c. If a claim matures when a garnishment writ is issued, then which law

applies depends on whether the writ was issued before or after Prop

209 was certified.

d. If a claim matures when a garnishment writ is served, then Prop 209

would apply.

e. If a claim matures when an order of continuing lien is issued, then Prop

209 would apply.

5. There is no clear guidance regarding when Prop 209 purports to inject itself

into this timeline.

6. The Arizona judiciary has all but admitted to Prop 209's vagueness. In a

"Proposition 209 Information Sheet" posted to its Self-Service Center on or before

December 1,2022, the judicial branch's website acknowledges that:

The proposition was unclear on when the chanees to the earnishment rates
woufd tdke effect, but if a debtor was being garnTshed on D"ecember 5, 2022,
the previous rates would be continued. If6'Writ of Garnishment is filed ori
or after December 5, 2022, most courts will likely impose the new lower
rates; other courts may impose the higher garnishment rates for contracts
entered into before December 5,2022.

(Ex.2, Hameroff Decl. 1122, Attach. D.)

7. The judicial branch updated its Self-Service Center recommendations on or

around December 3, 2022, recognizing that different judges will interprct Prop 209

-3-
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differently. The page now reads:

If a garnishment was in place prior to December 5,2022, the previous rates
of garnishment would be continued. If a Writ of Garnishmenf is filed on or
afler December 5,2022, a iudicial officer may impose the new lower rates
based on their reading of Proposition 209; 

-another judicial officer may
impose the higher girnishment rates for contracts "entered into befori:
December 5,2022, based on their interpretation.

A debtor can file an objection to a writ of garnishment and ask for the lowest
garnishment rate.

gd n23, Attach.F,.)

8. Given these conflicting interpretations, and the lack of specific guidance in

Prop 209 related to the scope and application of the Savings Clause, Prop 209 is void for

vagueness under the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article

2, Section 4 of the Arizona Constitution. Additionally, Prop 209 is unenforceable under the

unintelligibility doctrine because it provides no standards for courts to rely upon for

deciding when in the post-judgment enforcement process Prop 209 applies or whether it

applies differently to judgments based on non-contract claims. Accordingly, it must be

preliminarily and permanently enj oined.

9. Faced with mounting uncertainty about how this new law will be interpreted,

debt collectors, creditors, debtors, employer garnishees, bank garnishees, and anyone else

involved in the debt collection process, in addition to court administrators, Justices of the

Peace, Superior Court Judges and legal aid clinics, need definitive guidance. Without

clarif ing guidance, incalculable state and private resources will be expended attempting to

accurately understand and interpret Prop 209, with differing interpretations leading to

inconsistent applications across the State. Additionally, judgment creditors and collectors

working on their behalf will inevitably face a tidal wave of lawsuits alleging that their

interpretation of Prop 209 violates federal and state laws regarding debt collection. A lack

of clarity carries with it not only the possibility that a reputable collector's reputation and

goodwill could be harmed, but because the majorify of debt collectors' revenue usually

comes from post-judgment enforcement actions such as garnishments, they could also be

-4-
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forced to cease operating entirely.

10. If Prop 209 is not completely invalidated (it should be), the Court must

provide the parties with the specific guidance that Prop 209 does not. Thus, the Court should

declare that Prop 209's provisions: (a) do not apply to debt arising out of contracts or

agreements entered into before the Effective Date; (b) do not apply to post-judgment

enforcement actions occurring after the Effective Date where the underlying contracts were

entered into before the Effective Date, regardless of when the underlying judgment was

entered; and (c) do not apply to non-contract judgments where the underlying cause of

action accrued before the Effective Date; but (d) do apply to both debt arising out of

contracts entered into and non-contract judgments entered after the Effective Date. Thus,

Prop 209 requires a bifurcated application for completing the mandatory documents for

post-judgment enforcement actions depending on their relation to the Effective Date.

PARTIE S

1 1. Plaintiff Arizona Creditors Bar Association ("ACBA") is an Arizona

corporation dedicated to educating and enhancing the practice of collection law in Arizona.

Members of the ACBA are regularly involved in the lawful collection of consumer debts

and must interpret and comply with the laws and civil procedures necessary to litigate in

their state and local courts. Members of the ACBA must also comply with the requirements

of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. S 1692 et seq. ("FDCPA"). ACBA has

a strong interest in ensuring interpretation and application of Prop 209 in away that allows

collection attorneys to fulfill their ethical duty to advance their clients' legitimate interests

within the bounds of existing law, without exposing themselves and their clients to

substantial strict liability. Prop 209 has caused ACBA to divert its resources to interpret the

law and will force ACBA to divert additional resources to educating its members about

Prop 209 and the exposure it creates. Further, as collection attorneys, ACBA's members

share a common and equal risk of being held strictly liable for the FDCPA's civil penalties

caused by any non-compliance with Prop 209. See Ariz. Ass'n of Providers for Persons with

Disabilities v. State,223 Ariz.6, 13 fl 18 (App. 2009).

5
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12' Plaintiff Protect Our Arizona is an Arizonapolitical action committee. Protect

Our Arizona's primary purpose is to oppose the qualification and passage of Prop 209.It

therefore has an interest in disputing prop 209,s validify.

13. Plaintiff Absolute Resolutions Investments, LLC is an Arizona limited

liability company that purchases and manages debt from creditors. Absolute Resolutions

Investments specializes in the recovery of distressed consumer receivables, business cards

and lines of credit, commercial leasing, and specialty finance portfolios.

14' Plaintiff Hameroff Law Group, P.C. is an Arizona law firm engaging in the

practice of debt collection. Hameroff Law Group, P.C. represents original creditors, debt

buyers, hospitals, medical providers, and financial institutions in recovering their

outstanding debts, up to and including garnishment actions. As collection attorneys,

Hameroff Law Group and its staff are subject to strict liability under the FDCpA if they

interpret Prop 209 incorrectly.

15. Plaintiff Desert Ridge Community Association ("Desert Ridge") is an

Artzona non-profit corporation and a master planned community association, more

commonly recognized as a HOA. Desert Ridge is required to provide services to

homeowners within the community without regardto a homeowner's creditworthiness and

irrespective of whether such homeowner can pay for the services. As such, Desert Ridge

routinely collects unpaid dues from its homeowners through the courts and has current

garnishment proceedings pending. Desert Ridge has been and will continue to be harmed

by the passage ofProp 209.

16. Plaintiff Augusta Ranch Master Community Association ("Augusta Ranch")

is an Arizona non-profit corporation and a master planned community association, more

commonly recognized as a HOA. Augusta Ranch is required to provide services to

homeowners within the communify without regard to a homeowner's creditworthiness and

irrespective of whether such homeowner can pay for the services. As such, Augusta Ranch

routinely collects unpaid dues from its homeowners through the courts and has current

garnishment proceedings pending. Augusta Ranch has been and will continue to be harmed

-6-
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by the passage ofProp 209.

17. Plaintiff Bauhinia, LLC, is a South Dakota limited liability company that

purchases and manages debt for recovery. Bauhinia has hired attorneys to bring lawsuits to

collect the debts, including using Arizona's post-judgment enforcement methods. Bauhinia

currently owns money judgments in Arizona and is a debt collector as defined by the

FDCPA.

18. Plaintiff Cash Time Title Loans,Inc. ("Cash Time") is an Arizona corporation

providing title loan and personal loan services in the Phoenix and Tucson Metro areas. Cash

Time has over 125 employees and is periodically served with garnishments pertaining to

these employees. Not only is Cash Time impacted as a harmed judgment creditor, but it is

also impacted as an employer faced with the uncertainty of calculating the garnishment

withholdings of their employees based upon earnings garnishments periodically served

upon them.

19. Defendant State of Arizona is a body politic that, pursuant to A.R.S. $ 12-

1841(,4'), has an interest in the validity of Prop 209, which would be affected by the

declaratory relief sought in this action.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

20. This Court has jurisdiction and venue over this case pursuant to Article 4,

Section 14 of the Arizona Constitution; A.R.S. $$ 12-123 ,12-1801 et seq.,12-1831 et seq.,

l2-202I et seq., and Rules 3(b) and 4(a) of the Arizona Rules of Procedure for Special

Actions because Plaintiffs seek: (a) a declaration that Prop 209 is void for vagueness and is

otherwise unintelligible under the First and Fourteenth Amendments; and (b) an injunction

enjoining Prop 209 from taking effect.

21. A justiciable controversy exists because, without Court intervention, the

uncertainty and confusion created by Prop 209 will cause a panoply of differing ad hoc

interpretations and applications that will subject Plaintiffs to immediate and irreparable

injury and loss of rights. See Tilson v. Mofford, 153 Ariz. 468,473 (1987) (concluding that

the proper time to consider the constitutionality of a proposed initiative is after its adoption

-7
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when affected litigants can present the issue).

22. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant.

23. Venue is proper in Maricopa County pursuant to A.R.S. $ 12-401.

24. Pursuant to A.R.S. $ 12-1841(8), the Arizona Attorney General, Speaker of

the House of Representatives, and Senate President will be contemporaneously and timely

served with a notice of claim of Prop 209' s unconstitutionality and a copy of this filing.

GENERAL A LEGATIONS

25. In the 2022 general election, an out-of-state labor union called Service

Employees International Union ("SEIU"), by and through two shell political action

committees, Healthcare Rising AZ and Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Healthcare,

sponsored an initiative titled the "Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act," commonly

known as Prop 209. (See Ex. 3, Campaign Finance Report.) On November 8, 2022, Arizona

voters approved Prop 209.

26. Although the proponents advertised that Prop 209 dealt with medical dealt,

Prop 209 actually amends several statutes related to post-judgment enforcement in general

and is not limited to medical debt. Prop 209 is codified as A.R.S. $$ 12-1598.10, 33-1101,

33-1123, 33-1,125, 33-1126, 33- 1 13 1, and 44-1201.

27. Among other things, Prop 209 sets limits on interest rates for debts accrued

from receiving healthcare services equal to either the weekly average one-year constant

maturity treasury yield or 3Yo, whichever is lower. (,See Ex. 1 $ 7.)

28. Prop 209 also increases the value for certain properfy and earnings exempt

from attachment, execution, forced sale, and any other post-judgment enforcement

processes, and requires the amount of those exemptions to be adjusted annually "by the

increase in the cost of living," measured by "the percentage increase as of August of the

immediately preceding year over the level as of August ofthe previous year ofthe consumer

price index . . . as published by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, or its successor agency." (Id. S 2-5.)

29. Additionally, Prop 209 imposes major changes on earnings garnishment

-8-
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actions by limiting the amount of a debtor's weekly disposable earnings subject to collection

to the lesser of l}Yo of the disposable earnings (formerly 25%) or the amount by which

disposable earnings for that week exceed sixty times (formerly thirty times) the highest

applicable federal, state, or local minimum wage (formerly federal only). (1d $ 1, 6);A.R.S.

$ 33-1 131. Additionally, Prop 209 allows a court to lower the amount of the garnishment

withholdingto 5Yo of the disposable earnings upon a finding of extreme economic hardship,

whereas prior law allows the court to reduce the amount to 1 5o/o of disposable earnings.

(Ex. 1 $ 1); A.R.S. $ 12-1598.10(F).

I. Summary of Legal Process

30. Traditionally, debt collection lawsuits arise when a consumer fails to: (a) pay

for a loan; (b) honor an agreement to pay for something of value; (c) pay money due for a

good or service; or (d) redress injuries. (See 8x.4, Logvin Decl. tl 9.) When that occurs,

those who are left unpaid and can send it to collection. Collectors, including Plaintiffs, then

work tirelessly to reach the consumer to seek a method of repayment. Lawsuits are filed as

a last resort. This process ensures that consumers are held accountable for their purchases,

and that creditors arerepaidwhat they are owed. The process is a necessary part of the credit

cycle and allows lenders to keep borrowing costs as low as possible for consumers.

3l. In a given month, even a smaller size collection law firm will mail hundreds

of letters, file hundreds of lawsuits, and process hundreds of applications for default

judgment. (See id. ''lTfl 8, l0-14.)

A. Post-Judgment Enforcement-Garnishments

32. Only once the plaintiff creditor establishes its claim and obtains a final

judgment on the underlying action can the garnishment process begin. See Marilee Miller

Clark, Arizona Civil Remedies $ 3.13.1.3. A final judgment must be formally written,

signed, and entered by the court and effectively means that the creditor is now legally

entitled to the debt. Id.

33. Garnishments are legal proceedings where a third party, called a garnishee, is

ordered to hold a judgment debtor's property, money, or earnings and, if appropriate,

-9-
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subsequently turn it over to the judgment creditor to pay the judgment.

34. A garnishment-which can include monies, property, or earnings-begins

with a judgrnent creditor's application, and includes statements about the amount of the

judgment and the belief that a garnishee is holding nonexempt assets. 
^See 

A.R.S. $$ 12-

1572 (requirements for garnishment of monies or property),12-1598.03 (requirements for

garnishment of earnings).

35. Once the writ of garnishment and summons are issued by the court, they must

be served upon the garnishee along with copies of enumerated documents. Seeid $$ 12-

1574(C) (garnishment of monies or property), I2-1598.04(C) (garnishment of earnings).

Once the garnishee is served with the required documents, the garnishee must hold the

nonexempt assets-monies, property, or earnings-until the garnishment ends. 1d $$ 12-

1578(,{) (requiring a garnishee to keep nonexempt monies or property out of the judgment

debtor's control), 12-1598.05(4') (creating an initial lien on the judgment debtor's

nonexempt earnings).

36. Within three days of being served with the writ of garnishment, the garnishee

must provide copies of the writ, summons, and enumerated documents to the judgment

debtor. See id. $$ l2-1574(D) (garnishment of monies or property), l2-1598.04(D)

(garnishment of earnings).

37. Within ten days of being served, the garnishee must answer the writ's

statutory questions. 1d $$ l2-1579(D) (listing the questions for garnishments of monies or

property), 12-1578.01 (setting the time limit for the garnishee's answer), 12-1598.08(8)

(listing the questions for garnishments of earning), 12-1598.06 (setting the time limit for

the garnishee's answer).

38. After the garnishee's answer is filed and delivered to the judgment debtor and

the judgment creditor, each parfy may object to the writ or the answer. If an objection is

filed, the court will hold a hearing on an expedited schedule to resolve the objection. See

id. $$ 12-1580 (garnishments of monies or property), 12-1598.07 (garnishments of

earnings).

-10-
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39. If no one objects and the garnishee's answer shows that garnishee is holding

nonexempt assets, then the judgment creditor applies for either (a) a judgment against the

garnishee in a monies garnishment, (b) an order of continuing lien in an earnings

garnishment, or (c) an order directing the garnishee to hold the personal property in a

property garnishment. The court then enters the requested order. See id. $$ 12-1584(,{)

fiudgments against garnishee), l2-1585(A) (orders regarding personal property), 12-

1598.10(A) (orders of continuing lien).

40. Once the order of continuing lien is entered in an earnings garnishment-and

while that order remains effective-the garnishee must continue to complete nonexempt

earnings statements for each pay period and turn over all nonexempt earnings withheld to

the judgment creditor. See id. S l2-1598.11(C).

4L And after the judgrnent against garnishee is entered in a garnishment of

monies, the garnishee must provide the withheld monies to the judgment creditor as directed

in the judgment against garnishee. See id. g 12-1584(C).

42. Further, when the order regarding personal property is entered in a

garnishment of personal property, the garnishee must continue to hold the nonexempt

property until the sheriff or constable serves a writ of execution on the garnishee or the tirne

limit on the order expires. See id. $ 12-1585(E).

43. In carrying out this process, certain types of the debtor's assets are exempt

from garnishment up to a certain dollar amount. See A.R.S. $$ 33-1101 (homestead

exemption),33-1123 (household furniture, furnishings, and appliances), 33-1125 (personal

items), and33-1 126 (money benefits, or proceeds). Prop 209's provisions increase a variety

of these exemptions. (See Ex. 1 $$ 2-5.) Thus, because debt collectors can only collect on

non-exempt assets, attorneys, judgment creditors, judgment debtors, and the courts all need

to be aware of how and when Prop 209 applies to individual cases.

44. Indeed, attorneys representing judgment creditors who are considering post-

judgment enforcement, including applying for a writ of garnishment, must believe that the

- 11-
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garnishee possesses the judgment debtor's nonexempt assets. If they do not interpret and

apply Prop 209-or the prior law-properly, such as by over-garnishing newly exempted

assets, then those attorneys and judgment creditors could violate the law.

45. The need to apply Prop 209 properly also continues after the garnishment

process begins. A writ of garnishment may be issued on any valid judgment, and thus active

garnishments are often based upon judgments entered more than a decade ago, with the

underlying contract necessarily having been entered into, and defaulted upon, prior to

that. (See Ex.4 fl 17.)

il. Prou 209's Scone Is U r and Undulv Confusins.

46. Although Prop 209 was advertised as an initiative to "help[] Arizona families

with medical debt,"l Prop 209's new provisions have breathtaking breadth and reach every

type of debt. By increasing the exemptions and reducing the garnishment rates on all types

of debt, Prop 209 effectively makes a substantial amount of the outstanding debt in Arizona

uncollectible because many judgment debtors' assets are no longer reachable through these

collection actions.

47. Given Prop 209's consequential and far-reaching new provisions, it is critical

for every Arizonan to understand the scope of its application. In a failed attempt to provide

that clarification, Prop 209's advocates inserted a "savings Clause," which states that the

Act "applies prospectively only." (Ex. 1 $ 10; see also Ex. 5, Legislative Council Ballot

Analysis, at 107-08.) The Savings Clause's addition to Prop 209 instead created fatal

confusion. Originally, Prop 209 did not include any amendments to the wage garnishment

statute and the amendments to A.R.S. $ 12-1598.10 were only added at the Legislative

Council's suggestion . (See Ex. 6, Legislative Council Memo, at 2I7 .)

48. Under the Savings Clause, Prop 209 does not affect three specific categories:

(1) rights and duties that matured before the effective date; (2) contracts entered into before

I Yes on Prop 20g,Healthcare Rising Arizona,
https ://www.healthcarerisinga z.or gl frr opositioir-209/
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the effective date; and (3) the interest rate on judgments that are based on a written

agreement entered into before the effective date. (Ex. 1 $ 10)

49. Readers of the Savings Clause, however, have reached different conclusions

about Prop 209's application to certain post-judgment enforcement action scenarios.

50. To illustrate, the below table parses several categories of garnishments and

Prop 209's applicability: (1) where the underlying contract, judgment, and garnishment

predate the Effective Date; (2) where the underlying contract and the judgment are entered

before the Effective Date, but the garnishment postdates the Effective Date; (3) where the

underlying contract is entered into before the Effective Date, but the judgment and the

garnishment postdate the Effective Date; (4) where the underlying contract, judgment, and

the garnishment all postdate the Effective Date; and, (5) where the underlying claim is not

based on a contr act, thejudgment is entered before the Effective Date, but the garnishment

postdates the Effective Date.

***

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank.]
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Old law Old law

Prop 209? Old law?

Prop 209? Old law?

begun before the Effective Date
-related to-

Contracts entered into before
the Effective Date

-with-
Judgments entered before the

Effective Date

begun after the Effective Date
-related to-

Contracts entered into before
the Effective Date

-with-
Judgments entered before the

Effective Date

begun after the Effective Date
-related to-

Contracts entered into before
the Effective Date

-with-
Judgments entered after the

Effective Date
CATEGORY 4: Garnishments
begun after the Effective Date

-related to-
Contracts entered into after the

Effective Date
-with-

Judgments entered after the
Effective Date

CA

CA

CA

begun after the Effective Date
-related to-

Noncontract claims that accrued
before the Effective Date

-with-
Judgments entered before the

Effective Date

CATEGO

Prop 209 Prop 209

Old law? N/A

Old law will govern
interest rate on
medical debt

Old law will govern
interest rate on
medical debt

Old law will govern
interest rate on
medical debt

Prop 209 will govern
interest rate on
medical debt

N/A
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51. Under each provision of the Savings Clause, garnishments in Category 1 are

plainly governed by the old law, no matter which subpart applies.
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52. Similarly, garnishments in Category 4 are likely governed by the changes

implemented by Prop 209 (depending, of course, on which step of the garnishment action a

right matures).

53. However, as illustrated by Categories 2,3, and 5, the first two subparts of the

Savings Clause can each be interpreted to define the "prospective" application of Prop 209

differently.

54. If the second subpart governs, meaning that garnishments are based on

"contracts entered into before the effective d&te," then Plaintiffs, attorneys, judgment

creditors, judgment debtors, and the courts can apply the law as it existed before the

Effective Date to Categories 2 and 3.

55. On the other hand, if the first subpart governs, Prop 209's provisions would

apply to garnishments where the rights matured after the Effective Date, and the prior law

would apply to garnishments where the rights matured before the Effective Date. However,

because judgments vest creditors with collection rights, McCullough, I72IJ.5. at 123, and

because garnishments may be viewed as actions independent from the "rights and duties"

associated with the underlying judgment, Bennett Blum MD,234 Ariz. at207 fl 13, then the

"rights and duties" to garnish a judgment debtor's wages may not "mature" until some

unknown point during the garnishment process.

56. Consequently, if the first subpart governs, the courts will have to decide when

the garnishment matures: at the underlying judgment, when the garnishment application is

filed, when the writ is issued, when the writ is served, when the judgment against garnishee

or order of continuing lien is entered, when each pay periods' nonexempt earnings

statements are calculated, or at some other undetermined point. This compounds confusion.

57. Moreover, if the first subpart applies, Prop 209 would impair contracts

entered into before the Effective Date, in violation of the U.S. and Arizona Constitutions.

Samaritan HealthSl", v. Superior Court of State of Ariz., 194 Ariz. 284, 293 n 4041 (App.

1998) (recognizing that the federal and state constitutions forbid laws that impair

substantive obligations of existing contracts); see also Hawkv. PC Vitlage Ass'n, lnc.,233
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4ri2.94,98 lJ 14 (App. 2013) (same).

58. Further, although Prop 209 did not provide revised garnishment forms, nor

mandate their creation, Prop 209's changes to exemptions necessitate the creation of new

garnishment forms to provide to the courts and other interested parties. (SeeF,x. I); see also,

A.R.S. $$ 12-1596 (setting out the forms for garnishments of monies or property), 12-

1598.16 (same for garnishments of earnings). However, the statutes setting forth the forms

convey information incompatible with Prop 209. See id.

59. Revised boilerplate forms are likely to confuse garnishees who assume that

they must use the revised forms on all garnishments when Prop 209 may not apply.

60. Even if garnishees independently investigate the matter, garnishees may

incorrectly apply Prop 209's provisions by, for instance, applying prior exemptions to

existing nonexempt earnings statements. If judgment creditors or their attorneys disagree

with the garnishees' conclusion, the courts will have to repeatedly decide the issue on an ad

hoc basis across the state.

61. In fact, Prop 209 has engendered widespread confusion among court staff and

seasoned attorneys working in this area. Plaintiffs have already received conflicting

guidance on the application of Prop 209.

62. For example, the Administrative Off,rce of the Courts ("AOC") organized a

workgroup regarding the impact of Prop 209 on the self-service forms on the judicial

branch's website. (SeeEx.2n 17.)

63. As part of that workgroup, there is confusion about which rules applied to

post-Prop 209 judgments entered on pre-Prop 209 contracts. (See id nn n-19, 24.) In

response, one Justice of the Peace (and Judicial Education Officer) has already opined that:

(l) Prop 209 changes the calculations for garnishments for all judgments, not just those for

medical debt; (2) Prop 209 would apply to garnishments of any existing judgments applied

for after the effective date; and (3) the Savings Clause would also not apply to garnishment

rates on tort judgments. (,See id 1l18, Attach. B.) Later, the AOC informed Plaintiffs that it

will interpret the effective date for garnishments as the date of the order of continuing lien.
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(See id. fl 19 ) Notably, these conflicting interpretations are from the same workgroup,

illustrating the confusion that will permeate courts throughout the state.

64. Collection attorneys also reached out to another Justice of the Peace (and

Chair of the Maricopa County Best Practices Committee), who offered yet another

conflicting interpretation. While he did not agree that all garnishment actions involving

contracts entered into before the Effective Date would be subject to existing law, he

interpreted the Savings Clause as applying to either money judgments entered before the

Effective Date or applications for writs of garnishment that were filed before the Effective

Date. (See id. n20-21.)

65. Given this confusion, judgment creditors will make inconsistent arguments,

courts will make inconsistent decisions, judgment debtors will receive inconsistent

protections, and all of these inconsistencies will undoubtedly lead to FDCPA claims. (See

id.. nn 22-28; Ex. 4 flfl 28-37.)

III. Pron 209's Ilncertaintv Will Cause Plaintiffs Irrenarable Harm.

66. Prop 209's ambiguity causes substantial harm to nearly everyone impacted

by the debt collection industry. In addition to increasing borrowing costs because lenders

will be less likely to legally collect what they are owed in a timely manner, Prop 209 creates

substantial confusion for creditors, debtors, garnishees, attorneys, courts, judges and anyone

else involved with the debt collection process.

67 . Further, Prop 209's ambiguities will result in those attempting to comply with

it facing a wave of litigation under federal and state consumer protection statutes such as

the FDCPA. Consumer advocates, including those that sponsored Prop 209 from the

beginning, will allege that any interpretation other than their own should be the basis for

legal liability.

68. The FDCPA broadly prohibits debt collectors-including attorneys-from

making misleading representations or employing unfair practices in connection with the

collection of any consumer debt. For example, the FDCPA prohibits false representations

of "the character, amount, or legal status of any debt," 15 U.S.C. $ I692e(2)(A), threats "to

-r7 -
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take any action that cannot legally be taken," id. 51692e(5), or attempts to collect any

amount "unless such amount is expressly authorized, by the agreement creating the debt or

permitted by law." Id. g 1692(1). In other words, interpreting Proposition2}g incorrectly-

such as by using its increased exemptions when they do not apply, or by failing to use those

increased exemptions when they do apply-exposes a debt collector to liability.

69. Debt collectors are strictly liable for misleading and unfair debt collection

practices. Clarkv. Cap. Credit & Collection Servs., lnc.,460 F.3d I 162,ll75-76 (9th Cir.

2006). Specifically, debt collectors who fail to comply with any part of the FDCPA are

professionally and personally strictly liable for actual damages, statutory damages,

attorneys' fees, and court costs for even one wrongful action. See 15 U.S.C. $ 1692k(a).

Thus, attorneys may be found liable under the FDCPA even for unintended, accidental, or

technical violations caused by misinterpreting state law.

70. Further, the FDCPA authorizes class actions where debt collectors can be

professionally and personally subject to strict liability penalties of up to $500,000 or 1% of

the debt collector's net worth. Id. S 1692k(a)(2)(B).

7L If debt collectors and creditors seek to apply the old garnishment rules to all

contracts that were originated prior to the Effective Date-a plausible interpretation of Prop

209 and the Savings Clause-there will inevitably be litigation filed against them

contending that the new garnishment rules should be applied to those contracts. Not only

will those lawsuits burden the courts and make the garnishment process more cumbersome

than necessary, but they will also potentially carry with them millions of dollars in statutory

strict liability for debt collectors statewide if a court ultimately determines that the new

garnishment rules should apply to pre-Effective-Date contracts.

72. Moreover, if all garnishments, including garnishments that existed before the

Effective Date, must be administered under the new garnishment rules, judgment creditors

may be forced to amend their garnishments, and garnishees may be forced to amend their

answers, exempt additional funds, provide the judgment debtor and judgment creditor with

revised nonexempt earnings statements, and send out partial or full refunds from previously

-18-
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withheld funds. (See 8x.7, Cash Time Decl. flfl 12-15.) And if these parties do not amend

their garnishments accordingly or are confused by new forms and their ad hoc applicability,

they too may be exposed to liability under consumer protection statutes for failing to turn

over the proper amount of nonexempt assets to the proper party. See A.R.S. $$ 12-1593

(authorizing the court to hold parties that don't perform their duties in garnishments in

contempt of court), 12-1598.13 (same); (Ex. 7 fl 16.)

13. An actual and substantial controversy exists between Plaintiffs and Defendant

regarding their respective legal rights and duties. Plaintiffs contend that Prop 209 is

unconstitutional and unenforceable in its entirety. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and

on that basis allege, that Defendant contends otherwise. Accordingly, declaratory relief is

appropriate.

74. If not enjoined by the Court, Prop 209 will create substantial confusion which

will result in irreparable injuries to Plaintiffs in the form of: (a) violations of their

constitutional rights and duties, including their due process rights to fair notice of what

conduct a law prohibits; (b) the loss of current and potential customers if they are wrongly

branded as unscrupulous debt collectors who have violated the FDCPA; (c) substantially

increased malpractice premiums caused by the uncertainty in Prop 209 for which they

cannot be compensated; (d) significant costs that garnishee Plaintiffs will incur that cannot

be adequately compensated; and (e) liability under the FDCPA. Plaintiffs have no plain,

speedy, or adequate remedy at law for such injuries. Accordingly, injunctive relief is

appropriate.

F'IRST CI,AI FOR RELIEF

__ Pp.lqtatory and Injunctive Relief (A.R.S. $S 12-1801 et seq.;12-1831 et seq.)
Void for Vagueness (violation of U.S. Const. amends. I, XIV; Ariz. Const. art. 2, $ 4;

28 U.S.C. SS 2201, 2202)

7 5. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth above as if fully set forth herein.

76. "In our constitutional order, a vague law is no law at all." United States v.

Davis,139 S. Ct.2319,2323 (2019).

77. The prohibition against vague laws stems from the First and Fourteenth

-19-
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Amendments of the United States Constitution, see United States v. Williams,553 U.S. 285,

304 (2008), as well as Article 2, Section 4, of the Arizona Constitution. Cohenv. State,I2I

Ariz.6,9 (1978).

78. While vagueness claims are most often raised in the First Amendment or

criminal contexts, "indefiniteness in any statute may constitute an unconstitutional denial

of due process of law," Cohen,l2l Ariz. at 9 (citing Sw. Egn'g Co.v. Ernst,79 Ariz.403,

4I4 (1955)), especially when any penalty can be strictly administered.

79. A law may be unconstitutionally vague for one of two reasons: "First, if it

fails to provide people of ordinary intelligence a reasonable opportunity to understand what

conduct it prohibits. Second, if it authorizes or even encourages arbitrary and discriminatory

enforcement." Hillv. Colorado, 530 U.S. 703,732 (2000) (emphasis added).

80. Prop 209' s Savings Clause fails both conditions.

81. Under the first condition, it is unclear-including to seasoned attorneys and

judges in this area of law-whether the first or second subpart of the second sentence of the

Savings Clause will govern post-judgment enforcement actions involving contracts entered

into before the Effective Date but with judgments entered after the Effective Date.

82. While Prop 209 declares that it doesn't affect "contracts entered into before

the effective date of this act" (Ex. 1 $ 10), garnishments may be viewed as wholly

independent actions. Bennett Blum MD,234 Ariz. at 207 n 13. Thus, some attorneys and

judges may refuse to abide by Prop 209's statement about contracts and concentrate on

when the "right" to garnish "matured." However, Prop 209 provides no guidance about

when that right would "mature."

83. Under the second condition, the Savings Clause does not contain explicit

standards of application to prevent arbitrary and discriminatory ad hoc enforcement. See

Franklin v. Clemett, 240 Ariz. 587 ,595 fl 2a (App. 2016) (highlighting this requirement of

the vagueness doctrine).

84. Indeed, the Savings Clause has already led judicial officers and the AOC to

offer differing unofficial interpretations about the application of Prop 209's Savings Clause.

-20 -
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85. Prop 209 is too vague to enforce.

86. Should a well-intentioned debt collector proceed in a post-judgment

enforcement action without applying Prop 209's provisions, only to later find out that the

Savings Clause does not apply, that debt collector may incur strict liability and significant

penalties. See 15 U.S.C. $ 1692k(a).

87 . Due process does not tolerate this lack of fair notice, particularly where harsh

penalties are on the line. See Batty v. Ariz. Med. Bd., 253 Ariz. 1 5 l, I 56 fl 19 (App. 2022)

("[T]he degree of vagueness that the Constitution tolerates depends in part on the nature of

the enactment, and [courts] must take into consideration the severity of the penalty."

(quotation omitted)).

88. The Savings Clause is not severable from the remaining provisions of Prop

209 because the valid portion of the law is not "workable," meaning the law is capable of

accomplishing its purpose without further action. See Fann v. State,25l Ariz. 425, 436

n36-37 (2021) (citing Randolphv. Groscost,l95 Ari2.423,427 fl 15 (1999)).

89. Indeed, without the Savings Clause, Prop 209 cannot accomplish its stated

purpose to "appl[y] prospectively only" without significant clarification. Fann,25I Ariz. at

436-37 fl 37 (collecting cases).

90. Excising the Savings Clause may allow Prop 209 to modify the remedies

available under contracts already in effect, which is contrary to the initiative approved by

the voters. (Ex. 1 $ 10.) That would expose many judgment creditors and garnishees to

liability under state law and the FDCPA. (SeeEx.2nn2518;8x.4 flfl 28-37.)

91 . Without some further legislative act, the voters' purpose in prospective-only

application cannot be achieved if the Savings Clause is deemed void.

92. Further, the Savings Clause avoids impairment of the obligations of existing

contracts. See Samaritan Health Sys., 194 Ariz. at 293 I 4l; see also Hawk, 233 Ariz. at 98

fl 14. Without the Savings Clause, the rest of the Act would likely be unconstitutional.

93. Given Prop 209's declaration that it applies prospectively only, it is "so

irrational or absurd as to compel the conclusion that an informed electorate" would have

-21 -
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enacted legislation that violates the constitutional prohibition on impairing existing

contractual obligations. See Fann,25l Ariz. at 436 n36 Q02I).

94. Accordingly, Plaintiffs seek declaratory relief that Prop 209, in its entirety, is

void for vagueness and an order enjoining its enforcement.

SECOND CLAIM F'OR RELIEF'
Declaratory and Injunctive Relief (A.R.S. $$ 12-1801 et seq.; 1,2-1831 et seq.)

Unintelligibilify Doctrine (violation of U.S. Const. amends. I, XIV; Ariz. Consl. art.
2, $ 4;28 U.S.C. $$ 2201, 2202)

95. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth above as if fully set forth herein.

96. The unintelligibility doctrine renders a statute unenforceable when it "is so

incomplete or unintelligible that fcourts] cannot divine its purpose and intent, or how to

implement it . . ." State ex rel. Brnovich v. City of Phoenix,249 Ariz. 239,247 n 35 Q020).

97 . Like the void for vagueness doctrine, the unintelligibility doctrine has its roots

in the due process requirement of fair notice and separation-of-powers principles.Id.

98. If a law is unintelligible, courts "simply refrain from attempting to enforce"

the legislation "unless and until the legislature completes it." Id. at248 fl 35 (citin g CAVCO

Indus. V. Indus. Comm'n. ofArizona,I29 Ari2.429,434 n.3 (1981)).

99. In this way, the "unintelligibility doctrine is perhaps the quintessential

example of how a court, acting with restraint, observes its constitutional role under the

separation of powers." State exrel. Brnovichv. City of Tucson,242 Ari2.588,611fl 102

(Gould, J., concurring). A refusal to enforce an incomplete, unfinished statute avoids the

forbidden judicial rewrite of the law.Id.

100. Even if the Savings Clause is not unconstitutionally vague, Prop 209 remains

unenforceable. It provides no standards guiding a court's implementation of it. See City of

Phoenix,249 Ariz. at 248 tl 36 (holding a bond provision unenforceable where the statute

did not require the bonding municipality to defend its law, did not explain what happens if
no bond is posted, and did not explain what conditions must exist to exonerate the bond).

101 . Specifically, the Savings Clause offers no guidance about when the "right" to

garnish a debtor's earnings, money, or property matures, triggering Prop 209's provisions,

1.,
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nor whether the Savings Clause applies differently to judgments on non-contract claims.

102. It also fails to speak to what procedures to follow if a debt collector

mistakenly attempts to collect on a debt under the prior law due to the confusion caused by

Prop 209's Savings Clause.

103. As discussed above, the Savings Clause is not severable from the remaining

provisions of Prop 209.

104. Accordingly, Plaintiffs seek declaratory relief that Prop 209, in its entirety, is

unenforceable because it is unintelligible, and an order enjoining its enforcement.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF'
Declaratory Relief (A.R.S. SS 12-1801 et seq.; l2-183I et seq.)

105. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth above as if fully set forth herein.

106. When interpreting voter-approved measures, courts try to place a "reasonable

interpretation on'the intent of the electorate that adopted it."' State v. Estrada,20l Arrz.

247 ,250 fl 15 (200 I) (citing Foster v. Irwin, 196 Ariz. 230,231 fl 3 (2000)).

107. The Savings Clause was expressly intended to apply prospectively to not

affect the enforcement of existing contracts or disturb substantive rights that vested before

the Effective Date. See Aranda v. Indus. Comm'n of Arizona, 198 Ariz. 467 , 471 fl 16 (2000)

(citation omitted); see also Kresos v. White,47 Ariz. 175,178-79 (1936).

108. Therefore, the fairest reading of the Savings Clause provides that the previous

law applies to garnishments flowing from contracts entered into, or non-contract judgments

entered, before the E,ffective Date, regardless of when the garnishments occur.

109. This reading would accord with the reasonable expectations of parties who

entered into contracts with the understanding that the law that existed when they contracted

would apply to garnishment actions if a dispute arose.

110. Therefore, in the alternative, Plaintiffs seek declaratory relief that Prop 209's

provisions: (a) do not apply to contracts entered into before the Effective Date; (b) do not

apply to post-judgment enforcement actions occurring after the Effective Date where the

underlying contracts were entered into before the Effective Date, regardless of when the

-23 -
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underlying judgment was entered; and (c) do not apply to non-contract judgments where

the underlying harm accrued before the Effective Date; but (d) do apply to both contracts

entered into and non-contract judgments entered after the Effective Date. Thus, Prop 209

requires a bifurcated application for completing the mandatory documents for post-

judgment enforcement actions depending on their relation to the Effective Date.

REOUEST FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for:

A. A declaration pursuant to A.R.S. $ 12-1831 that Prop 209 is void for

vagueness under the First and Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and Article

2, Section 4 of the Arizona Constitution;

B. A declaration pursuant to A.R.S. $ 12-183 I that Prop 209 is unenforceable

because it is unintelligible;

C. An injunction pursuant to A.R.S. $ 12-1801, Arizona Rule of Civil Procedure

65, and other applicable law preliminarily and permanently enjoining the enforcement of

Prop 209;

D. Alternatively, a declaration pursuant to A.R.S. $ 12-1831 that Prop 209's

provisions:

1 Do not apply to contracts entered into before the Effective Date;

2. Do not apply to post-judgment enforcement actions occurring after the

Effective Date where the underlying contracts were entered into before

the Effective Date, regardless of when the underlying judgment was

entered;

3. Do not apply to non-contractjudgments where the underlying harm

accrued before the Effective Date;

4. Do apply to both contracts entered into, and non-contract judgments

entered after, the Effective Date; and

5. Require a bifurcated application for completing the mandatory

documents for post-judgment enforcement actions depending on their

-24-
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relation to the Effective Date.

E. An order awarding Plaintiffs' attorney's fees and nontaxable expenses

incurred in this action under:

l. The private attorney general doctrine as established in Arnold v. Ariz.

Dep't of Health Servs., 160 Ariz. 593, 609 (1989), disagreed with on other grounds by,

Ansley v. Banner Health Network,248 Ariz. 143 (2020), because the rights sought to be

vindicated here benefit a large number of people, require private enforcement, and are of

societal importance;

2. A.R.S. $ 12-348,

3. A.R.S. $ 12-2030, and

4. any other applicable law or common law authorizing the award of

attorney's fees and nontaxable expenses to Plaintiffs.

F. An order awarding Plaintiffs their taxable costs under A.R.S. $$ 12-341, 12-

1840, and any other applicable law authorizingthe award of taxable costs; and

A. Such other relief as the Court deems necessary, equitable, proper, and just.

DATED this 5th day of December, 2022.

SNELL & WILMER L.L.P.

By /s/ Brett W. Johnson
Brett W. Johnson
Benjamin W. Reeves
Tracy A. Olson
Ryan Hogan
Charlene A. Warner
One East Washineton Street
Suite 2700 e

Phoenix, Arizona 8500 4-2202

Attorneys for Plaintffi Arizona Creditors Bar
Association Inc., et. al.
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vERIFIC4TION
I, David Hameroff on behalf of Hameroff Law Group, P.C., a Plaintiff in this action,

have reviewed the foregoing Verified Special Action Complaint and veriff under penalty

of perjury that it is true and correct.

Dated: December 5,2022
Hameroff,

Hameroff Law Group, P.C.
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STATE OF ARIZONA

Application for Serial Number
lnitiative Petition
A.R.S. S 1e.111

Caps interest rate on "medical debt," as defined in ths Act; applies this cap to judgments on medical debt
as well as to medical debt lncurred. lncreases the value of assets - a homestead, certain household
possessions, a motor vehicle, funds in a single bank account, and disposable earnings - protected from
certain legal processes to collect debt. Annually adjusts these amended exemptions for inflation beginning
2024. Allows courts to further reduce the amount of disposable earnings subject to garnishment in some
cases of extreme economic hardship. Does not affect existlng contracts. Does not change existing law
regarding secured debt.

Sherri Brown Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Healthcare (Healthcare Rising Az)

Name of Applicant Commlttoe Namo

401 West Baseline Road, Suite 205 Comm. No. 100082
Addres8

Tempe, Arizona 85283
Commlttes lD No.

Sherri Brown
Cily Slato zlp Ghalrperson

Suzanne Jimenez
Telephono Numbor Treaeurer

ja m es@ ba rton m en d ezsoto. com 401 West Baseline d
E-mall Addrsss Conrmlttee Addross

Tempe Arizona 85283
clly

480-550-51 65
Cjornmlttoo Tolephono Nulrtbor

, james@bartonmendezsotq-gom .. _
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AN INITIATIVE MEASURE

AMENDING SECTIONS l2-1598.10,33-ll0l, 33-1123,33-1125, 33-1126,33-ll3l AND 44-l
STATUTES; RELATING TO PREDATORY DEBT COLLECTION PROTECTION.

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Arizona:

Section l. Section l2-1598.10, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to t'ead;

I2-I598,I0. Continuing lielon ednings: order

A. lf it appears fi'om the answer of the garnishee that the judgrnent debtor was an employee of the garnishee, or that the

garnishee otherwise owed earnings to the judgment debtor when the writ was seLved, or earnings would be owed within sixty
days thereafter and there is no timely written objection to the writ or the answer of the garnishee filed, on application by the
judgment creditor the couft shall order that the nonexempt earnings, if any, withheld by the garnishee after service of the writ
be tl'ansferred to the judgment creditor who is entitled to such monies subject to the judgment debtol's right to objection and

hearing pursuant to this article. The court shall further order that the garnishment is a continuing lien against the nonexempt
earnings of the judgment debtor.

B. If a timely objection is filed the court shall conduct a hearing pursuant to section 12-1598.0"1 and shall make the following
determinations:

L Whether the writ is valid against the judgment debtor.

2. The amount outstanding on the judgment at the time the writ was setvedn plus accruing costs.

3. Whether the judgment debtor was employed by the garnishee at the tirne the writ was served.

4. Whether eamings were owed or would be owed by the garnishee to the judgment debtor within sixty days after the service

of the writ.

5. Whether the debt \ryas, at the time of service of the writ, subject to an effective agreement fol debt scheduling between the
judgment debtor and a qualified debt counseling organization.

C, lf the cou$ makes an affirmative determination under subsection B, paragraph I of this section and subsection B, pgragraph

3 or 4 of this section and determines that the debt was not, at the time of service of the writ, subject to an effective agl€ement

between the judgment debtor and a qualified debt counseling otganization, the court shall order that the nonexempt earnings,

if any, withheld by the garnishee after service of the writ be ttansferred to the judgrnent crcditor and fur'ther order that the

garnishment is a continuing lien against the nonexempt earnings of the judgment debtor. Otherwise the court shall order the

garnishee discharged fl'om the writ.

D. A continuing lien ordered pursuant to this section is invalid and of no force and effect on the occurrence of any of the

following conditions:

l, The underlying judgrnent is satisfied in full, is vacated or expires.

2. The.iudgment debtor leaves the garnishee's employ for more than sixty days or, if the iudgment debtor is an employee of
a school dishict, a charter school, the Arizona state schools for the deaf and the blind or an accomtnodation school and the

judgment debtor is subject to an employment contract that specifies that paydays ate lestricted to the school year, for more

than ninety days.

3. The judgment creditor releases the garnishment.

4. The proceedings are stayed by a coult of competent jurisdiction, including the United States bankruptcy coufi.

5. The judgment debtor has not earned any nonexempt earnings for at least sixty days or, if the judgment debtor is an employee

of a scirool district, a charter school, the Arizona state schools for the deaf and the blind or an accommodation school and the

judgment debtor is subject to an employment contract that specifies that paydays are restricted to the school year, for at least

ninety days.
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6. The cour.t or.der.s that the garnishnrent be quashed.

E' If no objections are filed to the answel'of the galnishee and an order of continuing lien is not entered within forty-five daysafter the filing of the answer of the-gatnisheg, any eamings held by the garnishee strltt be released to the judgrnent debtor andthe garnishee shall be discharged fi'orn any liabiiity on tli garnishrnent]

F' If at the hearing the couft detenrrines that the judgment debtor is subject to the twenry five TEN percent maximumdisposable earnings provision under section 33-l lil, subsection B and based on clear ani convincing evidence that thejudgnrent debJor or the judgrnent debtor's farnily would suffer extreme econornic hardship as a result of the garnishment, thecourt may reduce the amount of nonexelnpt eamings withheld under a continuing lien ordereJ pursuant to this section fromthe hvenF, five TEN percent to not less thin f;fteen-FlVE percent,

G A-coufi order enteled pursuant to this section iftecorded does not constitute a lien against real property pursuant to section33-96 L

H' The court, sitting without a jury, shall decide all issues of fact and law.

sec. 2. Section 33-r r0l, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33-I l0l. Homert"aa exemptt,

A' Any person the age of eighteen or over, tnarried or single, who reside_s-within the state rnay hold as a holnestead exenlptft'om attachtnent, execution and forced sale, not exceeding-ene*nndredsfo theusendae+h+si+oo,ooo in value, any one ofthe following:

l' The pelson's interest in real propelty in one compact body upon which exists a dwelling house in which the person resides
2. The person's interest in one condontinium or cooperative in which the person resides.

3. A mobile home in which the person resides,

4' A mobile home in which the percon resides plus the land upon which that mobile home is located.B' only one homestead exemption may be held by a manied couple or a single person under this section. The value asspecified in this section lefers to the equity of a single person or mauied 
"oufl..'lf 

a manied couple lived together in adwelling house, a condolniniutn or cooperative, a mobile home or a rnobile horne plus land on *fii.n tn" mobile home is
located and are then divorced, t!9 total exemption allowed for that residence to eitirer or both persons shall not exceed on3.@$400,000invilue.
c' The homestead exemption, not exceeding the value plovided for in subsection A, AS ADJUSTED By suBSEcTIoN DoF THIS SECTION, autontatically aftaches to the pelson's interest in identifiable cash proceeds fi.on the voluntary or
involuntaty-sale of the property. The homestead exemption in identifiable cash ploceeds continues for eighteen rnonths after
the date of the sale of the propelty or.until the person istablishes a new homestead with the proceeds, whichever period isshofter. Only one houtestead exemption at a tinre may be held by a pet.son under this section.

D' THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION PROVIDED BY THIS SECTION SHALL BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY
BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1,2024 AND THEREAFTER ON JANUARY I OF EACH SUCCESSIVE YEAR BY THEINCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING. THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVINC SHALL BE MEASURED BY
TI{E PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR OVER THE
LEVEL AS OF AUGUST OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN
CONSUMERS, UNITED STATES CITY AVERAGE FOR ALL ITEMS) OR ITS SUCCESSOR INDEX AS
PUBLISHED BY THE LINITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR;BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, oR ITS
SUCCESSOR ACENCY, WITH THE AMOUNT OF THE EXEMPTION ROUNDED UP TO THE NEAREST$IOO.

Sec. 3. section 33-1123, Arizona Revised statutes, is amended to read:

33'l123, Hour"hold futniturr. fu.nirhingr und upplion..r: unnruI udju.hn.nt

A. Household fumiture and fulnishings, household goods, including consumer elechonic devices, and household
appliances personally used by the debtor or a dependent of the debtor and not otherwise specificaily prescribed in this
ehapter are exempt fi'orn process provided their agglegate fafu'market value does not exceed srx+;uinn+aeU#, $15,000
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B, THE EXEMPTION PROVIDED BY THIS SECTION SHALL BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY BEGINNING ON
JANUARY 1,2024 AND THEREAFTER ON JANUARY I OF EACH SUCCESSIVE YEAR BY THE INCREASE IN
THE COST OF LIVING, THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING SHALL BE MEASURED BY THE
PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR OVER THE LEVEL AS
OF AUGUST OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN CONSUMERS,
UNITED STATES CITY AVERAGE FORALL ITEMS) OR ITS SUCCESSOR INDEX AS PUBLISHED BY THE
I-JNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, OR ITS SUCCESSOR
AGENCY, WITH THE AMOUNT OF THE EXEMPTION ROUNDED UP TO THE NEAREST $IOO,

Sec. 4. Section 33-1125, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33-l 125. Personal items

The following property of a debtor used primarily for personal, family or household purposes is exempt from process:

I . All wearing apparel of not more than a fair market value of five hundred dollars.

2. All musical instruments provided for the debtor's individual or family use of not more than an aggregate fair
market value of four hundred dollars.

3. Horses, milk cows and poultry of not more than an aggrcgate fair market value of one thousand dollars.

4. All engagement and wedding rings of not more than an aggrcgate fair market value of two thousand dollars,

5, The library of a debtor', including books, manuals, published materials and personal documents of notmore than an

aggregate fair market value of two hundred fifty dollars.

6. One watch of not more than a fair market value of two hundred fiffy dollars.

7. One typewriter, one computer, one bicycle, one sewing machine, a family bible or a lot in any burial ground of not more
than an aggregate fair market value of two thousand dollars.

8, Equity in one motor vehicle of not more than sixt$eus*nddel{a+s $ 15,000. If the debtor or debtor's dependent has a

physical disability, the equity in the motor vehicle shall not exceed tr,velve-+heus*nd dol{srs $25,000. 'l'HE EXEMPTION
PRESCRIBED IN THIS PARAGRAPH SHALL BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1,2024
AND THEREAFTER ON JANUARY I OF EACH SUCCESSIVE YEAR BY THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF

LIVING. THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING SHALL BE MEASURED BY THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE
AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR OVER THE LEVEL AS OF AUGUST OF THE
PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, UNITED STATES CITY
AVERAGE FOR ALL ITEMS) OR ITS SUCCESSOR INDEX AS PUBLISHED BY THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, OR ITS SUCCESSOR AGENCY, WITH THE
AMOI.JNT OF THE EXEMPTION ROUNDED UP TO THENEAREST$IOO.

9. Professionally prescribed prostheses for the debtor or a dependent ofthe debtor, including a wheelchair ol
motorized mobi lity device.

I 0. All firearms of not more than an aggregate fair market value of two thousand dollars.

I l. All domestic animals or household pets.

Sec. 5, Section 33-ll26,Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33-1 126, Money. benefits or proceeds: exception

A, The following property of a debtor is exempt from execution, attachment or sale on any process issued from any

court:

l. All money received by or payable to a surviving spouse or child on the life of a deceased spouse, palent ot' legal

guardian, not exceeding twenty thousand dollars.

2. The eamings of the minor child of a debtor or the proceeds of these earnings by reason of any liability of the debtor not

contracted for the special benefit of the minor child.
I
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3' All nronies received by or payable to a percon entitled to receive child support or spousal maintenance pursuant to a courtol'der.

4' AII money, proceeds ortenefits of any kind to be paid in a lump sum or to be rendered on a periodic or instalment basisto the insured or any beneficiary under any policy ofirealth, accident or disabiliry insurance or iny sinrilar plan or ;,;g;;;of benefits in use by any employet'' except for pllmiurns payable on the policy o,.drbt of the insurcd secured by a pledge,
and except for collection of any debt or obligafion for which the insured or beneficiary t as ue.n paia under the plan or policy
and except for payment of atnounts oldelsd fot support of a person fi'om proceeds and benefits furnished in lieu of eamingsthat would have been subject to that order and subiict to any exernption applicable to earnings so replaced,

5' All money arising front any claim for the destruction of, or damage to, exempt property and all proceeds or benefits ofany kind arising fi ont fire or other insurance on any property exempiunder this ar"ticle.

6' The cash sun'ender value of life insurance policies whele fol a continuous unexpir.ed period of two years the policies havebeen owned by a debtor. The policy shall havi named as beneficiary the debtor's surviving spouse, child, parent, brother orsister' The policy may have named as beneficiary any other family inember who is a dependent, in the proportion that thepolicy names any suchbeneficialy, except that, iubject to the statute of lirnitations, the ilnountoiany prerniurn that is
recoverable or avoidable. by a creditor pursuant to title 44, chapter 8,,afticle I , with interest therron, is not exernpt. Theexemption provided by this palagtaph does not apply to.a c.laim for ihe payment of a debt of the insured or beneficiary that issecured by a pledge or assignnrent ofthe cash vaiue-ofthe.insurance poii"y ol. the proceeds ofthe policy. For the pu,por.s orthis paragraph, "dependent" tneans a family tnernber who is dependent on the insured debtor for not less than half support.
7' An annuity contmct where for a continuous unexpired period of two yeats that contr"ct has been owned by a debtor
and has named as beneficiary the debtor, the debtor'i surviving spouse, child, parent, brother.oirirter, or any other
dependent family mernber, except that, subject to the statute oiliinitations, the arnount of any prernium, payment or
deposit with respect to that contlact is recoverable or avoidable by a cledi8or pursuant to title l+, ctrapter g, article I isnot exempt' The exemption provided by this paragraph does not apply to a clairn for a payment oru o"ut of the annuitantor beneficiary that is secured by a-pledge or aisignrnlnt of the 

"ontiurt 
or its proceed.. 'F6,: 

trir purposes of this
paragmph, "dependent" lneans a family rnember who is dependent on the debtor for not less than half support.
8' Any clairn fol darnages recoverable by any person by reason ofany levy on or sale undel.execution ofthat person,s
exempt personal propelty or by reason ofthe wrongful taking or detention ofthat property by any person, and thejudgrnent
rccovered for damages,

9' A total of fhrte*und+ed4ellarc $5,000 held in a single account in any one financial irrstitution as defined by section 6-
I 0 I ' The pr operty declared exempt by this paragraph iJnot exempt frorn normal service charges assessed against the account
by the financial institutiorr at which the accountls ian'ied. THE E:xEMprIoN pRESCRIBED IN THIS pARAGRA'H
SHALL BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY BEGINNING ON JANUARY I,2O2AAND THEREAFTER ON JANUARY I OFEACH SUCCESSIVE YEAR BY THE INCREASE IN THE CoSTOF ftvtttC. THE INCREASE rN THE COSTOF
LIVINC SHALL BE MEASURED BY THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY
PRECEDING YEAR OVER THE LEVEL AS OF AUCUST OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER PRICE
INDEX (ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, UNITED STATES CITY AVERAGE FORALL ITEMS) OR ITS SUCCESSOR
INDEX AS PUBLISHED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT oF LABOR, BUREAU bT'L,qeon STATISTICS,
OR ITS SUCCESSOR AGENCY, WITH THE AMOLINT OF THE EXEMPTION ROUNDED UP TO THE NEAREST
$100.

l0' An interest in a college savings plan under section 529 of the intelnal levenue code of I 986, either as the owner or as the
beneficiary. This does not include money contributed to the plan witlrin fwo year.s befole a debtor.files for bankruptcy.
B' Any nloney or other assets payable to a participattt in or beneficiary of, or any interest of any participant or beneficiary in,
a I'etirement plan under section 401(a), 403(a), 40i(b), 408, 408A or 4'09 or. a deier,red .on prn*tion plan under section 457
of the United States ilrternal t'evenue code of 1986, ai amended, whether the beneficiary's int"rest arises by inheritance,
designation, appointment or otherwise, is exenpt from all claims of crpditors of the beieficiary or particiiant. This
subsection does not apply to any of the following:

l. Analternatepayeeunderaqualifieddomesticrclationsorder,asdefinedinsectionala(p)oftheUnitedStatesinternal
l€venue code of 1986, as amended. The intelest of any and all alternate payees is exernpt fror uny and all claims of any
creditol ofthe alternate payee.
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2. Arnounts contributed within one hundred twenty days before a debtor files for bankruptcy.

3. The assets ofbankruptcy proceedings filed before July l, 1987,

C. Any person eighteen years of age or over, maried ol single, who resides within this state and who does not exercise

the hornestead exemption under afticle I of this chapter may clairn as a personal property homestead exempt from all
process plepaid rent, including security deposits as provided in section 33-1321, subsection A, for the claimant's
residence, not exceeding two thousand dollars.

D. Thissectiondoesnotexemptpropeftyfromordersthatarctheresultofajudgmentforarrearagesofchildsuppo$orfor
a child support debt,

Sec, 6. Section 33- I I 3 l, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33- l l3l. Definition: waqes: salary: compensation

A, For the purposes of this section, "disposable eamings" means that remaining portion of a debtor's wages, salary or
compensation for his personal services, including bonuses and commissions, or otherwise, arrd includes payments pursuant to
a pension or retirement program or defened compensation plan, after deducting ft'om such earnings those amounts required

by law to be withheld.

B. Except as plovided in subsection C, the maximum paft of the disposable earnings of a debtor for any workweek +vhieh

THAT is subject to process may not exceed t+enqi-fivs-p€F€ent TEN PERCENT of disposable eamings for that week or
the amount by which disposable earnings for that week exceed thirs SIXTY timss the APPLICABLE minimum hourly
wage@ineffectatthetimetheearningsarepayable,whicheverisless.THEAPPLIcABLE
MINIMUM HOURLY WAGE IS THE MINIMUM WAGE REQUIRED BY FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL LAW,
WHICHEVER IS HIGHEST.

C. The exemptions ptovided in subsection B do not apply in the case of any order fol'the support of any person. ln such

case, one-halfofthe disposable earnings ofa debtor for any pay period is exempt fi'om process.

D, The exemptions provided in this section do not apply in the case of any order of any court of bankruptcy under chapter

XIII ofthe federal bankruptcy act or any debt due for any state or federal tax.

Sec.7. Section44-1201, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to rcad:

44-1201, Rate of interest for loan or indebtedness: interest on judgments: definitions

A. Interest on any loan, indebtedness or other obligation shall be AS FOLLOWS:

I. THE MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE ON MEDICAL DEBT SHALL, BE THE LESSER OF THE FOLLOWING:

(a) THE ANNUAL RATE EQUAL TO THE WEEKLY AVERAGE ONE-YEAR CONSTANT MATURITY TREASURY
YIELD, AS PUBLISHED BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, FOR THE
CALENDAR WEEK PRECEDING THE DATE WHEN THE CONSUMER WAS FIRST PROVIDED WITH A BILL, OR

(b)THREE PERCENT A YEAR.

THE MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE PROVIDED PURSUANT TO THIS PARAGRAPH ALSO APPLIES TO ANY
JUDGMENTS ON MEDICAL DEBT.

2. FOR ANY LOAN, INDEBTEDNESS OR OBLIGATION OTHER THAN MEDICAL DEBT, INTEREST SHALL BE

at the rate of ten per cent per annuln, unless a different rate is contracted for in writing, in which event any rate of intercst

may be agleed to. Interest on any judgrnent, OTHER THAN A JUDGMENT ON MEDICAL DEBT, that is based on a

wr.itten agre€ment evidencing a [oan, indebtedness or obligation that beals a rate of interest not in excess of the maximum

permitted by law shall be at the rate of interest provided in the agreement and shall be specified in the judgment'

B. Unless specifically provided for in statute or a different rate is contracted for in writing, interest on any judgment OTHER

THAN e runCUeNT ON MEDICAL DEBT shall be at the Iesser of ten per c€nt per annum or at a rate per annum that is

equal to one per cent plus the prime rate as published by the board of governots of the federal reserve system in statistical

reiease H. l5 or any publication that may supersede it on the date that the judgrnent is entered. The judgment shall state the

applicable interest rate and it shall not change after it is entered

5
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C'. lnterest on a judgment on a condemnation ptoceeding, including interest that is payable pursuant to section l2-1123,
subsection B, shall be payable as follows:

l. If instituted by a ciry ol'town, at the rate prescr.ibed by section 9-409,

2. If instituted by a county, at the rate plescribed by section ll-269.04.
3. Ifinstituted by the depaftrnent oftranspoftation, at the rate prescribed by section 2g-7l}l,
4' If instituted by a county flood control district, a power district ol an agricultural improvement district, at the rate
prescribed by section 4S-3628.

D. A court shall not awar.d either of the following:

I . Prejudgrnent interest for any unliquidated, futur'e, punitive or exenrplary damages that are found by the trier of fact,
2. Interest for any future, punitive or exemplary darnages that are found by the tl.ier of fact.

E' Fot'the purposes of subsection D of this section, "future damages" means damages that will be incuned after the date
of the iudgtnent and includes the costs of any injunctive or equita6le relief that wilibe provided after the date of thejudgrnent,

F. If awarded, prejudgment interest shall be at the mte described in subsection A or B of this section.

G. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION:

1. "HEALTH CARE SERVICES" MEANS SERVICES PROVIDED AT OR BY ANY OF THE FOLLOWING:
(a) HEALTH CARE lNsrrrurloNs AS DEFTNED rN sEcrroN 36-401,

(b) PRIVATE OFFICES OR CLINICS OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS LICENSED UNDER TITLE 32, CHAPTERS 7,l l, 13, 15, 15.1, 16, 17, 19, 19, 19.1,25,2g,33,34, or35.

(c) AMBULANCES oR AMBULANCE SERVTCES AS DEFTNED rN sECTroN 36-220t.

2. *MEDICAL DEBT" MEANS A LOAN, INDEBTEDNESS OR OTHER OBLIGATION ARISING DIRECTLY FROM
THE RECEIPT OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES OR OF MEDICAL PRODUCTS OR DEVICES.

Sec. 8, Conflicts with federal law

This act shall not be interpreted or applied so as to create any powel or.duty in conflict with feder.al law.

Sec. 9. Sever.ability

If a provision of this act or its application to any person ol circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does not
affect other provisions o[ applications of the act that can be given effect without the invalid prouirion or.application, and to
this end the pl'ovisions of this act are severable.

Sec. 10. Savingclause

This act applies plospectively only. Accordingly, it does not affect rights and duties that rnatured before the
effective date of th is act, contracts entered into befole the effective date of this act or the interest rate on judgments that are
based on a wlitten agreement entered into before the effective date of this act,

Sec. I l. Legal defense

The People of Arizona desirc that this initiative, if approved by the voters, be defended if it is challenged in court.
They therefot'e declate that the political comrnittee_registeredto cirrculaie petitions and campaign in support oflhe adoption
of the initiative' or any one or mot'e of its officers, has standing to defend ihis initiative on behilf of and as the agent ohthe
People of Arizona in any legal action brought to challenge the"validity of this initiative,

Sec. 12, Short title

This act may be cited as the "Predatoly Debt collection pl.otection Act."
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Brett W. Johnson (#021527)
Benjamin W. Reeves (#025708)
TraCy A. Olson (#034616)
Ryan Hogan (#036169)
Charlene A. Warner (#037169)
SNELL & WILMER L.L.P.
One East Washington Street
Suite 2700
Phoenix, Arizona 85004-2202
Teleohone: 602.382.6000
bwi <ihnson(Eswlaw. com
bre"eves@sVlaw.com
tolson@Fwlaw.com
rhogan@swlaw.com
cwarner@)swlaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintffi Arizona Creditors
Bar Association Inc., et. al.

ARIZONA CREDITORS BAR
ASSOCIATION INC., an Arizona
corporation; PROTECT OUR ARIZONA
PAC, an Arizona political action
committee; AB SOLUTE RESOLUTIONS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Arizona limited
liability company; HAMEROFF LAW
GROUP, P.C., an Arizona corporation;
DESERT RIDGE COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION, an Arizona non-profit
corporation; AUGUSTA RANCH
COMMUNITY MASTER
ASSOCIATION, an Arizona non-profit
corporation; BAUHINIA, LLC, an South
Dakota limited liability company; and
CASH TIME TITLE LOANS,INC., an
Arizona corporation,

Plaintiffs,

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF'MARICOPA

No.

DECLARATION OF DAVID E.
HAMEROFF, HAMEROFF LAW
GROUP, P.C.

v.

STATE OF ARIZONA,

Defendant.
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I, David E. Hameroff, declare as follows:

1. I am over 18 years of age, of sound mind, and capable of making this

declaration. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein. If called as a witness

to testi$ as to the matters set forth here, I could and would testifr competently with respect

thereto.

2. I am a practicing debt-collection attorney in good standing with the State of

Arizonaand have been practicing collection law for over 40 years.

3. I obtained my Bachelor's Degree n 1976 and my law degree in 1980, both

from the University of Arizona.

4. I was admitted to the Arizona Bar in 1981.

5. I am the founder and owner of Hameroff Law Group, P.C., an Arizona debt

collection firm representing debt buyers, hospitals, medical providers, and financial

institutions in recovering their outstanding debts.

6. Hameroff Law Group has steadily grown from a small solo practice to a full-

service collection law firm with up to 24 employees dedicated to the practice of collecting

in Arizona.

7. I served on the Rules Committee for Limited Jurisdiction Courts in2012 and

2013, I have co-taught Contracts and Civil Procedure at the Limited Jurisdiction Courts

New Judge Orientation since 2008.

8. I am extremely proud of my years of work as a collection attorney and, as

such, hold myself to the highest standards for effective and ethical client representation.

9. My firm manages thousands of debt collection accounts at various stages in

the process, including hundreds of garnishment actions per year.

10. As the owner of a relatively small collection firm, the Predatory Debt

Collection Protection Act ("Prop 209") will almost certainly have devastating effects on my

business and my employees when it goes into effect on December 5, 2022 (the "Effective

Date").
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11. While Prop 209's Savings Clause advertises that Prop 209 will apply

prospectively only, the Savings Clause engenders more confusion than clarity for those of

us who regularly practice in the debt collection industry.

12. I fear that the drafters' unfamiliarity with the debt collection industry has led

to a Savings Clause that gives conflicting and irreconcilable guidance to debt collectors on

certain types of garnishments.

13. Specifically, the Savings Clause creates substantial confusion in

circumstances (a) where the underlying contract and the judgment are entered before the

Effective Date, but the garnishment does not begin until after the Effective Date; (b) where

the underlying contract is entered into before the Effective Date, but the judgment is not

entered and the garnishment does not begin until after the Effective Date; and (c) where the

underlying claim is based on a non-contract claim (e.g., tort claim), the judgment is entered

before the Effective Date, but the garnishment does not begin until after the Effective Date.

14. It is unclear to me which subpart of the Savings Qlauss-'.contracts entered

into before the effective date,"---or "rights and duties that matured before the effective date

of this ssf"-lpplies to any of these types of garnishments.

15. For these first two circumstances, Prop 209 was advertised (and its plain

language dictates) as only applying to contracts entered into after Prop 209's Effective Date,

and because these garnishments arise out of pre-existing contractual debt, then the second

subpart of the Savings Clause reasonably applies.

16. The right to pursue a garnishment action is secured as soon as the creditor

obtains a judgment. Because of this, the often skimmed over first subpart of the Savings

Clause becomes important. The rights and duties associated with garnishment actions can

mature at some point after the Effective Date even though the debt itself arises out of a

contract from before the Effective Date.

17. Shortly after Prop 209 passed, on November 16, 2022, the Administrative

Office of the Courts ("AOC") reached out to me about joining a workgroup to develop new

1
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self-service forms currently used in debt-collection proceedings that will be impacted by

Prop 209. A true and accurate copy of that correspondence is attached as 1\1!!ach!!gu[j.

18. In response to my email to members of the Committee, Judge Charles

Adometto advised that the judges he had spoken with were ofthe opinion that: (1) Prop 209

changes the calculations for garnishments for all existing judgments, not just those for

medical debt; (2) Prop 209 would apply to garnishments of any existing judgments applied

for after the Effective Date; and (3) the Savings Clause would also not apply to garnishment

rates on tort judgments. A true and accurate copy of that correspondence is attached as

Attpchment B.

19. Since then, the AOC has informed the working group that it will interpret

Prop 209 to apply to garnishments with an Order of Continuing Lien (not the underlying

judgment, the date of service, or the date of the underlying contract) entered after the

Effective Date, conflicting with my own interpretation, other interpretations from

experienced collection attorneys, and the apparent intent of the voters.

20. I reached out to Judge Gerald Williams, who is the Chair of the Maricopa

County Justice Courts Best Practices Committee, to discuss how the Savings Clause of Prop

209 applies to garnishment proceedings that are already underway. A true and accurate

summary of our correspondence is attached as 1!1@g@1l-.1Q,.

21. Judge Williams did not agree that all garnishment actions involving contracts

entered into before the Effective Date would be subject to existing law; instead, he advised

that he interpreted the Savings Clause to mean that existing law would apply to either money

judgments entered before the Effective Date, or for writs of garnishment that were filed

before the EffectiveDate. Id.

22. The Courts have now confirmed our fears of inconsistent application. On or

before December 1,.2022, the Arizona Judicial Branch published the following guidance

regarding Prop 209's applicability to garnishments:

The proposition was unclear on when the changes to the gamishment rates
would take effect, but if a debtor was being garnished on December 5,2022,

-3-
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the previous rates would be continued. If a Writ of Gamishment is filed on
or after December 5, 2022, most courts will likely impose the new lower
rates; other courts may impose the higher gamishment rates for contracts
entered into before December 5,2022.

See Attachment D (Arizona Judicial Branch, Prop20g lnformation Sheet, dated December

l, 2022) (emphasis added).

23. Then, on or before December 3,2022, the Arizona Judicial Branch updated

the above guidance, advising collection attorneys that the applicable garnishment rates are

subject to the varied interpretations ofjud ges and debtors:

If a garnishment was in place prior to December 5,2022, the previous rates
of garnishment would be continued. If a Writ of Garnishment is filed on or
after December 5, 2022, a judicial officer may impose the new lower rates
based on their reading of Proposition 209; another judicial officer may
impose the higher garnishment rates for contracts entered into before
December 5,2022, based on their interpretation.

A debtor can file an objection to a writ of gamishment and ask for the lowest
garnishment rate.

See Attachment E (ArizonaJudicial Branch, Prop 209 Information Sheet, dated December

3,2022).

24. These conflicting interpretations underscore the confusing and internally

inconsistent "guidance" offered by prop 209's savings clause.

25. It is imperative that this confusion is cleared up immediately. The fact that

my firm and I have to guess which garnishment actions can safely proceed under preexisting

law creates a high risk of potential liability.

26. Indeed, depending on its interpretation, Prop 209 could create massive

professional and personal liability for me and my firm under the Fair Debt Collection

Practices Act ("FDCPA") and other related consumer protection laws.

27 . The FDCPA provides for penalties against debt collectors who violate any of
its requirements. This imposes a significant amount of risk of liability on collection

attorneys if they violate any aspect of the law, such as gamishing wages at incorrect rates.

-4-
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28. In almost every situation, the FDCPA provides for strict liability for damages

for any violation of its requirements, including but not limited to technical and unintentional

violations of the FDCPA. Even if my firm prevails in those suits, the FDCPA does not allow

my firm to recover attorneys' fees and costs.

29. Arizona collection afforneys should not have to guess and receive penalties

on an ad hoc basis due to varied interpretations ofProp209's Savings Clause from different

justice court and superior courtjudges.

30. Given the volume of filings my firm handles on a monthly basis, if we

implement a firmwide interpretation of Prop 209 andeven a handful ofjudges disagree, our

firm is exposed to tremendous liability claims, including potential class action lawsuits.

Even a slip up on a standard form could lead to ruinous effects depending on how many

consumers it reaches.

31. When personal liability claims are entered against me for unknowingly

misapplying Prop 209, my professional reputation as a collections attorney will take an

immediate, irreparable hit.

32. Such claims would also lead to a devastating series of events, including but

not limited to a loss of clients, a bartage of ethical complaints, and drastic increases in

malpractice insurance premiums, that present a direct threat to my livelihood and the

livelihoods of my employees.

33. Ultimately, I could be forced out of business, which would be devastating to

me and my employees. And, in a worst-case scenario, this string of events could affect my

ability to practice law.

34. I am proud of the legal debt collection practice I have built in Arizona. The

passage of Prop 209 tlueatens everything I have spent the last four decades of my

professional career building if we are wrong about its application.

35. I am certain other debt collection firms and practitioners are similarly

concerned about the ways in which Prop 209 will reverberate throughout the debt collection

industry.
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36. Simply, Prop 209 transforms once routine proceedings into extremely high

stakeso career-ending cases with enormous potential liability on the line due to the

incompatible interpretations within the Savings Clause.

I declare under penalty of that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on Decem 022
-)

HAMEROFF GROUP, P.C.
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ATTACHMENTA



David E. Hameroff

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Grabel Julie <JGraber@courts.az.gov>

Wednesday, November 09,2022 8:21 AM
David E, Hameroff; Logvin, Eric; Brian@recoveryatty.com
lmpact of Prop 209 on AZ Supreme Court forms

Good morning-
My name is Julie Graber and I work at the Arizona Supreme Court. I am the lead for
Self-Service Center forms on the Judicial Branch website. I got your information from
Susan Pickard, who I believe you've worked with in the past to update some of our
garnishment forms.

I am reaching out to see if you would be willing to be part of a small workgroup looking
at the impact of the passing of Prop 209 on existing forms, especially garnishment. I
would like to set up a meeting for next week. Could you please let me know if you are
interested and if you are available?

Please let me know. Also please let me know if you would recommend others to help
with this project. Thank you.

Julie Grabet
Court Programs Unit
Arizona Suprerne Court, AOC
1501 W. Washington St.

Phoenix AZ 85007
Phone: (602) 452-3250
Fax: (602) 452-3480
TGraber(Ecourts.az.Eov
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ATTACHMENT B



David E. Hameroff

From:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:

Subject:

Adornetto, Charles < CAdornetto@cou rts.az.gov >

Wednesday, November 16, 2022 1 1:34 AM
David E. Hameroff; Graber, Julie
Logvin, Eric; Morrow, Jim; Mathes, Marretta; Garcia, Liana; Graber, Julie
Re: lmpact of Prop 209 on forms

Thank you Mr. Hammeroff. The judges I have spoken to have agreed that Sec. 10 clearly applies to interest
rates for contracts for medical debt entered into after the effective date. However, we concluded Prop 209
would apply to garnishments of any existing judgments applied for after the effective date.

Prop 209 changes the calculations for garnishments on alljudgments, not just those for medical debt. The
savings clause provides as follows:

This act applies prospectively only, Accordingly, it does not affect rights and duties that
matured before the effective date of this act, contracts entered into before the effective date
of this act or the interest rate on judgments that are based on a written agreement entered
into before the effective date of this act.

Note that this language talks about both contracts AND existing judgments. lf it was not meant to apply to a

judgment on a contract before the effective date, then the additional language regarding the interest rates on
existing judgments is surplasage. The rules of statutory interpretation disfavor surplusage. The addition of
the language regarding existing judgments must have been considered essential, which disfavors the
conclusion that the savings clause applies to both contracts and judgments prior to the effective date.
Otherwise, the drafters could simply have included "garnishment rates" in addition to "interest rate on
judgments."

The question then becomes whether garnishing at the higher rates is a "right or duty" that matured before the
effective date. We would agree that, if a contract had the foresight to include language that a debtor be
garnished at the highest rate permitted by law at the time of contracting, then that right may have matured. I

don't think many contracts include that language.

The Leg Council simply says the following:
Proposition 209 would only apply to contracts and agreements entered into on or after the
effective date of this measure.

Again, we all agree with that. lt says nothing about garnishment rates or existing judgments

All that being said, the AOC provides the forms for garnishments. lf they agree with your interpretation, they
will have to provide two sets of garnishment forms with the two different calculations to be determined
on whether the contract was entered into before or after the effective date.

Which begs another question your interpretation raises:what if the garnishment is not based on a contract?
The savings clause does not say "or tort" before the effective date. Prop 209 reduces the garnishment rate on
alljudgments; the savings clause refers only to interest rates on contracts for medical debt and interest rates
on existing judgments.

1



See you on Friday

Charles J. Adornetto
MCJC Judicial Education Officer
Cell: 602-509-5932
Fax: 602-372-9145

From: David E. Hameroff <dhameroff@hamerlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November L6, 2022 tO:36 AM
To: G raber, Julie <JGra ber@cou rts.az.gov>
Cc: Adornetto, Charles <CAdornetto@courts.az.gov>; Logvin, Eric <eric@recoveryatty.com>
Subject: RE: lmpact of Prop 209 on forms

This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
er and know the content is safe.

Julie:

One of the main issues, and lthink it ls a legal issue, that I have raised a few times in my emails
to you is when the new exemptions/garnishment definitions contained in the Act go into
effect.

I have raised Section 10 numerous times, and then there is the Arizona Legislative Council
analysis that seems to think that the terms of the Act only apply prospectively. I am not a
constitutional scholar to be sure, so when I read Section 10 and what the Leg Council says

about the effective date of the Act, I read it literally, i.e. that if a creditor and a consumer enter
into a contract, for example, this month, up until the Governor certifies the election, then the
old rules apply.

Who is the organization/udges/Administrators who the AOC looks to for the interpretation of
the Act?

Regardless of the effective date, there are going to be two sets of forms that will be used, so
we are hoping to contribute to the new forms, but it is important that everyone at least look at
the "effective date" issue soon.

I know that Eric Logvin spoke w/ Judge Charles Adornetto, and Eric reported that the Judge
thought that if an OCL was signed before the effective date of the Act, then the "old rules"
would apply, so that is at least one interpretation, but I have to believe that there are going to

2



be numerous inconsistent interpretations by stakeholders. I would very much like to learn
where the AOC is getting their direction.

ln fairness to Judge Adornetto, I am including him on this email in case Eric didn't fully
understand the Judge's thoughts on the "effective date" issue. And, of course, am including
Eric as well. Things will be confusing enough without me misstating what others have said
about the "effective date".

David E. Hameroff, Attorney
Admitted in Arizona and Utah onlv
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d hamero ff@ha m e rl aw. co m
HAMEROFF LAW GROUP, P.C.
Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah Mailing Address:
135 West Council Street, Suite G
Tucson, Arizona 85701-100 I
Colorado Mailing Address:
PO Box 440679
Aurora, CO 80044-0679

520-792-4700 I s20-792-2910 (fax)
888-7 92-47 00 (outside Tucson)
Website: www.arizonadebtcollectors.com
President, Arizona Creditors Bar Association
Member: NCBA, Receivables Management Association, Pima County Bar Association, Certified Individual with RMAi

THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR AND IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT.
ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.

{<i<:r'i*{'| This lnessage and any of the attached documents contain infonnation from Hameroff Law Group, P.C. that may be confidential
and/or privileged. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information, and no privilege
has been waived by your inadvertent receipt. Ifyou receive this email in error, please notifu the sender by e-mail and then delete this.

From : G ra ber, J u lie Ima i lto :J G ra ber@cou rts. az.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 1,4,20221L:44 AM
To: Viola, Danielle <danielle.viola@jbazmc.maricopa.gov>; Adornetto, Charles <CAdornetto@courts.az.gov>; David E

Hameroff <dhameroff@hamerlaw.com>; Logvin, Eric <eric@recoveryatty.com>; Brian <Brian@recoveryatty.com>;
garrett <garrett@recoveryatty.com>; Rhett <Rhett@jmlaw,com>; thayne <thayne@cullimorelaw.com>; Malone,
Michael <mmalone@courts.az.gov>; Gaxiola, Martin <mgaxiola@courts.az.gov>; Mathes, Marretta
< M M athes@cou rts. az. gov>; Ba rrett, Theresa <TBa rrett@ cou rts.az. gov>
Cc: Amber C. Russo <arusso@hamerlaw.com>; Clarich, Catherine <cclarich@courts.az.gov>
Subject: RE: lmpact of Prop 209 on forms

Thanks for marking your availabilities in Doodle. I will be setting a Teams meeting
shortlyfor FridaY, Ll/ 18 @ 3pm. In the meantime, I would appreciate if you could

3



share with me any agenda items, legal issues, or mockups to discuss so we can narrow
our scope and have a productive meeting, I may also contact you directly with
questions.

Thank you.

Julie Grubet
Court Programs Unit
Arizona Supreme Court, AOC
1501 W. Washington St.

Phoenix AZ 85007
Phone: (602) 452-3250
F'ax: (602) 452-3480
I G raber@courrs. az.sov

From: Graber, Julie
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2022 4:27 PM
To: Viola, Danielle <deqie[e,viola@ibazmqmedeetpa.gov>; Adornetto, Charles <CAdqrqettq@qourts.aZgov>; David E

Hameroff <dheneloff@hamejlaw.com>; Logvin, Eric <eric@recoveryattv.com>; Brian@recoveryattv.corrl; Garrett M
Culver <garlett@Iegqverva!!V.eqm>; Rhett Flaming-Buschman <Rhett@imlAW.qon>; thaVtqe@cuUir,nAlebrry.eem;
Malone,Michael<mCI3]ane@!oult5'az.gqv>;Gaxiola,Martin<n@>;Mathes,Marretta
<MMatheg@laurts.az_.gov>; Barrett, Theresa (I"Barrett@equds.Az€ay) <TBqf_rett@c.ow1lez.&o'y>
Cc: Amber C. Russo <arusso@hamgrlew.com>; Clarich, Catherine <cclarich@cou4!A?.gqv>
Subject: lmpact of Prop 209 on forms

Good afternoon-
Thank you to all for agreeing to take part in this small workgroup regarding the impact
of Prop 209 on Self-Service Center forms on the Judicial Branch website
(www.azequrts"Eov). Prop 209 becomes effective when the election is certified so we
don't have a lot of time to do this project.

In order to schedule our first meeting for next week, I would ask that you please
indicate your availabilities on this Doodle poll by Friday, November 11.
https : 1ld oo d le, eom 1 m eeti ngl pa rti ci pate /i d /e9 1 O4QJ e

I will be the point person for this workgroup so look for emails to come from me. Also
please email me with questions and concerns that you might have. I will create a forms
repository in SharePoint or Teams so we can take advantage of collaborative tools.

Since we won't have the opportunity to meet in person and we don't all know each
other, here's information about who will be part of this group. I understand that
attorneys from the bar association might not all be able to participate.

Courts
Judge Danielle Viola - MCSC
Judge Charles Adornetto - MCJC

Arizona Creditors Bar Association
David Hameroff
Eric Logvin

4



Brian Partridge
Garrett Culver
Rhett Flaming-Buschman
Thayne Cullimore

AOC
Michael Malone - Court Services Director
Martin Gaxiola - CFO
Marretta Mathes - Assistant Counsel
Theresa Barrett - Court Programs Manager
Cathy Clarich - Court Operations Manager

Thanks for your assistance.

tulie Grabet
Court Programs Unit
Arizona Supreme Court, AOC
1501 W. Washington St.

Phoenix AZ 85007
Phone: (602) 452-3250
Fax: (602) 452-3480
I G nb et(d,courts. az. sov
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ATTACHMENT C



David E. Hameroff

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gerald Williams (MJC) < Gerald.Williams@JBMMC.Maricopa.Gov>
Wednesday, November 30,2022 9:38 PM

David E. Hameroff
RE: Effective Date conversation

This e-mail is an accurate summary of our conversation

From: David E. Hameroff <dhameroff@hamerlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2022 L:LO PM
To: Gerald Williams (MJC) <Gerald.Williams@JBAZMC.Maricopa,Gov>
Subject: Effective Date conversation

Judge Williams:

Thanks for taking my call re: the impact of Prop 209, and in particular, sharing our thoughts
about the "effective date" concept, which we expect to be next week.

I called you because we have taught Contracts at the JP Judicial College together for t3/1,4
years together, and because you are the Chair of the Maricopa CountyJustice Courts Best
Practices Committee.

We discussed all the various dates that we think could be the "effective date".

Date the contract/agreement was entered into
Date of Judgment
Date the Garn is filed
Date the Garn is issued (sometimes but not always the same date)
Date the Garn is served
Date the Order of Continuing Lien is signed

As I shared with you, the ACBA believes it to be the date the contract/agreement was entered
into. You disagreed.

However, after a conversation regarding all the dates, and I want to summarize what I think
you said correctly, which is why I am sending you this email, that you think the two legally
logical effective dates would be either the Judgment Date or the date the Garnishment is filed
with the Court.



I told you I wished to share your opinion with others and you said it was OK to do so. Would
you please Reply to this email w/ any corrections or just confirm that what I have written is

what you and I discussed.

Thanks for taking your lunch time to speak w/ me.
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ATTACHMENT I)



Self-Service Center > Garnishment > Proposition 209

zona J

https://www.azcourts.gov/selfservicecenter/Garnishment/Proposition-209
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l.lorp > Self-Serviee C€nter > Garnislrr€nt

Proposition 209 lnformation Sheet

Proposition 209 wns ndopted by voters in November 2022 and went into effect on December 5,
2022. lt nccomplished many changes regarding to debt collection. Review this Proposition 209
lnformation Sheet for important details before you use the nvailnble garrrishment forms.
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Self-Service Center > Garnishment > Proposition 209 https://www.azcoufts.gov/selfservicecenter/Garnishment/Proposition-209

Garnishment of Wages

Proposition 209 would decrease the portion of a debtor's weekly disposable

earnings that is subject to debt collection actions (other than support
payrnents) to the lesser of I0% of disposable eamings, or 60 tirnes the highest
applicable federal, state or local minimum wage. (Previously, the amount of
disposable eamings that was subject to debt collection actions (other than
support payments) was the lesser of 25o% of disposable eamings or 30 times
the federal minimum wage.

The state minimum wage is higher than the federal minimum wage and can be

found at: https://www.azica.govllabor-minimum-wage-main-page. Currently
there is one local minimum wage that is higher than the state minimum wage,
and that is in Flagstaff. Thus, if you are being garnished in Flagstaff, that
city's minimum wage would be used in the calculation.

Additionally, in a garnishment action, if the court determines by clear and
convincing evidence that the 10Yo calculation on disposable earnings would
cause extreme economic hardship to the debtor or the debtor's family, the

court may reduce the amount to 5% of disposable income (previously
reducible to l5o/o of disposable income).

The proposition was unclear on when the changes to the garnishment rates would take
effect, but if a debtor was being garnished on December 5,2022, the previous rates would
be continued. lf a Writ of Garnishment is filed on or after December 5,2022, most courts
will likely impose the new lower rates; other courts may impose the higher garnishment
rates for contracts entered into before December 5,2022.

A debtor can file an objection to a writ of garnishment and ask for the lowest
garnishment rate. lf the creditor does not agree to lower the rate, the debtor can present
evidence of financial hardship at a court hearing to ask the court to lower the rate.

fnterest Rates for Contracts for Medical
Debt, Services and Equipment
Proposition 209 lowered the maximum interest rate on medical debt (an
obligation arising directly from the receipt of medical products or devices or
the receipt of health care services provided at or by licensed health care
institutions, to the lesser of3Yo or an annual rate equal to the weekly average
one-year constant maturity treasury yield, as published by the Federal Reserve
Board, for the calendar week preceding the date when the consumer was first
presented a bill. (As the latter rate would be difficult to determine, it is very
likely most creditors will use the 3%o rate.)

Garnishmenl of Wages

?
lnteresl Rales for Contracts for

Medical Debl, Services and Equipment

2of4 12/112022,3:49 PM



Self-Service Center > Garnishment > Proposition 209

Home

Site Map

HelpfulLinks

National Genter for State Gourts

https://www.azcourts.gov/selfservicecenter/Garnishment/Proposition-209

The proposition does state that the cap on interest rates only applies to contracts
entered Into on or after December 5,2A22.|f a debtor had a contract or a judgment prior
to that date, the 396 cap will not apply.

Protections from Collections
I'he protrrosition elso increased debtors' property from collections:

. 'l'he honrcstead exenrption on n debtor's home incrsased fr<rm

$2s0,000 to $400,000. (A l{s $ l-1- I l(}l )
. 'l'he exeu:ption on a debtor's household fumiture, famishings, goods

and appliances incren-sed ftom $6,000 to $15,000. {Atl..s;rt 33-1121)

. 'l'he exemption on the detrtor's equity in one motor velricle increased

frorn $6,000 to $ I 5,000, or if thc clebtor has a physical disabiliry, fronr
.$ 12.000 ro $25.000. (Alts *t ll- I I :5)

Beginning in2O24, those exemption rates will be adjusted to account for changes in the
cost of living.

@2022 Arizona Supreme Court- All Rights Reserved.

Careers

Career Opportunities

Couft Vacancies

Human Resources

Volunteer

Volunteer-FCRB

Volunteer-CASA

Volunteer-AmeriCorps

Contact Us

Feedback

Proteclions from Collections
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Self-Service Center > Garnishment > Proposition 209

State Bar of Arizona

AZ@ Your Service

Commission on Judicial Conduct

Legal Reference & Links

Educator Links

Legal Associations

Arizona Revised Statutes lnterpreters

CORP Website

Self-Service Center

El Gentro de Autoservicio

https://www.azcourts.gov/selfservicecenter/Garnishment/Proposition-209

Site Map

Privacy Notice

Staff Login

Translate this Page

- Select language - Powered by {*tug1e"'
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Proposition 209 Infonmation Sheet

Proposition 209 was adopted by voters in November 2022 and went into effect on December 5, 2022. It accomplished many
changes regarding to debt collection. Review this Proposition 209 Information Sheet for important details before you use the
available garnishment forms,

Garnishment of Earnings
Proposition 209 would decrease the portion of a debtor's weekly disposable earnings that is subject to

debt collection actions (other than support payments) to the lesser of l0% ofdisposable earnings, or 60

times the highest applicable federal, state or local minimum wage. (Previously, the amount of
disposable earnings that was subject to debt collection actions (other than support payments) was the

lesser of25% ofdisposable earnings or 30 times the federal minrmum wage.

The state rninimum wage is higher than the federal rninirnum wage and can be found at:

https://www.azica.gor,/labor-minimum-wage-uiain-page. Currently there is one local rninimum wage

that is higher than the state nrinimum wage, and that is in Flagstaff. Thus, rfyou are being garnished in

Flagstaff, that city's minimum wage would be used in the calculation.

Additionally, in a garnishment action, ifthe court determines by clear and convincing evidence that the

I 0% calculation on disposable eamings would cause extreme economic hardship to the debtor or the

debtor's family, the court may reduce the amount to 5% of disposable income (previously reducible to

I 5% of disposable incorne).

*t|2e{qtql ivtt;+ bat{}{e l}*cQtstYt4}r 5, 2.t}?.-2, br}..}ed 4>rt t.:ti.ttit i{xte{W{a}tax?.i<}rz"
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IntgK:st $.ates for Contracts for Medical Debt, Services
and Equipment
Proposition 209 lowered the maximum interest rate on medical debt (an obligation arising directly
from the receipt ofmedical products or devices or the receipt ofhealth care services provided at or by
Iicensed health care institutions, to the lesser of 3% or an annual rate equal to the weekly average one-
year constant maturity treasury yield, as published by the Federal Reserve Board, for the calendar week
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Court Vacancies

Human Resources
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preceding the date when the consumer was first presented a bill. (As the latter rate would be difficult to
detemrine, it is very likely most creditors will use the 3% rate.)
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Protections from Collections
The proposition also increased debtors' property fronr collections.

The homestead exemption on a debtor's home increased from $250,000 to $400,000. (ARS g

33-l l0l )
The exemption on a debtor's household furniture, furnishings, goods and appliances increased

from $6,000 to $15,000. (ARS $ 33-l 123)

The exemption on the debtor's equity in one motor vehicle increased frorn $6,000 to $ I 5,000, or
ifthe debtor has a physical disability, from $12,000 to $25,000 (ARS $ 33-l 125)

,i:q:fiirsrtia2? ivt 2*2.4, t"?tts'** *zztzttV>11<*tz {itl.r..t wi\t ?}* !h4}tz*t,.}{t t12 tt{:r.*arr1| ,*y e?ta*{ts,\ ir2 ,t\e ct:zte! <z( Zivitzg"

@ 2022 Anzona Supreme Court. All Rights Reserved.
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2022 Quarter 1

g

$73,s02.33
$1,632,402.64
$1,665,645.64

$40,259.33

Campaign Finance Report

Election Cycle:
Date Filed:

Reporting Period:
Jurisdiction:

2022
April 15,2022
January 1, 2022-March 31, 2022
Arizona Secretary of State

Summary of Finances
Cash Balance at Beginning of Reporting Period:
Total Cash Receipts this Reporting Period:
Total Cash Disbursements this Reporting Period
Cash Balance at End of Reporting Period:

Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Committee #: 100082

Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State
Treasurer: Jimenez, Suzanne
401 West Baseline Road, Suite 205, Tempe, A285283
Phone: (480) 550-5165
Email : james@bartonmendezsoto.com
Gandidate Name: Healthcare Rising AZ (SEIU-UHW)

Report lD: 227986



100082 Arizonans Fed up with Failing Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Summary of Activity

Quarter 1

Covers 0 1 I 0 1 12022 to 03t 31 t2022

Filed on 0411512022

Total to Date

$0.00
$0.00

$500,000.00
$5,377,473.13

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$5.877.473.13

This Period
Total

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$1,833,164.67
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$1 .833. 164.67

Other
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$200,762.03
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$200.762.03

Cash
$0.00

$0.00
s0.00

$1,632,402.64
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
s1,632,402.64

Schedule

c1
c2

C3a,b,c
C4a,b,c

C5

c6
C7
1,1

R1

T1

S1
Total lncome

lncome

Personal and Family Contributions
lndividual Contributions

Business Contributions
Small Contributions
CCEC Funding and Matching
Qual
Loans Made to this Committee

incl
Transfers from Other Committees
Cash Surplus from Previous Committee

Total to Date

$5,192,036.46
$16,597.57

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$5.208.634.03

This Period
Total

$1,665,645.64
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$1.665.645.64
$0 00

Other
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

Cash
$1,665,645.64

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$1,66s.645.64
$0.00

$1 665 645 r

Schedule

E'1

E2a,b,c
E3a -E3f

E4

T1

L2

S1

D1

Expenditures

Operating Expenses
lndependent & Ballot Measure Expenditures
Contributions to Comm ittees/Businesses
Small Expenses

to Committees
Loans Made by This Committee

Disposal of Surplus Cash

Total Expenditures
Bill Pavments for Previous Expenditures
Total Cash Disbursed



100082 Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Quarter 1

Covers 01 I 0 1 I 2022 to 031 31 12022

Amount Gycle To Date

,833,164.67

164.67$

,833,164 67

164.67

$1,

1,833,164.67

$1,

$1,833,

,833,164.67

Goods/Services

Goods/Services
80

Goods/Services

$128.75
GoodsiServices

Goods/Services
1.46

80
Goods/Services

Goods/Services
$13,490.

16,201.32
Cash

Goods/Services

Goods/Services
$6,

t2022

01101t2022

01101t2022

01

01to1

0110412022

01112t2022

01t23t2022

02t02t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Ithcare Workers

Field
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland , CA946j2
Labor Org In-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Database
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oaktand , CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Field
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare

Field
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare

Database
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare Workers

Database
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Staff Time

WorkersSEIU Un

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Contributions from Labor Organizations

EIU United Healthcare

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Staff Time

SEIU United Healthcare

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare Workers

& Treasu

Schedule C4c - Gontributions from Labor O anizations Date

2Filed on 041152022



100082 Arizonans Fed up with Failing Healthcare (Heatthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Quarter 1

Covers 0 1 lO 1 I 2022 to Q3l 31 I 2022

Amount Gycle To Date

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$23,865.88
Goods/Services

$19.78
Goods/Services

$17.93
Goods/Services

$1 3.1 6
Goods/Services

$7.76
Goods/Services

$6.59
Goods/Services

$6.50
Goods/Services

$6.50
GoodsiServices

$6.36
Goods/Services

$6.28
Goods/Services

02106t2022

02t07t2022

02t07t2022

02107t2022

ozo7t2022

02t07t2022

0210712022

02t07t2022

02107t2022

02107t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Staff Time

rkersU United

SEIU United re Workers

Travel SCS

U United Healthcare rs

Travel

U United Healthcare

Travel

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA946j2
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oaktand, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare Workers

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare rs

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA9461Z
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare Workers

Travel

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor O anizations Date

Filed on 0411512022



100082 Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Quarter 1

Covers 01101 12022 lo 0313112022

Amount Cycle To Date

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$6.23
Goods/Services

$6.23
Goods/Services

$6.12
Goods/Services

$6.1 2
Goods/Services

$5.00
Goods/Services

$5.00
Goods/Services

$5.00
Goods/Services

$5.00
Goods/Services

$5.00
Goods/Services

$4.65
Goods/Services

02107t2022

o2t07t2022

42107t2022

02t07t2022

02t07t2022

02t07t2022

02t07t2022

02107t2022

02t07t2022

02/07t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Healthcare Workers

Travel
SEIU United Workers

Travel

SEIU Ithcare Workers

Travel

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Workers

Food &
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA9461Z
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Food &
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare

Food &
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type
Memo:

560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

nited Healthcare Workers

Food &

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU re

Food &
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

EIU United Healthcare

Food &

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor O anizations Date

qFiled on 0411512022



100082 Arizonans Fed Up with Faiting Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor Organizations Date

Quarter 1

Covers U I A 1 2022 to 03 I 31 t2022

Amount Cycle To Date

,833,164.67

164.67

1,833,164.67

1 ,833, 164.67

,833,164.67

67

67

164.67$

$1,

1 ,833, 164.67

Goods/Services
,500.00

LJZ
Cash

Goods/Services
$21

Goods/Services
19.98

Goods/Services
$1

Goods/Services

Goods/Services
14

Goods/Services
76

79
Goods/Services

$2.
Goods/Services

02108t2022

02t11t2022

0211

02t1

o2t1

o2t1

Q2t14t2022

02t14t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland , CA946j2
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

nSEIU Workers

Consu
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type OrganizationsContributions from Labor

S Healthcare

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland , CA94612

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Conhibution (later)

SEIU Workers

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA946l2
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

nSEIU Workers

Travel
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare

Office
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare

Food &
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare Workers

Travel

bFiled on 0411512022



100082 Arizonans Fed up with Faiting Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor O rganizations Date

Quarter 1

Covers 01 101 12022 to 03/31t2022

Amount Cycle To Date

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$2.56
Goods/Services

$25,067.28
Goods/Services

$325.80
Goods/Services

$83.88
Goods/Services

$6,250.00
Goods/Services

$1,706.25
Goods/Services

$7,500.00
GoodsiServices

$650.00
Goods/Services

$537.57
Goods/Services

$29.02
Goods/Services

02114t2022

02t20t2022

02t22t2022

02/22t2022

02124t2022

o2t25t2022

03to1t2022

o3t41t2022

03t01t2022

03t01t2022

Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:

Memo:

SE Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Staff Tme
Name:

Address:
Trans. Typel
Memo:

Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Communication
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:

Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Campaiqn Communication
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Leqal & Treasury Expenses

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Cons Fees &
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley \Ahy, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Gontribution (later)

Campaiqn Consultinq
Name:

Address:
Trans, Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Field Canvassi ng Expenses
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare

560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Field Canvassino Exoenses
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Field Canvass ing Expenses

7Filed on 0411512022



100082 Arizonans Fed up with Faiting Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Quarter 1

Covers O 1 lO 1 I 2022 to 031 3i t2022

Amount Cycle To Date

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$325.80
Goods/Services

$81.46
Goods/Services

$27,996.60
Goods/Services

$2,888.00
Goods/Services

$977.00
Goods/Services

$600.1 0
Goods/Services

$32.31
Goods/Services

$17.82
Goods/Services

$17.04
Goods/Services

$11.02
Goods/Services

03/04t2022

03t04t2022

03t06t2022

03t07t2022

03107t2022

0310712022

03t07t2022

03107t2022

03to7t2022

03to7t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare

Database

SEIU United

Database

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo;

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Staff Time

Healthcare Workersn

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare Workers

&
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare Workers

& Treasu
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU care Workers

& Treasu
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare Workers

Travel
Name:

Addressl
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Travel Exoenses

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor O anizations Date

Filed on 0411512022



100082 Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Heatthcare (Heatthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor Organizations Date

Quarter 1

Covers 01 101 12022 to Q3t31 t2022

Amount Cycle To Date

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,'164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$8.44
Goods/Services

$7.81
Goods/Services

$7.62
Goods/Services

$7.29
Goods/Services

$7.21
Goods/Services

$7.19
Goods/Services

$7.18
Goods/Services

$7.1 8
Goods/Services

$7.10
Goods/Services

$7.04
Goods/Services

03to7t2022

03t07t2022

03t07t2022

0310712022

03to7t2022

03107t2022

03t07t2022

03t07t2022

o3to7t2022

03t07t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

n ited Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berktey Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

SEIU United

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Travel

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

SEIU Ithcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Travel

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

U United Healthcare

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Travel

Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:
Memo:

Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Travel

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Travel Expenses

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Travel Expenses
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Wokers
560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Travel Expenses
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Travel Expenses

IFiled on 0411512022



100082 Arizonans Fed up with Failing Healthcare (Heatthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor Organizations Date

Quarter 1

Covers 01 lO1 12022 to 03131 12022

Amount Cycle To Date
1,833,1

,833,1

1,833,164.

$1,

,164.67

$1,833,1

,833,164.67

164.67

1,833,164.67

164.67

$7.04
Goods/Services

Goods/Services

$6
Goods/Services

Goods/Services
00

$5.00
Goods/Services

Goods/Services

Goods/Services

00
Goods/Services

Goods/Services

$5.00
Goods/Services

03t07t2022

03t07t2022

0310712022

t2022

03t07

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland , CA9461r2
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland , CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Un Workers

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEI Healthcare Workers

Travel NSES

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Workers

Food & Beve
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oaktand, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

nited Healthcare

Food &
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA946112
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

S Healthcare Workers

Food & ses
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oaktand, CA946j2
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Workers

Food &
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA946j2
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United Workers

Food & nses
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare

Food &
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA9461Z
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare Workersn

Food &

Filed on O411512022 10



100082 Arizonans Fed up with Faiting Healthcare (Heatthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Schedule C4c - Gontributions from Labor O

Quarter 1

Covers 01 101 12022 to 03/3112022

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$5.00
Goods/Services

$5.00
Goods/Services

$4.11
Goods/Services

$4.11
Goods/Services

$517.87
Goods/Services

$325.80
Goods/Services

$81.46
Goods/Services

$2s.00
Goods/Services

$5,000.00
Goods/Services

$28,710.63
Goods/Services

03t07/2022

03107t2022

03107t2022

03t07t2022

03109t2022

o3l09/2022

03t09t2022

03t09t2022

03t17t2022

03t2Qt2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare

Food &
Name:

Address:
Trans, Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Food & Beveraqe Expenses

Ithcare WorkersSEIU United Hea

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Workers

Travel NSCS

Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org In-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Office
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Database Expenses

SEIU United Healthcare

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley \f/ay, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

ExpensesDatabase

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers
560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Field Canvassinq Expenses
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

ItingCampaion Consu
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Staff Time

re WorkersSEIU United Healthca

nizations Date Amount To Date

Filed on 0411512022 11



100082 Arizonans Fed up with Failing Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor

Quarter 1

Covers 0 1 I 0 1 12022 to 03 I 31 t2022

Amount Cycle To Date

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$750"00
Goods/Services

$33.75
GoodsiServices

$23.94
Goods/Services

$22.50
Goods/Services

$8.66
Goods/Services

$8.00
Goods/Services

$7.45
Goods/Services

$7.28
Goods/Services

$7.16
Goods/Services

$7.16
Goods/Services

03t21t2Q22

03t21t2022

03121t2022

03121t2022

03t21t2022

Q3t21t2022

03t21t2022

03t21t2022

o3t21t2022

03121t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU Workers

Field Ca
United Healthcare

Travel

SEIU United Workers

Travel

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland , CA946j2
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland. CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

o:

SEI Healthcare Workers

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United

Travel
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United Workers

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

nited Healthcare Workers

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

EIU United Healthcare

Travel

nizations Date

Filed on 0411512022 12



100082 Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Heatthcare (Heatthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Quarter 1

Covers 01 I 0 1 I 2022 to 03t31 I 2e22

Amount Cycle To Date

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$6.20
Goods/Services

$5.09
Goods/Services

$4.15
Goods/Services

$3.58
Goods/Services

$3.57
Goods/Services

$3.04
Goods/Services

$2.55
Goods/Services

$6,2s0.00
Goods/Services

$750.00
Goods/Services

$347.50
Goods/Services

03121t2022

o3t21t2022

03t21t2022

03t21t2022

03t21t2022

03121t2022

o3t21t2022

03t22t2022

03t22t2022

03t22t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oaktand, CA946j2
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United Workers

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:

Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU United Hea Workers

Food &
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEIU care Workers

Food & nses
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

U United Healthcare

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans, Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)
Travel Expenses

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Travel Expenses

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

560 Thomas L Bekley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

ExpensesLeqal & T
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Field Canvassinq Exoenses

EIU United Healthcare WorkersS

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Field Canvassinq Expenses

SEIU United Healthcare Workers

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor O anizations Date

Filed on 0411512022 13



100082 Arizonans Fed up with Failing Heatthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Quarter 1

Covers 01101/2022 to 03t31t2022

Amount Cycle To Date

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1,833,'164.67

$1,833,164.67

$1 ,833, 164.67

$1,833,164.67

$274.35
Goods/Services

$37.50
Goods/Services

$12.50
Goods/Services

$16.20
Goods/Services

$10.71
Goods/Services

$638.02
Goods/Services

$440.37
Goods/Services

$7,0s0.00
Goods/Services

$1,769.10
Goods/Services

$1 ,833, 164.67

$0.00
$1,833,164.67

03t22t2022

03t22t2022

03122t2022

03/28t2022

03t28t2022

03129t2022

03t29t2022

03t30t2022

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

United Healthcare rs

Field

SEIU Healthcare Workers

Field Canvassi

Healthcare

Field

SEIU Un re Workers

Travel

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type

Memo:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:

Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

EIU United Hea

Travel
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo;

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEI Workers

Field Canvassi NSCS

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

SEI Workers

Field Canvassi
Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Fees &Consulti

SEIU Un Workers

NSES

Labor

Healthcare Workersn

Field
I of Contri

Total of Refunds G

Net Total of Contri

560 Thomas L Berkley Way, Oakland, CA 94612
Labor Org ln-Kind Contribution (later)

Name:

Address:
Trans. Type:
Memo:

Schedule C4c - Contributions from Labor O nizations Date

Filed on 0411512022 14



100082 Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Quarter 1

Covers 0 1 I 0 1 12022 to 03 131 12022

Amount Gycle To Date
Schedule El - O n ex nses Date

$1,800.00

$5,103,966.46

$35,000.00

$5,103,966.46

$35,000.00

$43.00

$5,000.00

$7,000.00

$7,450.00

$1,665,645.64

$1,800.00
Cash

$816,201.32
Cash

$'10,000.00
Cash

$816,201.32
Cash

$5,000.00
Cash

$43.00
Cash

$5,000.00
Cash

$7,000.00
Cash

$4,400.00
Cash

$1,665,645.64
$0.00

01t06t2022

01t13t2022

01114t2022

02t28t2022

02t28t2022

03to4t2022

03t29t2022

03t29t2022

03t29t2022

Name:

Address:
Memo:

The Brae

11693 San Vicente BIvd, # 299, Los Angeles, CA 90049
Tax Services

Name:

Address
Memo:

PO Box 9897, Washington, DC 20016
Fees &re

Name:

Address
Memo:

r Strategies

124 W McDowell Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85003
c Consulti

Name:

Address PO Box 9897, \f/ashington, DC 20016
Fees &

Name:

Address:
Memo: nCam

Strategies
'124 W McDowell Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85003

Name:

Address:
Memo:

French

7939 W Colter St, Glendale, AZ 85303
Fee

Name:

Address:
Memo:

GMMB, lnc.

PO Box 1008, Phoenix, AZ 85001

Consu
Name:

Address:
Memo:

Grand Canyon

PO Box 1008, Phoenix, AZ 85001
Research Consulti

Name:

Address
Memo:

2006 W Townley Ave, Phoenix, M 85021
Consu

ExpensesTotal of O
of Refunds, Rebates, and Credits Received

et Total of Operating Expenses

Filed on 0411512022 15



100082 Arizonans Fed Up with Failing Healthcare (Healthcare Rising AZ)
Jurisdiction: Arizona Secretary of State

Quarter 1

Covers 01 101/2022 to 03/3112022

Filed on 0411512022 16
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Brett W. Johnson (#021527\
Benjamin W. Reeves (#025708)
Tracy A. Olson (#034616)
Ryan Hogan (#036169)
Charlene A. Warner (#037169)
SNELL & WILMER L.L.P.
One East Washington Street
Suite 2700
Phoenix, Arizona 85004-2202
Telephone: 602.382.6000
bwjohnson@,swlaw.com
breeves@,swlaw.com
tolson@swlaw.com
rhogan(@swlaw.com
cwarner@swlaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintffi Arizona Creditors
Bar Association Inc., et. al,

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MARICOPA

ARIZONA CREDITORS BAR
ASSOCIATION INC., an Arizona
corporation; PROTECT OUR ARIZONA
PAC, an Arizona political action
committee; AB SOLUTE RESOLUTIONS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Arizona limited

No

DECLARATION OF ERIC LOGVIN,
ARIZONA CREDITORS BAR
ASSOCIATION

liability company;
GROUP, P.C., AN
DESERT RIDGE
AS S OCIATION, an Arizona non-profit
corporation; AUGUSTA RANCH
COMMUNITY MASTER
AS S OCIATION, an Arizona non-profit
corporation; BAUHINIA, LLC, a South
Dakota limited liability company: and
CASH TIME TITLE LOANS, INC., AN
Arizona corporation,

Plaintiffs,

HAMEROFF LAW
Arizona

V.

STATE OF ARIZONA,

Defendant.
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I, Eric Logvin, declare as follows:

1. I am over 18 years of age, of sound mind, and capable of making this

declaration. I have personal knowledge of the rnatters set forth herein. If called as a witness

to testi$r as to the matters set forth here, I could and would testify competently with respect

thereto.

2. I am a practicing collection attorney in good standing with the State of

Arizona.I have been practicing collection law for over a decade.

3. Additionally, I am the Managing Partner and Majority Shareholder at the Law

Office of James R. Vaughan, P.C, a small collection firm that provides legal services to

creditors. My firm represents banks, credit unions, auto lenders, fintech lenders, landlords,

judgment creditors, and debt buyers in state and federal court.

4. I am the President-Elect of the Arizona Creditors Bar Association ("ACBA"),

which my firm was a founding member of in 2010. The ACBA currently has approximately

65 active members, nearly all of whom are Arizona collection attorneys.

5. In this role, I am in routine contact with the member firms and attorneys of

ACBA and their conceffls related to our practice.

6. I have also been active in the National Creditor Bar Association since before

graduating from law school and am now a co-chair of the State Creditor Bar Association

Committee.

7. With over ten years of experience with collection law, I have become

intimately familiar with the industry.

8. The average collection law firm in Arizonaworks hundreds of debt collection

claims at a time, per client, per month at various stages in the debt collection process.

9. Most lawsuits initiated by ACBA members are against individual consumers

who either did not pay for a loan or did not honor an agreement to pay for something of

value.

10. These lawsuits are relatively straightforward, and the average collection law

firm handles them in large quantities.

1
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11. In a given month, even a smaller size firm will mail hundreds of letters, file

hundreds of lawsuits, and process hundreds of applications for default judgment.

12. For example, the Law Office of James R. Vaughan, P.C.regularly: (i) mails

approximately 700 letters, (ii) files approximately 500 lawsuits, (iii) handles the service of

process of approximately 450 complaints, (iv) files approximately 400 Applications for

Entry of Default, (v) files approximately 400 Motions for Entry of Default Judgment,

(vi) processes approximately 400 Default Judgments, (vii) mails approximately 400 post-

judgment demand letters, (viii) files approximately 300 eamings garnishments for

judgments entered between 2006 and 2022, (ix) files approximately 250 Applications for

Continuing Liens, (x) file approximately 50 non-earnings garnishments, (xi) files

approximately 40 Judgments Against Garnishees, (xii) files approximately 200 post-

judgment subpoenas for discovery, (xiii) reviews approximately 150 subpoena responses,

and (xiv) files dozens of Writs of General Execution on property. Additionally, the law

office usually prepares around 50 stipulations to judgment, 50 post-judgment payment

agreements, and attends 20 hearings per month.

13. In 2022, the law office has approximately 900 funding garnishments

averaging two transactions per month, 400 in process, and 200 that have been prepared, but

not yet filed.

14. I believe that this workload is representative of many other ACBA member

firms. Some are larger and some are smaller, but those who practice this type of law will

have dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of similar letters and filings per month, across

the list of categories in Paragraph 12

I 5. All of these tasks require active and meaningful attorney involvement, layers

of compliance, written standard operating procedures, tight management structures, and the

ability to quickly adjust the workflow based on client needs.

16. Certain types of garnishments called eamings garnishments or wage

gamishrnents allow a judgment creditor to intercept some of a judgment debtor's wages, a

process which typically takes around 75 days. This garnishment process begins once the

-2-
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creditor establishes its claim and obtains a final judgment in the underlying action.

17 . A writ of garnishment may be issued on any valid judgrnent, and thus active

garnishments can be based upon judgments entered more than a decade ago, with the

underlying contract necessarily having been entered into, and defaulted upon, prior to that.

18. Due to its substantial impact on the garnishment process, the debt collection

industry has become increasingly concemed with the "Protection from Predatory Debt

Collection Act," also known as "Prop 209."

19. Prop 209 creates a significant number of industry-wide problems with respect

to garnistunents.

20. Although Prop 209's Savings Clause was sirnplistically pitched as applying

to only contracts executed after Prop 209's effective date, the industry has become

increasingly confused regarding the full scope of the Savings Clause.

21. Specifically, multiple experienced voices in the industry are currently unsure

whether at least three types of garnishment actions fall under the first subpart ("rights and

duties that matured before the effective date") or the second subpart ("contracts entered into

before the effective date"):

a. The underlying contract and the judgment are entered before the

Effective Date, but the garnishment begins after the Effective Date;

b. The underlying contract is entered into before the Effective Date, but

the judgment is not entered and the garnishment begins after the

Effective Date; and

c. The underlying claim is not based on a contract (such as a tort action),

the judgment is entered before the Effective Date, but the garnishment

begins after the Effective Date.

22. If these types of garnishments fall under the second subpart, this would result

in a bifurcated system of boilerplate garnishment forms, which debt collectors (and

judgment creditors in general) could implement.

23. However, if the first subpart applies, disagreement exists about whether Prop
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209 implicates garnishments begun after the Effective Date that are based on contracts

entered into before the Effective Date and, if so, at what point during the gamishment the

o'right" to garnish a debtor's wages has matured-at the underlying judgment, when the

garnishment application is filed, when the writ is issued, when the writ is served, when the

judgment against garnishee or order of continuing lien is entered, when each pay periods'

nonexempt earnings statements are calculated, or at some other point.

24. The Adrninistrative Office of the Courts ("AOC") and other judicial officers,

have disagreed about the point at which Prop 209 applies, which only stokes the confusion.

25. For the thousands of garnishments currently in existence, it would be

impractical for debt collectors or attorneys to make any rnid-stream change to the

garnishment process without enormous amounts of preparation time, education to

employers acting as garnishees, training, form recalibration, and publicity.

26. For instance, if the right to garnish matures at any point other than the date on

which the underlying contract is entered into, this would cause immense harm to anyone

who signed a contract before the Effective Date with the understanding that the previous

law would apply.

2l . This chaos could only increase if courts determine that the garnishrnent right

matures at some point after the garnishment is already in progress. For instance, once the

judgment creditor receives the garnishee's answer and the time to object to the gar"nishment

has run, it can apply to the court for an order of continuing lien. Once the court enters an

order of continuing lien, the earnings garnishment continues until something causes it to

end without additional judicial involvement. Withholding begins well before the Order of

Continuing Lien is entered. Thus, the AOC's interpretation of the Savings Clause raises

problems for everyone involved in gamishments.

28. Worse, depending on its interpretation, Prop 209 creates a high risk of

potential liability for the debt collection industry under the Fair Debt Collection Practices

Act ("FDCPA"), a consumer protection law that provides ceftain procedures governing how

a debt collector interacts with consumers. If violated, the FDCPA can render a collection
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attorney personally liable to the indebted consumer. While the potential for lawyer personal

liability to the opposing party in a conflict is extraordinarily rare in the world of practicing

attomeys, it is a well-known risk to attorneys who practice in debt collection.

29. Specifically, the FDCPA allows strict liability for thousands of dollars in

penalties against debt collectors who violate any of its requirements, no matter how trivial.

This imposes a significant amount of risk of liability on collection attorneys if they violate

any aspect of the law, such as garnishing wages at improper rates.

30. Each violation of the FDCPA incurs strict liability penalties of $1,000 even if
the violation causes no actual damages to a consumer, plus thousands of dollars in attorney's

fees and court costs. Increased statutory penalties and punitive damages may also be

available depending on the claim and if a class action is successful.

3 I . Collection law hrms are constantly scrutini zed for 100% compliance with the

FDCPA and are regularly threatened with liability for FDCPA violations.

32. Further, collection attomeys must have policies and procedures, staff testing,

and compliance checkpoints related to several other non-FDCPA consumer protection laws,

such as the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, and the Dodd-

Frank Act.

33. Importantly, conduct that complied with the law when it happened can

subsequently be found by a court to violate the FDCPA. This is especially problematic when

various courts are making ad hoc rulings throughout the state that necessarily deprive debt

collection attorneys of the chance to devise uniform and compliant practices.

34. For instance, in 2021, the Eleventh Circuit held that a standard practice by

many debt collection firms-transmitting a consumer's private data to a commercial mail

vendor to generate debt collection letters-violated the FDCPA, sparking a flood of

"industry-disrupting" litigation by consumerc. Hunstein v. Preferred Collection & Mgmt.

Services, Inc., 17 F.4th 1016 (1lth Cir. 202I), reh'g en banc granted, opinion vacated, 17

F.4th 1 103 (l lth Cir. 2021), and on reh'g en banc,48 F.4th 1236 (l1th Cir. 2022); see also

Anna Adams and Gregory Marshall, Hunstein v. Preferred Collection & Management
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Services, Inc- Eleventh Circuit Panel Doubles Down Pending En Banc Rehearing

Petition, JDSupra (Nov. 3,202I)l Joseph Cioffi and Nicole Serratore, Understanding the

Hunstein Decision's Impact on Debt Collection, Reuters (Oct, 28, 2022) (recognizing that

Hunstein "has left the debt collection world on pins and needles for a year wondering if a

ministerial part of their business practice was suddenly a violation of the" FDCPA).2

35. Because of their experience wading through the aftermath of Hunstein,

ACBA's members are rightly concerned that a court's interpretation of Prop 209 could

impose a similar floodgate of consumer litigation against tens of thousands of active

accounts.

36. And given the lack of certainty regarding when Prop 209 affects

garnishments, debt collection firms are likely to make inconsistent arguments about its

application, which will result in inconsistent decisions made in every Justice and Superior

Court across the State.

31. If one court determines that an industry standard practice violates Prop 209,

the resulting potential liability will likely devastate every debt collector who, as a result,

faces many individual and class action claims.

38. At the very least, accusations of unscrupulous conduct under the FDCPA will

cause irreparable damage to members' reputations. Moreover, industry members are almost

certain to lose clients, who will have fee awards entered against them for inadvefient

FDCPA violations by their attorneys.

39. Such clairns could also prevent debt collectors from renewing or obtaining

malpractice insurance due to sharp premium increases, driving up costs to unsustainable

levels.

40. In the worst-case scenario, many in the industry will be run out of business

with their families' livelihoods destroyed, their client's prospects of recovery dashed, and

I https ://www j dsupra. com/legalnews/hunstein-v-preferred-collection -52997 0 | I
2_ https://www.reutels.co mllegalltransactional/understanding-hunstein-decisions-impact-
debt-collec tion-2022- | 0 -28 / -
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lingering personal liability that stretches beyond their corporate or LLC protections due to

the FDCPA. I am personally aware of multiple small firms, including the Law Office of

James R. Vaughan, P.C., who are rightly and gravely concerned about this possibility.

4I. The results would also be catastrophic to consumers-and therefore our

State's economy-as creditors will be unlikely to lend money (or will do so at a premium)

if they cannot find anyone daring enough to risk their livelihood trying to collect unpaid

debts in Arizona.

42. Because Prop 209 poses a considerable and imminent risk of harm to ACBA's

members, the ACBA has, and will continue, to divert significant time, money, and other

resources toward educating its members about the implementation of and associated

liability risks created by Prop 209.

43. However, in the absence of clear guidance, there is only so much the ACBA

can do before our members will face the harsh consequences of unintentional

noncompliance.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on December 4,2022

CREDITORS BAR
ASSOCIATION
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209 PRoPosrrroN

AN INITIATIVE MEASURE

AMENDING SECTIONS 12-1598.10, 33-1101, 33-1t23,33-1125,33-1126,33,1131 AND 44-1201, ARIZONA REVISED
STATUTES; RELATING TO PREDATORY DEBT COLLECTION PROTECTION.

Be it enacted by the People of the State ofArizona:

Section l. Section 12-1598.10, ArizonaRevised Statutes, is amended to read:

12-1598.10. Continuing lien on earnings: order

A. If it appears from the answer of the garnishee that the judgment debtor was an employee of the garnishee, or that the
garnishee otherwise owed earnings to the judgment debtor when the writ was served, or earnings would be owed within sixty
days thereafter and there is no tirnely written objection to the writ or the answer of the garnishee filed, on application by the
judgment creditor the court shall order that the nonexempt earnings, if any, withheld by the garnishee after service of the writ
be transferred to the judgment creditor who is entitled to such monies subject to the judgment debtor's right to objection and
hearing pursuant to this article. The court shall further order that the garnishment is a continuing lien against the nonexempt
earnings of the judgment debtor.

B. If a tirnely objection is filed the coutt shall conduct a hearing pursuant to section 12-1598.07 and shall make the following
determinations:

L Whether the writ is valid against the judgment debtor.

2. The amount outstanding on the judgment at the time the writ was served, plus accruing costs.

3. Whether the judgment debtor was employed by the garnishee at the time the writ was ssrved.

4. Whether earnings were owed or would be owed by the garnishee to the judgment debtor within sixty days after the service
of the writ.

5. Whether the debt was, at the time of service of the writ, subject to an effective agreement for debt scheduling between the
judgment debtor and a qualified debt counseling organization.

C. If the court makes an affinnative determination under subsection B, paragraph I of this section and subsection B, paragraph
3 or 4 of this section and determines that the debt was not, at the time of service of the writ, subject to an effective agreement
between the judgment debtor and a qualified debt counseling organization, the court shall order that the nonexempt earnings,
if any, withheld by the garnishee after service of the writ be transferred to the judgment creditor and further order that the
garnishment is a continuing lien against the nonexempt earnings of the judgment debtor. Otherwise the court shall order the
garnishee discharged from the writ.

D. A continuing lien ordered pursuant to this section is invalid and of no force and effect on the occurrence of any of the
following conditions:

l. The underlying judgrnent is satisfied in full, is vacated or expires.

2. The judgment debtor leaves the garnishee's employ for more than sixty days or, if the judgment debtor is an employee
of a school district, a charter school, the Arizona state schools for the deaf and the blind or an accommodation school and the
judgment debtor is subject to an employment contract that specifies that paydays are restricted to the school year, for more than
ninety days.

3. The judgment creditor releases the garnishment.

4. The proceedings are stayed by a court ofcompetentjurisdiction, including the United States bankruptcy court.

5. The judgment debtor has not earned any nonexempt earnings for at least sixty days or, if the judgment debtor is an
employee of a school district, a charter school, the Arizona state schools for the deaf and the blind or an accommodation school
and the judgment debtor is subject to an employment contract that specifies that paydays are restricted to the school year, for at
least ninety days.

6. The court orders that the garnishment be quashed.

E. If no objections are filed to the answer of the garnishee and an order of continuing lien is not entered within forty-five days
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after the filing ofthe answer ofthe garnishee, any earnings held by the garnishee shall be released to thejudgment debtor and
the garnishee shall be discharged from any liability on the garnishment.

F. If at the hearing the court determines that the judgment debtor is subject to the arentf4ve TEN percent maximum disposable
earnings provision under section 33-ll3l, subsection B and based on clear and convincing evidence that thejudgment debtor
or the judgment debtor's family would suffer extreme economic hardship as a result of the garnishment, the court may reduce
the amount of nonexempt earnings withheld under a continuing lien ordered pursuant to this section from the trrsntyfw TEN
percent to not less than ffieen FIVE percent.

G. A court order entered pursuant to this section if recorded does not constitute a lien against real property pursuant to section
33-961.

H. The court, sitting without a jury, shall decide all issues of fact and law

Sec. 2. Section 33-1101, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33-l l0l. Homestead exemptions: persons entitled to hold homesteads: annual adjustment

A. Any person the age of eighteen or over, manied or single, who resides within the state may hold as a homestead exempt
fromattachment,executionandforcedsale,notexceeding@$400,000invalue,anyoneofthe
following:

L The person's interest in real property in one compact body upon which exists a dwelling house in which the person resides.

2. The person's interest in one condominium or cooperative in which the person resides.

3. A mobile home in which the person resides.

4. A mobile home in which the person resides plus the land upon which that mobile home is located.

B. Only one homestead exemption may be held by a married couple or a single person under this section. The value as
specified in this section refers to the equity of a single person or married couple. If a married couple lived together in a dwelling
house, a condominium or cooperative, a mobile home or a mobile home plus land on which the mobile home is located and
are then divorced, the total exemption allowed for that residence to either or both persons shall not exceed one+undred+fty
thousand#tars $400,000 in value.

C. The homestead exemption, not exceeding the value provided for in subsection A, AS ADJUSTED BY SUBSECTION
D OF THIS SECTION, automatically attaches to the person's interest in identifiable cash proceeds from the voluntary or
involuntary sale ofthe properfy. The homestead exemption in identifiable cash proceeds continues for eighteen months after the
date of the sale of the property or until the person establishes a new homestead with the proceeds, whichever period is shorter.
Only one homestead exemption at alime may be held by a person under this section.

D. THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION PROVIDED BY THIS SECTION SHALL BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY
BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1,2024 AND THEREAFTER ON JANUARY I OF EACH SUCCESSIVE YEAR BY THE
INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING. THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING SHALL BE MEASURED BY THE
PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR OVER THE LEVELAS OF
AUGUST OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, UNITED
STATES CITY AVERAGE FOR ALL ITEMS) OR ITS SUCCESSOR INDEX AS PUBLISHED BY THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, OR ITS SUCCESSORAGENCY, WITH THEAMOUNT
OF THE EXEMPTION ROUNDED UP TO THE NEAREST $IOO.

Sec. 3. Section 33-1123, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33-1123. Household furniture. furnishings and appliances: annual adjustment

A. Household furniture and furnishings, household goods, including consumer electronic devices, and household appliances
personally used by the debtor or a dependent of the debtor and not otherwise specifically prescribed in this chapter are exempt
from process provided their aggregate fair market value does not exceed sirthousand#tars $15,000.

B. THE EXEMPTION PROVIDED BY THIS SECTION SHALL BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY BEGINNING ON
JANUARY 1,2024 AND THEREAFTER ON JANUARY 1 OF EACH SUCCESSIVE YEAR BY THE INCREASE IN
THE COST OF LIVING. THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING SHALL BE MEASURED BY THE PERCENTAGE
INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR OVER THE LEVEL AS OF AUGUST OF
THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, UNITED STATES CITY
AVERAGE FOR ALL ITEMS) OR ITS SUCCESSOR INDEX AS PUBLISHED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
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OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, OR ITS SUCCESSOR AGENCY WITH THE AMOLINT OF THE
EXEMPTION ROLTNDED UP TO THE NEAREST $100.

Sec. 4. Section 33-1125, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33-1125. Personal items

The following property of a debtor used primarily for personal, family or household purposes is exempt from process:

L All wearing apparel of not more than a fair market value of five hundred dollars.

2. All musical instruments provided for the debtor's individual or family use of not more than an aggregate fair market value
of four hundred dollars.

3. Horses, milk cows and poultry of not more than an aggregate fair market value of one thousand dollars.

4. All engagement and wedding rings of not more than an aggtegate fair market value of two thousand dollars.

5. The library of a debtor, including books, manuals, published materials and personal documents of not more than an

aggregate fair market value of two hundred fifty dollars.

6. One watch of not more than a fair market value of two hundred fifty dollars.

7 . One typewriter, one computer, one bicycle, one sewing machine, a family bible or a lot in any burial ground of not more
than an aggregate fair market value of two thousand dollars.

8. Equity in one motor vehicle of not more than sirthousand dol $15,000. If the debtor or debtor's dependent has a
physicaldisability,theequityinthemotorvehicleshallnotexceedffi$25,000'THEEXEMPTIoN
PRESCRIBED IN THIS PARAGRAPH SHALL BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1, 2024 AND
THEREAFTER ON JANUARY 1 OF EACH SUCCESSIVE YEAR BY THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING. THE
INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING SHALL BE MEASURED BY THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST
OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR OVER THE LEVEL AS OF AUGUST OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF
THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, UNITED STATES CITY AVERAGE FOR ALL ITEMS)
OR ITS SUCCESSOR INDEX AS PUBLISHED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF
LABOR STAIISTICS, OR ITS SUCCESSOR AGENCY, WITH THE AMOUNT OF THE EXEMPTION ROUNDED UP TO
THE NEAREST $IOO.

9. Professionally prescribed prostheses for the debtor or a dependent of the debtor, including a wheelchair or motorized
mobility device.

10. All firearms of not more than an aggregate fair market value of two thousand dollars.

11. All domestic animals or household pets,

Sec. 5. Section 33-1126, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33-1126, Mone)r. benefits or proceeds: exception

A. The following property of a debtor is exempt from execution, attachment or sale on any process issued from any court:

l. All money received by or payable to a surviving spouse or child on the life of a deceased spouse, parent or legal guardian,
not exceeding twenty thousand dollars.

2. The earnings of the minor child of a debtor or the proceeds of these earnings by reason of any liability of the debtor not
contracted for the special benefit of the minor child.

3. All monies received by or payable to a person entitled to receive child support or spousal maintenance pursuant to a court
order.

4, All money, proceeds or benefits of any kind to be paid in a lump sum or to be rendered on a periodic or installment basis
to the insured or any beneficiary under any policy ofhealth, accident or disability insurance or any similar plan or program of
benefits in use by any employer, except for premiums payable on the policy or debt of the insured secured by a pledge, and
except for collection ofany debt or obligation for which the insured or beneficiary has been paid under the plan or policy and
except for payment of amounts ordered for support of a person from proceeds and benefits furnished in lieu of earnings that
would have been subject to that order and subject to any exemption applicable to earnings so replaced.

5. All money arising from any claim for the destruction of, or damage to, exempt property and all proceeds or benefits of any
kind arising from fire or other insurance on any property exetnpt under this article.
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6. The cash surrender value of life insurance policies where for a continuous unexpired period of two years the policies have
been owned by a debtor. The policy shall have named as beneficiary the debtor's surviving spouse, child, parent, brother or
sister. The policy rnay have natned as beneficiary any other farnily member who is a dependent, in the proportion that the policy
names any such beneficiary, except that, subject to the statute of lirnitations, the amount of any prernium that is recoverable or
avoidable by a creditor pursuant to title 44, chapter 8, article 1, with interest thereon, is not exempt. The exemption provided
by this paragraph does not apply to a claim for the paylnent ofa debt ofthe insured or beneficiary that is secured by a pledge
or assignment of the cash value of the insurance policy or the proceeds of the policy. For the purposes of this parcgraph,
"dependent" means a family member who is dependent on the insured debtor for not less than half support.

7. An annuity contract where for a continuous unexpired period oftwo years that contract has been owned by a debtor and has
named as beneficiary the debtor, the debtor's surviving spouse, child, parent, brother or sister, or any other dependent family
member, except that, subject to the statute of limitations, the amount of any premium, payment or deposit with respect to that
contract is recoverable or avoidable by a creditor pursuant to title 44, chapter 8, article I is not exempt. The exemption provided
by this paragraph does not apply to a claim for a payrnent ofa debt ofthe annuitant or beneficiary that is secured by a pledge
or assignment of the contract or its proceeds. For the purposes of this paragraph, "dependent" means a family member who is
dependent on the debtor for not less than halfsupport.

8. Any claim for damages recoverable by any person by reason ofany levy on or sale under execution ofthat person's exempt
personal properfy or by reason ofthe wrongful taking or detention ofthat properfy by any person, and thejudgment recovered
for damages.

9,Atotalofthreeffi.tars$5,000heldinasingleaccountinanyonefinancialinstitutionasdefinedbysection6-10l.
The properfy declared exempt by this paragraph is not exempt from normal service charges assessed against the account by
the financial institution at which the account is carried. THE EXEMPTION PRESCRIBED IN THIS PARAGRAPH SHALL
BE ADJUSTED ANNUALLY BEGINNING ON JANUARY 1, 2024 AND THEREAFTER ON JANUARY I OF EACH
SUCCESSIVEYEARBYTHE INCREASE INTHE COSTOF LIVING. THE INCREASEINTHECOSTOF LIVING SHALL
BE MEASURED BY THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR
OVER THE LEVELAS OF AUGUST OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN
CONSUMERS, LINITED STATES CITY AVERAGE FOR ALL ITEMS) OR ITS SUCCESSOR INDEX AS PUBLISHED BY
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, OR ITS SUCCESSORAGENCY,
WITH THE AMOUNT OF THE EXEMPTION ROUNDED UP TO THE NEAREST $IOO.

10. An interest in a college savings plan under section 529 of the internal revenue code of 1986, either as the owner or as the
beneficiary. This does not include lnoney contributed to the plan within two years before a debtor files for bankruptcy.

B. Any money or other assets payable to a participant in or beneficiary of, or any interest of any participant or beneficiary
in, a retirement plan under section 401(a), aB@),403(b), 408, 408A or 409 or a deferred compensation plan under section
451 of the United States itrternal revenue code of 1986, as arnended, whether the beneficiary's interest arises by inheritance,
designation, appointtnent or otherwise, is exempt from all claims of creditors of the beneficiary or pafticipant. This subsection
does not apply to any of the following:

1. An alternate payee under a qualified domestic relations order, as defined in section ala@) of the United States internal
revenue code of 1986, as amended. The interest of any and all alternate payees is exempt from any and all claims of any creditor
ofthe alternate payee.

2. Arnounts contributed within one hundred twenty days before a debtor files for bankruptcy.

3. The assets ofbankruptcy proceedings filed before July l, 1987.

C. Any person eighteen years of age or over, married or single, who resides within this state and who does not exercise the
homestead exemption under article 1 of this chapter may claim as a personal property homestead exempt from all process prepaid
rent, including security deposits as provided in section 33-1321, subsectionA, for the claimant's residence, not exceeding two
thousand dollars.

D. This section does not exempt property from orders that are the result of a judgment for arrearages of child support or for a

child support debt.

Sec. 6. Section 33-l 131, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

33- 1 l3 L Definition: wages: salary: compensation

A. For the purposes of this section, "disposable earnings" means that remaining portion of a debtor's wages, salary or
compensation for his personal services, including bonuses and commissions, or otherwise, and includes payments pursuant to
a pension or retirement program or deferred compensation plan, after deducting from such earnings those amounts required by
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law to be withheld.

B. Except as provided in subsection C, the maximum part of the disposable earnings of a debtor for any workweek whicl'r
THAT is subject to process may not exceed rnentf+ve-gereent TEN PERCENT of disposable earnings for that week or the
amount by which disposable earnings for that week exceed tffiy SIXTY times the APPLICABLE minimum hourly wage

@ineffectatthetimetheearningsarepayable,whicheverisless.THEAPPLICABLEMINIMUM
HOURLY WAGE IS THE MINIMUM WAGE REQUIRED BY FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL LAW, WHICHEVER IS
HIGHEST.

C. The exemptions provided in subsection B do not apply in the case of any order for the support ofany person. In such case,
one-halfofthe disposable earnings ofa debtor for any pay period is exempt from process.

D. The exemptions provided in this section do not apply in the case of any order of any court of bankruptcy under chapter XIII
ofthe federal bankruptcy act or any debt due for any state or federal tax.

Sec. 7. Section 44-1201, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

44-1201. Rate ofinterest for loan or indebtedness: interest onjudgrnents: definitions

A. Interest on any loan, indebtedness or other obligation shall be AS FOLLOWS:

I. THE MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE ON MEDICAL DEBT SHALL BE THE LESSER OF THE FOLLOWING:

(a) THE ANNUAL RATE EQUAL TO THE WEEKLY AVERAGE ONE-YEAR CONSTANT MATURITY TREASURY
YIELD, AS PUBLISHED BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, FOR THE
CALENDAR WEEK PRECEDING THE DATE WHEN THE CONSUMER WAS FIRST PROVIDED WITH A BILL, OR

(b) THREE PERCENTAYEAR.

THE MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE PROVIDED PURSUANT TO THIS PARAGRAPH ALSO APPLIES TO ANY
JUDGMENTS ON MEDICAL DEBT.

2. FOR ANY LOAN, INDEBTEDNESS OR OBLIGATION OTHER THAN MEDICAL DEBT, INTEREST SHALL BE
at the rate of ten per cent per annum, unless a different rate is contracted for in writing, in which event any rate of interest
may be agreed to. Interest on any judgment, OTHER THAN A JUDGMENT ON MEDICAL DEBT, that is based on a written
agreement evidencing a loan, indebtedness or obligation that bears a rate of interest not in excess of the maximum permitted by
law shall be at the rate of interest provided in the agreement and shall be specified in the judgment.

B. Unless specifically provided for in statute or a different rate is contracted for in writing, interest on any judgrnent OTHER
THAN A JUDGMENT ON MEDICAL DEBT shall be at the lesser of ten per cent per annum or at a rate per annum that is equal
to one per cent plus the prime rate as published by the board ofgovernors ofthe federal reserve system in statistical release
H.l5 or any publication that may supersede it on the date that the judgment is entered. The judgment shall state the applicable
interest rate and it shall not change after it is entered.

C. Interest on a judgment on a condemnation proceeding, including interest that is payable pursuant to section 12-1123,
subsection B, shall be payable as follows:

l. If instituted by a city or town, at the rate prescribed by section 9-409.

2. If instituted by a county, at the rate prescribed by section ll-269.04.

3. Ifinstituted by the department oftransportation, at the rate prescribed by section 28-7101.

4. If instituted by a county flood control district, a power district or an agricultural improvement district, at the rate prescribed
by section 48-3628.

D. A court shall not award either of the following:

l. Prejudgment interest for any unliquidated, future, punitive or exemplary damages that are found by the trier of fact.

2. Interest for any future, punitive or exemplary damages that are found by the trier of fact.

E. For the purposes of subsection D of this section, "future damages" means damages that will be incurred after the date of
the judgment and includes the costs of any injunctive or equitable relief that will be provided after the date of the judgment.

F. If awarded, prejudgment interest shall be at the rate described in subsection A or B of this section.

G. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION:

I. "HEALTH CARE SERVICES'' MEANS SERVICES PROVIDED AI OR BYANY OF THE FOLLOWING:

(a) HEALTH CARE INSTITUTIONS AS DEFINED IN SECTION 36-401.
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(b) PRIVATE OFFICES OR CLINICS OF HEARH CARE PROVIDERS LICENSED UNDER TITLE 32, CHAPTERS 7,
ll, 13, 15, 15.1, 16, 17, lg, lg, 19.1,25,29,33,34, or 35.

(c) AMBULANCES ORAMBULANCE SERVICES AS DEFINED IN SECTION 36-2201.

2. "MEDICAL DEBT" MEANS A LOAN, INDEBTEDNESS OR OTHER OBLIGATION ARISING DIRECTLY FROM
THE RECEIPT OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES OR OF MEDICAL PRODUCTS OR DEVICES.

Sec. 8. Conflicts with federal law

This act shall not be interpreted or applied so as to create any power or duty in conflict with federal law

Sec. 9. Severability

If a provision of this act or its application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does not aflect
other provisions or applications of the act that can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end
the provisions ofthis act are severable.

Sec. 10. Saving clause

This act applies prospectively only. Accordingly, it does not affect rights and duties that matured before the effective
date ofthis act, contracts entered into before the effective date ofthis act or the interest rate onjudgments that are based on a
written agreement entered into before the effective date of this act.

Sec. I l. Legal defense

The People ofArizona desire thatthis initiative, if approved by the voters, be defended if it is challenged in court.
They therefore declare that the political committee registered to circulate petitions and campaign in support of the adoption of
the initiative, or any one or more of its officers, has standing to defend this initiative on behalf of and as the agent of the People
of Arizona in any legal action brought to challenge the validity of this initiative.

Sec.12. Shorttitle

This act may be cited as the "Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act."

ANALYSIS BY LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

Proposition 209 would increase the following debt collection exemptions (and would also provide that the exemption
amounts would be increased annually based on the change in the United States Department of Labor consumer price index):

1. The homestead exemption on a debtor's home would increase from $250,000 to $400,000.
2. The exemption on a debtor's household furniture, furnishings, goods and appliances would increase from $6,000

to $15,000.
3. The exemption on the debtor's equity in one motor vehicle would increase from $6,000 to $15,000, or if the

debtor has a physical disability, from $12,000 to $25,000.
4. The exemption on a debtor's single account in one financial institution would increase frorn $300 to $5,000.
Proposition 209 would decrease the portion of a debtor's weekly disposable earnings that is subject to debt collection

actions (other than support payments) to the lesser of l0o/o of the disposable earnings or sixty times the highest applicable
federal, state or local minimum wage. Currently the amount of disposable earnings that is subject to debt collection actions
(other than support payments) is the lesser of 25Yo of the disposable earnings or thirty times the federal minimum wage.
Additionally, in a garnishment action, if the court determines by clear and convincing evidence that the l00Z calculation on
disposable earnings would cause extreme economic hardship to the debtor or the debtor's family, the court may reduce the
amount to 5% of disposable income. Currently, the court may reduce the amount to 15Yo of disposable income.

Proposition 209 would lower the maximum interest rate on medical debt (an obligation arising directly from the
receipt ofmedical products or devices or the receipt ofhealth care services provided at or by licensed health care institutions,
the offices or clinics of most licensed health care providers or arnbulance services) from the current rate of l0o/o per year
(unless a different rate is contracted for in writing) to the lesser of3%o or an annual rate equal to the weekly average one-year
constant maturity treasury yield, as published by the Federal Reserve Board, for the calendar week preceding the date when
the consumer was first provided with a bill. The new maximum rate would also apply to judgments on medical debt.

Proposition 209 would only apply to contracts and agreements entered into on or after the effective date of
this measure. The proponents' political committee would have standing to defend the measure in any legal challenge.
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Notice: Pursuant to Proposition 105 (1998), these measures cannot be changed in the future ifapproved on the ballot except
by a three-fourths vote ofthe members ofeach house ofthe legislature and ifthe change furthers the purpose ofthe original
ballot measure, by an initiative petition or by referring the change to the ballot.

JOINT LEGISLATIVE BUDGET COMMITTEE FISCAL ANALYSIS
PROPOSTTTON 209 (r-05)

A.R.S. $ l9-123(E) requires the Joint Legislative Budget Committee Staffto prepare a summary of 300 words or less on
the fiscal impact of voter-initiated ballot measures. Proposition 209 would a) lower the interest rate cap on medical debt, b)
increase the amount of equity in a person's home that is protected from certain creditors, including tax liens from state and
local governments c) increase the dollar value of personal property and assets exempt from the claims of creditors, and d)
increase the amount of earnings that is exempt from the claims of creditors.

The proposition is not generally expected to have a direct impact on the state's General Fund revenues. The increase of the
amount of equity protected from creditors under the measure, howeveq could adversely affect the ability to collect tax liens,
which may reduce state and local tax revenues relative to current law. The amount of the potential state and local tax revenue
loss cannot be determined in advance.
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ARGUMENTS "FOR'' PROPOSITION 209

Arizona families are drowning in medical debt.
My family is one of them.

Having worked as a nurse for decades, I thought I knew how to navigate our health care system - but I was wrong.

This year, I learned the hard way that having health insurance doesn't protect you from medical debt when I got a hospital
bill for $48,410.

Even families that have done everything right can end up with bills that they can't afford to pay.

My experience has made me passionate about fixing this problem - so other families don't have to face what we've faced. If
you care about protecting Arizona families, there are two things you can do to help: join Health Care Rising- https://www.
healthcarerisingaz.org and vote Yes on Prop. 209.

Arizona law already sets limits to protect some family homes and cars from seizure for debt, but rising housing prices and
vehicle costs have made those limits out of touch with everyday Arizona families.

That's why I am working to pass Prop.209, which will increase the protected value of a person's primary home to match
Arizona's median home value. The measure protects household goods and bank accounts, plus family vehicles, and adjusts
the amounts annually for inflation.

To help Arizonans avoid being trapped by debt, the initiative adds protection against wage garnishment and limits the
interest rate on medical debtto 3yo.

Please protect Arizona Families.

Join me in voting Yes on Prop. 209.

Sherri Brown, RN, MSN/Ed, Cave Creek
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act

What It Does
Why It Matters

Too many Arizona families are suffering because of emergency medical debt and predatory debt collection practices.
No Arizona family should lose their home or car, or struggle to put food on the table because of a medical emergency or
accident or be trapped into an unending cycle ofdebt by unfair interest rates on medical care.

Prop.209, the Predatory Debt Collection Act, is a simple, straightforward measure that will protect Arizona families from
the worst abuses of predatory debt collectors. Here is what it does:

PROTECT ARIZONANS' HOMES WITH A LONG OVERDUE INCREASE IN THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION

Arizona's home values have skyrocketed, but the amount of equity that is protected from creditors has simply not kept up.
Prop. 209 will increase that exemption to $400,000 and tie it to the cost of living, which will save the homes of thousands of
Arizonans.

PROTECT BASIC ASSETS AND BELONGINGS FROM SEIZURE

Prop. 209 shields Arizonans' assets and belongings from creditors by protecting up to $5,000 held in a bank account,
$15,000 in household goods, and vehicles worth up to $15,000 (or up to $25,000 for disabled drivers). The bill would adjust
all these amounts for inflation, so consumer protections keep up with the cost of living.

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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TO BE CONTINUED

Diane Watson
Tucson, Arizona

Diane Watson, Ttrcson
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act

LIMIT OUTRAGEOUS INTEREST RATES ON MEDICAL DEBT

One ofthe primary reasons that people fall into a hopeless cycle ofunending debt is the outrageous interest rates charged on
rnedical debt-often from surprise rnedical bills evenwhenyou are insured. Prop.209 will limit interestrates on medical
debtto 3Yo.

PLACE A REASONABLE LIMIT ON WAGE GARNISHMENT

Arizona families need to be able to keep a roof over their head and food on their table. Prop. 209 prevents creditors from
garnishing more than l0%o of wages.

SEE THE FULL TEXT OF PROP. 209 AND LEARN MORE AT healthcarerisingaz.org

Diane Watson
Tucson, Arizona

Diane Watson, T[csolr
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizons

The Arizona Faith Network supports a Yes vote on Plop. 209 to fight back against medical debt and the predatory practices
ofdebt collections in our state.

Many faiths speak in a single voice on this issue: trapping individuals and families in debt with outrageous interest rates is
immoral. No Arizona family should lose their home or car, or struggle to put food on the table, due to accidents and medical
emergencies.

Prop. 209 shows compassion to our neighbors by protecting Arizonans from becoming stuck in a cycle of unending debt by
unfair interest rates.

Right now, medical debt collectors can jack up interest rates to l\Yo ayear, every year, keeping families trapped in an
unending debt that increases even as they continue making payments. Debt collectors can take away a family's home or car
and garnish wages, all of which makes it harder for Arizona families to get out of debt, and even just to get by.

A Yes Vote on Prop. 209 protects our neighbors by limiting the interest rate on medical debt and better protecting people's
paychecks from garnishment.

As leaders of faith, we support this effort and hope that you willjoin us in voting yes.

Blessings,
Rev. Katie Sexton-Wood
Executive Director

Katie Sexton, Reverend, Arizona Faith Network, Phoenix
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona
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This happened to me.
It could happen to you

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced ds submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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Sometimes it's hard to look at a measure on the ballot and understand the impact it will have on real people. That's why I
wanted to share my story.

In February 2021 lwas diagnosed with Myalgic Encephalomyelitis, Lumbar stenosis, and bursitis of the hips, costly and
incurable chronic conditions which needed emergency treatment. I have insurance, and like most people thought that would
protect me. Wrong.

Finding in-network doctors where I live was difficult; the closest was two hours away. I continue to add more debt, recently
having to pay $3600 for a motorized wheelchair, (which the insurance company won't apply to my $8,700 deductible) on top
$1,800 of monthly out-of- pocket bills. I haven't been able to go back to work due to the severity of this disease so I'm barely
scraping by. And thanks to the sky-high interest rates, my debtjust keeps growing, and the hole keeps getting deeper.

I want to pay off my medical bills and be debt-free, but prqdatory debt collection makes it impossible. This law would put
a cap on ridiculous interest rates for medical debt and limit the amount that debt collectors can garnish from paychecks. If
these changes had been in place when I needed medical treatment, it would have been much easier to pay off my debt.

There are so many Arizona families in similar situations to mine 
-good 

people stuck in medical debt who are struggling
to get back on our feet. Please help people avoid this struggle in the future by voting YES on the Predatory Debt Collection
Protection Act. Nobody should lose everything because they are ill.

Lea Goin, Overgaard

Lea Goin, Overgaard
Sponsored by Heulthcure Rising Arizona

A MESSAGE FROM ARIZONA VETERANS

We are veterans of the United States Armed Forces working together to pass the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Too many Arizona families are suffering because of predatory debt collection practices, and unfortunately, this has a
significant impact on our fellow veterans. No veteran should lose their home or car, or struggle to put food on the table just
because they had a bill they couldn't fully pay.

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act protects veterans - and all Arizonans - by increasing the protected value of
people's homes, increasing the protected value ofhousehold goods and bank accounts, and increasing the protected value of
vehicles - with all these amounts adjusted annually for inflation. It also limits wage garnishments and caps the interest rate
for medical debt. This will help Arizonans avoid being trapped by debt.

Politicians talk a good game about supporting veterans, but too often we don't see results. The Predatory Debt Collection
Protection Act would make a real difference in the lives of many Arizona veterans who proudly served and sacrificed for
their nation. We ask you to honor their services by joining us in voting YES on Prop. 209.

Ricky J. Spann, Veteran, LTC US ARMY, Litchfield Park, AZ
William C. Ford, Veteran, Buckeye, AZ
Quenterious Parnell, Veteran, Tucson, AZ
Gerald Bittle, Veteran, Phoenix, AZ
Dana Allmond, Veteran, Marana, AZ
Sarah Tyree, Veteran, Surprise, AZ
Aaron Marqu ez, Yeter an, Phoen ix, AZ

Ricky Spann, Veteran, Litchfield Park; William Ford, Veteran, Buckeye; Quenterious Parnell, Veteran, Tucsonl
Gerald Bittle, Veteran, Phoenixl Dana Allmond, Veteran, Maranal Sarah Tlree, Veteran, Surprise; and Aaron
Marquez, Veteran, Phoenix
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

A Statement from Arizona Healthcare Workers

Over the last two years, healthcare workers like us have seen Arizonans through some of the toughest times. It was tough

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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for us, but we know it was even tougher for you, our patients. We have seen your everyday bravery in the face of sometimes
impossible decisions, and your determination and humanity.

What is especially heartbreaking for us is seeing far too many Arizona families make the decision not to treat their health
issues because of the fear of medical debt. No family or individual should have to worry about losing everything they've
built and saved for when faced with a medical emergency.

That's why we're supporting the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act, to protect more of people's homes, cars, and
hard-earned paychecks from debt collectors whojack up interest rates and get people trapped in an endless debt cycle.

Let's give Arizonans peace of mind to take care of their health without the fear of predatory debt collection.

Brooke Steeves
EMT
Chandler, AZ

Ann Schleppi
Medical Social Worker
Sun City, AZ

Diane Watson
LVN
Tucson, AZ

Richard Frankie Olivas RT(R)
Registered Rad iologic Technologist
Tucson, AZ

Kelly Richardson
RAD Tech
Tucson, AZ

Tracy Steeves

BSN, RN
Chandler, AZ

Brooke Steeves, EMT, Chandlerl Ann Schleppi, Medical Social Worker, Sun City; Diane Watson, LVN, Ttrcson;
Richard Frankie Olivas, Registered Radiologic Technologist, Tircsonl Kelly Richardson, RAD Tech, Tucsonl and
Tracy Steeves, BSN, RN, Chandler
Sponsored by Healthcsre Rising Aripna

ARIZONANS NEED PROTECTION FROM PREDATORY DEBT COLLECTION

HERE ARE THE FACTS:

FACT: Medical debt is the largest source of bankruptcy in the country.

FACT: Arizona home values have skyrocketed but home value protection hasn't kept up.

FACT: Nearly I in 3 Arizonans have debt in collections.

FACT: Outrageous wage garnishment rates mean less money for people to take care of their families

FACT: Extreme high interest on medical debt punishes people for taking care of their health.

FACT: Inadequate debt protections hurt all Arizonans.

FACT: Arizonans shouldn't worry about becoming homeless if they are forced to file for bankruptcy.

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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FACT: Arizonans need more than $300 in the bank to pay their bills - but the state won't protect more from creditors.

FACT: Anyone can have an unexpected health issue - which means everyone needs lower interest rates on rnedical debt.

That is why I am supporting The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Julio Morera
Tempe, AZ

Julio Morera, Tempe
Sponsored by Healthcure Rising Arizona

Prop. 209: Absolutely Vital for Financially Vulnerable Seniors

As many Arizona senior citizens will tell you, entering retirement age doesn't retire financial insecurity.

Many seniors are on fixed incomes. Even with excellent financial planning, emergencies come up and can create big
problems for seniors.

And when it comes to healthcare, Medicare covers a lot...depending on your plan. And paying for prescription drugs remain
an area of worry for many seniors as they age.

Imagine finally being able to settle down in the home you've worked a lifetime to secure just to have one extreme bill go to
collections and put you out on the curb with your vehicle repossessed. For many of us, this is a nightmare scenario.

We believe that after you have worked hard your entire life, at the very least, your basic assets should be protected from
crippling debt, whether medical or otherwise.

That is why Prop. 209 is so important for Arizona's seniors. Our Yes vote means we can spend more time thinking about
plans with our families and where we can go in our retired years instead of worrying whether we can even make ends meet.
Prop. 209 provides desperately needed peace of mind at a time in life that is most important. Please join us in voting to
protect Arizona's seniors this November!

Diane Klock, Gold Canyon, AZ
Ann Schleppi, Sun City, AZ
Diane Watson, Tucson, AZ
Rebecca Pakebusch, Phoenix, AZ
Terri Streich, Glendale, AZ
Carmen Arias, Phoenix, AZ
Fred Aneas, Flagstaff, AZ
Jonathan C. Mclntire, Flagstaff, AZ
Charlene Mclntire, Flagstaff, AZ
Erika Hunt, Chandler, AZ

Diane Klock, Senior/Retired, Gold Canyon; Ann Schleppi, Senior/Retired, Sun City; Diane Watson, Senior/Retired,
Tlcsonl Rebecca Pakebusch, Senior/Retired, Phoenixl Terri Streich, Senior/Retired, Glendalel Carmen Arias,
Senior/Retired, Phoenix; Fred Aneas, Senior/Retired; Flagstaff; Jonathan McIntire, Senior/Retired, Flagstaff;
Charlene Mclntire, Senior/Retired, Flagstaff; and Erika Hunt, Senior/Retired, Chandler
Sponsored by Heulthcsre Rising Arizona

From Every Corner of Arizona, From Every Walk of Life
The Organizations We Trust Say

YES on Prop. 209!

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act is proudly endorsed by:

(Partial list)

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments
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> Southwest Fair Housing Council

> Arizona Education Association

> Center for Economic Integrity

> Arizona Faith Network

> YWCA Southern Arizona

> Phoenix Workers Alliance

> Our Voice, Our Vote

> Arizona Student's Association

> Arizona Jews for Justice

> Rural Arizona Action

> Unite Herel Local I I

> Arizona Building and Construction Trades Council

> Southwest Conference United Church of Christ

> Case Action

> People's Defense Initiative

> Workers United

> Be A Hero Fund

> Wildfire

> Southern Arizona AIDS Foundation

> Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters

> Living United for Change in Arizona (LUCHA)

See the entire list and learn more at https://www.healthcarerisingaz.orgl

Julie St. John, Thcson
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

As small business owners, we're voting YES on Prop, 209!

We are the owners of five small Arizona businesses, and we ask you to join us in supporting the Predatory Debt Collection
Protection Act,

Small business owners are struggling more than ever before, having been disproportionately impacted by the pandemic.
Additionally, self-employed small business owners are at high risk of suffering from unfair medical debt because of a lack
ofinsurance coverage, or high deductibles. One medical bill could force them to close their doors. That doesn'tjust hurt
them and their families: it hurts the state's economic recovery from the crisis.

Voting Yes on this ballot measure is an important way to support the small business owners who form the backbone of
Arizona's economy. This ballot measure will protect Arizonans from becoming stuck in a cycle of unending medical debt

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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by unfair interest rates. Please vote Yes to keep our small businesses, state economy, and communities strong.

Romeo Barrientos, Owner, The Fifth Scents, Phoenix; Samantha Hurtado, Owner, Sammy Jo Designs Studio,
Gilbert; Rondi J. Habern, CPA, MBA, Owner, Adams, Habern & Grey, CPAs, PLLC, Tempe; Lizzie Makalisa,
Director, Primary Lead Teacher, Heartprints Montessori, Tempel and Victoria Brand, Owner, Mustang Mall LLC,
Pearce
Sponsored by Healthcure Rising Arizona

A Teacher's Story

By Judith Robbins, Phoenix

I am a proud public-school educator and went into the field to make a difference in the lives of children and their families.
My life's work has been to educate and care for our next generation, because I believe that education is the great equalizer -
the foundation for making our country and world a better place.

My colleagues and I knew that we were never going to be rich from our profession, but we did expect to make a comfortable
living, and to be able to afford the medical care we needed in the future.

When my friend and fellow teacher got pregnant with twins, she didn't expect to be in financial jeopardy due to the birth of
her children. But when she gave birth, she incurred $70,000 in high interest hospital bills for neonatal care. This forced her
and her husband to file for bankruptcy. It took years before they were able to get out from under that financial burden, and to
finally purchase their first home. lnsurance companies had them over a barrel when charging the high interest rates on these
debts. This is an untenable way to start a family.

I go to work every day and do my best to make sure other people's children are supported, so they can learn and thrive. But
at home, I'm worried about providing the basics for my family because of the potential of an overwhelming medical debt.

Judith Robbins, High School Special Education Teacher, Phoenix
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

Unexpected healthcare bills are a major source of stress and anxiety for too many Arizonans, and become even more so
when that debt is bought by a predatory collection agency. Why are they called predatory? These unscrupulous agencies
buy debt for just a fraction of what is owed and can then come after people and demand payment in full. This initiative will
tighten up existing consumer protections, so that these collectors can't harass, threaten, and ruin the lives ofhardworking
Arizonans.

The Arizona Democratic Party is committed to fighting for a brighter future for all Arizonans. We are comrnitted to critical
issues like healthcare, education, and the economy. As Democrats, but primarily as Arizonans, we have always been proud
to stand with working people. That is why we support the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Democrats fight for working farnilies because we know they are the backbone of Arnerica. We cannot stand idly by
while the lives of our fellow Arizonans can be too easily ruined by debt collectors, Your Yes vote for the Predatory Debt
Collection Protection Act will provide real, immediate protection by strengthening existing laws to safeguard Arizonans
from the worst abuses by debt collection agencies. By modernizing our laws we can ensure that more Arizonans can stay
in their homes and with their family. This measure will also limit wage garnishments and lower the interest rate on medical
debt - keeping more people out ofa cycle ofdebt.

PLEASE VOTE YES ON PROP.2O9

Raquel Terdn, Chair, Arizona Democratic Partyo Phoenix
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

These Republicans are Voting YES on Prop. 209!

We are proud, lifelong Republicans. We love our state, we love our nation, and we believe in the American principle that
every citizen should have the opportunity to succeed based on their hard work. It pains us to see so many hardworking
Arizonans denied that right through no fault of their own.

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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That is why we're writing to express our support for the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act ballot initiative.

Our state's laws on medical debt leave the average Arizonan at risk of having their finances completely destroyed. Everyday
citizens in our state have their homes taken by collections, their wages garnished, and sometimes even have to declare
bankruptcy because ofunavoidable healthcare bills. These are people who work hard and follow the rules, but they are being
punished for the simple act of getting sick or injured. It needs to stop,

The idea that the courts and the big banks can take away money earned by Arizonans is completely unethical. The
Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act will ensure that the people of Arizona do not have their rights taken away by
lenders who are gaming an unfair, rigged system. We encourage all Arizonans to vote in favor of this initiative and help
make sure that the government doesn't let medical issues take money out of the hands of hardworking, good citizens.

Craig Schleppi, Sun City; Robin Burgeson, Fountain Hills; and Christine J Drey, Surprise
Sponsored by Heulthcare Rising Arizona

As doctors, we want our patients to get the best possible medical care. The care we know they need to stay healthy and live
vibrant lives that enrich our communities.

Whether it's a cancer diagnosis or a car accident, a medical emergency upends people's worlds. When tragedy strikes, our
patients and their families need to be able to focus on recovery, to give them the best possible chance to rebuild their bodies
and their lives.

But concern over medical debt and predatory debt collection gets in the way of that, making patients worry about what they
could lose and adding stress that can impede recovery.

Our patients shouldn't worry that they might lose their family home or lose the car they need to get to their job because of
their chemotherapy treatments.

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act keeps medical debt interest rates under control and protects more of people's
property from seizure for debt, which means patients can focus on their health when they need to the most.

Our patients, and all Arizonans, deserve that. Please Vote Yes on Prop. 209

Eve Shapiro, MD, MPH, Tircson; Marlene Bluestein, MD, Thcson; and Anthony Camilli, MD, Thcson
Sponsored by Heslthcsre Rising Arizona

Faith Leaders Support Prop. 209

We come from different faith traditions, but all of our faiths call us to protect the vulnerable and help those who need
it most. The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act does just that. Too many Arizonans - over l5%o - have an unpaid
medical bill in collections, and medical debt is a leading cause of bankruptcy in the United States. People shouldn't lose
their house, car, or paycheck just because they got sick and had a medical bill they couldn't pay. As faith leaders we proudly
extend our support to the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Rev. Dr. Williams M. Lyons, Conference Minister & CEO, Southwest Conference United Church of Christ, Peorial
Reverend Senator Stephanie Stahl Hamilton, Ttrcsonl Rev. Katie Sexton, Executive Directoro Arizona Faith Network,
Phoenix; Reverend Susan Valiquetteo Phoenix; Rev. Mathew Funke Crary, UU Congregation of Amado, Amado;
Rev William G. Utke, Desert Garden UCC, Sun City; Ernest Ottoo Shadow Rock, UCC, Peoria; and Johnny Martin,
Voting Rights Organizer, Arizona Faith Network, Phoenix
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

If you don't have a home, it's hard to have a future.

No one should lose their home because of emergency medical debt and predatory debt collection practices.

At the Southwest Fair Housing Council, our mission is to provide comprehensive services to achieve and preserve equal
access to housing for all people. We support Prop. 209 because we passionately believe that people should have peace of
mind that their home is better protected from debt collectors. And Prop. 209 will do just that.

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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Increasing the homestead exemption over time and recognizing that 60% of bankruptcies are due to medical debt is a step in
the right direction to give Arizonans the autonomy and dignity that they deserve. This commonsense update to existing laws
is the right choice for our state.

We urge you to protect Arizonans' homes by voting Yes on Prop. 209.

Jay Young, Executive Director, Southwest Fair Housing Council, Tucson
Sponsored by Healthcure Rising Arizona

The Center for Economic Integrity is a Tucson-based grassroots organization dedicated to building economically strong
communities for all. We strongly oppose unfair corporate and government practices that hurt regular people, and we always
work and advocate for policies that help people and strengthen protections. This is why we were honored to be among the
first groups to endorse the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

The Center supports this initiative because debt collection in Arizona is a serious problem for working families. Too many
are at risk oflosing their property, paycheck, car, or even their home to predatory debt collectors, but now we can fight back.

Our best option is to put this issue in front of the voters here in Arizona. We believe voters will stand up for working
Arizonans, and pass the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Debt collection is an economic justice issue that the Center has been working on for years. It is important to limit wage
garnishments and to protect checking account balances for working families. Protections for assets such as cars and homes
are also crucial.

Please join the Center for Economic Integrity in supporting the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Griffith Kelly, Executive Director, The Center for Economic Integrity, Thcson
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

Prop. 209 is ESPECIALLY Important for Rural Arizonans

Rural Arizona Action supports policies and ideas that center the needs of rural communities. We are a stronger and more
vibrant state when we work together to protect our neighbors by realizing that not all Arizonans live in the "Great State of
Maricopa."

Rural Arizonans see firsthand the beauty of Arizona's landscapes, the wealth of history provided by our historic towns and
cities, and the independent spirit that comes from choosing to live away from the big metropolises.

But it also often means dealing with higher medical bills.

For many people in our rural communities, a medical emergency can mean that an air ambulance is the only way to get
life-saving care. And when collections can go after your $25,000 air ambulance ride debt and tack on l0o/o interest
compounded annually, it can spell devastation for anyone.

Prop. 209 will dramatically reduce the amount of interest that collections can charge on medical debt-and yes, that will
include debt that comes from ambulance rides, both air and ground. This means that more rural Arizonans can rest assured
that our homes and vehicles are protected in case of a medical emergency.

Prop. 209 is fair and important.

It's commonsense reform.

It will have a meaningful impact on our rural communities.

Join Rural Arizona Action is voting YES on 209 this November
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Natali Fierros Bock, Co-Executive Director, Rural Arizona Action, Coolidge and Pablo Correa, Co-Executive
Director, Rural Arizona Action, Coolidge
Sponsored by Heahhcare Rising Arizonu

Statement from Arizona Education Association (AEA) in support of the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act

AEA is more than 20,000 people-educators, students, activists, workers, parents, neighbors, and friends. We hear the
stories of our members across the state: Educators dipping into their own paychecks to provide materials for their students;
workers going the extra mile, getting in early, and staying late to create the best educational environment they can; and
parents putting in late hours to help with their children's homework.

The last thing our members need to be worried about is if one surprise medical bill could mean financial catastrophe.

We support Prop. 209 because financial hardship negatively impacts everyone involved with a child's learning experience.
Teachers, already forced to do more with less, can't take the extra hit from a medical bill that insurance won't cover.
Farnilies evicted from their hotnes can't create a stable learning environment for their kids. Students bearing financial stress
at home have a harder time keeping up with their peers.

Prop.209 stands in the gap to better protect Arizona's educators and families from having their lives turned upside down
from predatory debt collection practices. AEA requests that you stand with our students and educators and vote yes on
the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act in November.

Joseph Thomas, President, Arizona Education Association, Gilbert
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

Let's protect people who work hard and play by the rules!

UNITE HERE Local I I is a hospitality workers union with 30,000 members in Southern California and Arizona. Our
members work hard to keep our country moving - including being on the front line throughout the pandemic. Hardworking
Arizonans should not be at risk of losing everything just because they have a medical bill they can't afford - yet that is the
situation too many working people find thernselves in.

This is why we are proud to support Prop. 209, the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Prop.209 will help working Arizonans by updating existing Arizona law to protect people from losing everything to debt
collectors. Despite working hard and playing by the rules, many of our members are among the nearly one in six Arizonans
who have a medical bill that is past due. While there are laws on the books meant to protect people from losing everything
to debt collectors, the fact is that those laws are now out ofdate. Prop.209 solves that problem by increasing protections and
attaching a cost-of-living adjustment tied to inflation - so we won't have to re-address this problem in the future.

Prop. 209 not only increases protections for Arizonans' homes, household property, cars, and bank accounts, but also limits
the interest rate on medical debt to 3%. Right now, debt collectors can charge an outrageous l0%o annual interest rate on
medical debt - locking too many hard-working people into a cycle of debt.

Please join UNITE HERE in supporting the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Brendan Walsh, Director, UNITE HERE! Local ll, Phoenix
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

As a small business owner, I'm proud to create jobs and support our local economy. I'm voting YES on the Predatory Debt
Collection Protection Act to make sure paychecks are going to my employees, not lining the pockets of predatory debt
collection companies.

Right now, debt collectors can take up to 25%o of someone's income and seize the property they need to live their lives,
such as a laptop, cell phone, or car. For my employees struggling with debt, these companies are taking dollars right out
of their pockets and making it harder to put food on the table for their families. I've had employees come to me asking for
extra shifts because they can't make ends meet. After all, one missed payment or unexpected medical expense can grow
into a huge debt that makes it even harder to earn a living. People have had to quit because their vehicle was taken and they
couldn't drive to work.
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These predatory debt collection practices are disgraceful. Fortunately, Arizonans can do something about it. We need to
pass the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act so that working Arizonans can be confident that when they show up to
work, they can take home enough of their wages to get by. This bill doesn't say that people don't have to pay their bills,
it just limits outrageous interest rates on medical debt and protects more wages from debt collectors. If you believe in the
value and dignity of hard work, please vote YES on this measure.

Michelle Hernandez, Hair-Makeup-Beauty Professional, Thcson
Sponsored by Heslthcsre Rising Arizona

Dear Fellow Arizonans,

We became nurses because we oare about people. We make sure you get the medicine you need, we comfort you when you're
scared, we sit with you and hold your hand when there is no one else to be with you. We care.

And because we care, we are united in saying that no one should have the worst day of their life made even worse by having to
worry about predatory debt collection on top oftheir medical concerns.

Listening to someone's concerns about their health is part of our job, and we can offer knowledge and comfort to make things
easier. But hearing a patient worry about losing their home, car, or paycheck to unfair debt collection is heartbreaking, because
until now there was nothing we could do to help.

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act changes that, by giving us the power to limit predatory debt collection and
especially put the brakes on spiraling medical debt. Limiting the interest rate on medical debt and improving protections
against seizure ofassets and wages means that one accident or diagnosis can't take everything away from our patients and their
families.

Help us pass this and give our patients one less thing to worry about during their toughest times.

Pamela Sylvis, RN, Phoenix; September Lee Hiller, LPN, Surprise; Lisa Adamso RN, Tollesonl Margaret Baca, RN
(Retired), Casa Grande; Caralee Isbell, Travel Nurse, Phoenix; and Nympha M. Njeri, RN, Phoenix
Sponsored by Heulthcsre Rising Arizona

ARIZONANS NEED PROTECTION FROM PREDATORY DEBT COLLECTION

HERE ARE MORE FACTS:

FACT: Having debt shouldn't mean you lose your car - Arizonans need their assets protected from predatory debt collection
practices.

FACT: The cost of housing is only going up and Arizonans can't afford to have 25o/o of their paycheck taken from them.
Capping wage garnishment rates will allow Arizonans to keep food on the table.

FACT: Arizona isn't doing enough to protect its residents from predatory debt collection practices. We need change now

FACT: High interest rates can keep people in perpetual debt. Capping the medical debt interest rate will protect more
Arizonans from predatory debt collection practices.

FACT: You can't pay your [bills/rent/mortgage] if you can't take home your paycheck. Arizonans need protection from
unreasonable wage garnishment.

That is why we(I) are (am) supporting The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Eric Kramer, Pinetop
Sponsored by Heullhcure Rising Arizonu

Please Vote YES on the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act

The Arizona Public Health Association urges you to vote Yes on Proposition 209,the Predatory Debt Collection Protection
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Act.

Why would a nonprofit organization dedicated to improving public health be interested in a voter initiative about debt
collection?

It's simple. Because families need to earn have a living wage and enough money and resources to provide a sturdy
environment and make healthier choices. In fact, having adequate resources is the number one determinant of the health
status of a family.

Proposition 209 doesn't give people in debt a 'free pass'. Far from it. But it does lsvel the playing field so people will have an
opportunity to pay back their debts without spiraling into poverty.

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act brings Arizona more in line with the recommendations provided by the
National Consumer Law Center, enabling people in debt to pay off what they owe without losing their ability to meet their
daily living needs.

For example, it limits the amount of wage income that can be garnished to l0%o or less of disposable earnings so that
families don't get pushed below the federal poverty level. Right now,25o/o of a person's wages can be garnished, even if it
sends them under the poverty limit.

It also limits interest rates on medical debt to 3% so families don't get trapped in an unending cycle by sky-high interest
rates.

Working and middle-class families will also be protected from predatory debt collectors taking their homes and cars
because it includes common-sense updates to state law that account for the rising costs of homes and cars. For example, it
increases the "homestead exemption" to $400,000 so that people don't lose their home.

Please do the right thing. Vote Yes on Proposition 209.

Will Humble, Executive Director, Arizona Public Health Association, Phoenix
Sponsored by Arizons Public Health Associution

HEALTHCARE RISING ARIZONA MEMBERS SUPPORT THE PREDATORY DEBT COLLECTION PROTECTION
ACT

We are contributing members of Healthcare Rising Arizona, a non-partisan, grassroots organization fighting to fix the
healthcare system in our state. We're a coalition of patients and caregivers; family, friends, and neighbors, all dedicated to
improving the standard of healthcare and living in Arizona when our state and federal government won't do it for us.

One of the most urgent issues across our membership and within our communities is medical debt. Every week, emergencies
or accidents lead to Arizonans losing their cars, homes, and wages to predatory debt collectors, forcing working families to
make difficult decisions about paying their debts or paying for necessities like food or medicine. Fellow Healthcare Rising
members have fallen into debt from giving birth, cancer treatments, car accidents, and more, putting their assets at risk.

Arizona's current consumer protections are not enough to keep families from losing everything to these predatory debt
collection practices. The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act would change that by:

-Increasing the protected values of people's homes and vehicles
-Increasing the protected value ofhousehold goods and bank accounts
-Lim iting wage garnishment
-Limiting the interest rate on medical debt.

These reasonable, common-sense solutions will make a huge impact on working families, and it shows: Since we launched
our campaign, we've set up at libraries, churches, parks, and even our own yards to collect signatures for the Predatory Debt
Collection Protection Act - 

quadrupling our membership to over 1,000 members in just over a year and expanding our
reach across the state.

This campaign is just the start of our work to improve the lives and health of all Arizonans. Visit healthcarerisingaz.orgto
learn more - and join our movement.
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Jessica Baez-Staggers, Surprisel Caralee Isbell, Phoenix; Kay Kuever, Tircsonl and Erika Hunto Chandler
Sponsored by Healthcure Rising Arizona

I'm Voting Yes on Prop. 209 to Protect my Financial Future

As students, we have a lot to worry about: will we be able to pay off our student loans? Will we be able to find a good job
when we graduate? What about the cost of housing? One thing we shouldn't have to worry about is having our financial
futures crippled by medical debt.

Right now, debt collectors can take up to 25o/o of your paycheck - how can we start our lives when they're barely leaving us
enough to pay rent? It doesn't have to be this way. The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act will ensure that students
like us - and all Arizonans - are no longer vulnerable to the devastating impact of predatory debt collection and a seemingly
never-ending cycle of debt.

We are lucky to be young and healthy, but we also know that could change in a heartbeat. It's simply wrong that sickness
or injury could dramatically impact someone's life. But right now, predatory debt collectors can impose outrageous interest
rates that mean you can never catch up, even ifyou pay regularly. They can seize your car and your paycheck. Stopping
these abuses is exactly what the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act does. And that's something we need for the future
of all

Andrea Soto, Phoenix; Chloe E Woods, Chandler; Nina Fawcett, Scottsdale; Alberto Plantillas, Tempe; Trevor
Malzewskio Chandler; Arielle Salazar, Casa Grandel Valeria Celeste Coronado, Sahuarital Michael Smock,
Flagstaff; Matthew Yatsayte, Tempe; and Veronica Duran, Flagstaff
Sponsored by Heulthcure Rising Arizona

Raising a Family is Challenging Enough

MedicalDebt Can Make It Impossible

As parents, we want the best for our children - and a big part of that is knowing that they are protected should something
go wrong. That is why we support the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act. We are raising our children to be prepared
for a difficult world, and to be active and responsible citizens. But we also know that anything can happen, and if the worst
happens, we want them to be protected.

The reality of our broken health care system is that medical debt can happen to any family. But no one should have their
lives ruined by it, and our current legal protections from the devastating practices ofpredatory debt collectors are woefully
inadequate. Families should have the peace of mind to know that if one of them gets sick or injured, they won't be saddled
with astronomical interest rates or face outlandish wage garnishments or the repossession of their property.

That is exactly the peace of mind that passing the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act will deliver. It will give all
Arizona families one less thing to worry about, and provide us the safeguards we deserve. Please join us in voting "yes."

Kathrine Villa, Tombstone; Jessica Staggers, Surprise; Eric Staggers, Surprisel Lisa Adams, Tolleson; Aaron
Abbott, Phoenix; Elisa Parks, Green Valley; Brianna Westbrook, Phoenix; James Dennis, Tempe; Natacha Chavez,
Phoenix; Margaret Baca, Casa Grande; and Ted Hiserodt, Phoenix
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arixona

A Message from Congresswoman Ann Kirkpatrick

Because I hate to see working-class families get squeezed, I have given my strong support to the Predatory Debt Collection
Protection Act.

Back in 1979,thetop lo/o of earners in our country took home 7.3%;o of the income. By 2019, they were taking home 13.2%o.

Meanwhile, the bottom 90%o of earners went from making 69.8Yo of earnings in 1979 to just taking home 60.9%o in 2019. But
even as working families struggle to live paycheck to paycheck, many industries continue to squeeze them unmercifully.
The debt collection industry is one of them.

Today, one in six Arizonans has a medical bill past due. Most people who declare bankruptcy do so because of medical
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debts, I think most Arizonans agree with me that people shouldn't have to worry about losing their home or car if they get
sick or they are struggling to pay large medical bills.

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act levels the playing field. It protects Arizonans by:

-Increasing the protected value of people's homes,
-Increasing the protected value ofhousehold goods and bank accounts,
-Increasing the protected value ofvehicles
...with all these amounts adjusted annually for inflation.

It also limits wage garnishments and caps the interest rate for medical debt, helping Arizonans avoid being trapped by an
inescapable cycle of debt.

I hope you will join me in voting Yes

Regards,

Congresswoman Ann Kirkpatrick

Ann Kirkpatrick, Congresswoman, D-AZ 2nd District, Thcson
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizons

Our Voice, Our Vote Arizona encourages you to join us in voting yes on Prop. 209. As an organizationthat is committed to
advocating for progressive sustainable public policies that address the issues in our communities, we are happy to support
this people-positive initiative.

Prop. 209 updates our existing laws to better protect Arizonans' assets from collections, our wages from garnishment, and
our dignity from medical debt. This initiative is simple but powerful.

Here's why this matters:

60%o of all bankruptcies are a result of medical debt.

30Yo of Arizonans have debt in collections, that number jumps to 45o/' in communities of color.

Housing prices and inflation in Arizona continue to rise with no clear end in sight.

Now is the time to protect ourselves from predatory debt collection companies who want to capitalize on our worst days.
Prop. 209 gives us an extra layer of protection from collections during these trying times.

Ifyou want to ensure that more ofyour home, paycheck, and bank account are protected, then vote yes on Prop. 209.

Roy Tatem Jr., Senior Political Director, Our Voice, Our Vote, Chandler
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

Real Stories of Arizonans Struggling with MedicalDebt

Elizabeth Gorski, Prescott

Ln2004,I suffered a serious accident. I was in a coma for 5 days and had many surgeries for multiple broken bones. I was
also diagnosed with a blood clotting disorder. I recovered, but it came at a steep cost. I didn't know it at the time of my
emergency treatment, but my doctor wasn't in-network for my insurance. I ended up with $50,000 + of medical debt, even
though I thought I was covered. Since then, it's been impossible to pay off my debt. I have a job, but debt collectors take a
quarter of my paycheck, which doesn't even leave me with enough for rent, gas, and groceries. I'm barely scraping by, and
thanks to the sky-high interest rates, my debt just keeps growing.

At the time of my accident, I was 15. I was only a passenger in the car. I don't believe I deserve to struggle in debt forever
for an accident.
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There are so many Arizona families in similar situations to mine 
-good 

people stuck in medical debt who are struggling
to get back on our feet. Please help people avoid this struggle in the future by voting YES on the Predatory Debt Collection
Protection Act.

Elizabeth Gorski, Prescott
Sponsored by Heslthcsre Rising Arizona

Based in Tucson, the Southern Arizona AIDS Foundation aims to promote health, well-being, and social justice for those
living with HIV LGBTQ+ individuals, and communities marginalizedby society.

We are proud to serve those in need - especially the most vulnerable and stigmatized among us - and it is that value that
brings us to support the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act. We know that far too many Arizonans are just one
medical bill away from significant debt - which can lead to a cycle of poverty, and even cost someone their home. Right
now, it is far too easy for debt collectors to prey on the most vulnerable members of our community. The Predatory Debt
Collection Protection Act will provide a much-needed bulwark against those threats. It will help people stay in their homes
and protect their property and income, so that one large medical bill is not financially ruinous.

Predatory debt collection practices can impact anyone - but they are most dangerous to the most vulnerable and stigmatized
members of our community. The Southern ArizonaAIDS Foundation will always work to support those who need it the
most. That is why we ask you to join us in supporting the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Celia Robidoux, Interim Director of HIV and LGBTQ* Services, Tilcson
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

As a teacher, the real reward of my job is seeing my students learn and take on new challenges-it's never been about the
money. That said, despite having a job with health insurance, I could be faced with the unexpected, like sky high medical
debt that could wipe out my finances and put my home and future in jeopardy. I see this as an even greater threat to many of
the students and families I work with.

Recently, a family at my school was in a terrible car crash that left them hospitalized with serious injuries. This is a
working-class family; I fear for their financial future when the large hospital bills inevitably show up. They should be
focused on healing their bodies and dealing with the trauma that comes with such atragedy, not dealing with the added
fi nancial stresses of paying off exorbitant hospital bills.

I go to work every day and do my best to make sure other people's children are supported so they can learn and thrive.
Educators know that students from stable home environments learn best-families can't provide stability when riddled with
long term financial debt. It's time to irnprove protections for Arizona families, especially when it comes to medical debt.

I'm voting Yes on Prop. 209. It's more than earned my vote and I hope it can earn yours, too.

Wes Oswald, Tircson
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

Prop.209: Absolutely Vital for Financially Vulnerable Seniors

As many Arizona senior citizens will tell you, entering retirement age doesn't retire financial insecurity.

Many seniors are on fixed incornes. Even with excellent financial planning, emergencies colne up and can create big
problems for seniors.

When it comes to healthcare, Medicare covers a lot...depending on your plan. And paying for prescription drugs remain an
area of worry for many seniors as they age.

Lnagine finally being able to settle down in the horne you've worked a lifetirne to secure just to have one extreme bill go to
collections and put you out on the curb with your vehicle repossessed. For many of us, this is a nightmare scenario.

We believe that after you have worked hard your entire life, at the very least, your basic assets should be protected from
crippling debt, whether medical or otherwise.
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That is why Prop. 209 is so important for Arizona's seniors. Our Yes vote means we can spend more time thinking about
spending time with our families and where we can go in our retired years instead of worrying about whether we can even
make ends meet. Prop. 209 provides desperately needed peace of mind at a time in life that is most important. Please join us

in voting to protect Arizona's seniors this November!

Chris Hawkins, Tircson
Sponsored by Healthcsre Rising Arizona

The Arizona Students Association urges you to join us in voting yes on Prop. 209.

The price of pursuing a college degree is higher than ever. This means that students are constantly forced to do the math
on whether to make their tuition payments or leave school to cover unexpected costs. Just one medical emergency can be
the dealbreaker for so many Arizona students and their families and the interest accrued on medical debt can take a college
degree offthe table entirely.

Prop. 209 makes sense for students and their families. It will increase protections for our families' homes, cars, and bank
accounts. Most importantly, it will cap the interest that can be charged on medical debt, saving students and their families a

world of financial hurt.

Good for students and good for Arizona. That's why we're voting Yes

Cesar Aguilar, Executive Director, Arizona Studentst Association, Tempe
Sponsored by Heulthcare Rising Arizona

It's Time for a Change

As a retired teacher with Medicare and some retirement benefits, my husband and I are fortunate to be relatively healthy.
However, we have seen how so many others in our community have experienced devastating health problems which result
in catastrophic medical debt.

Under our current laws, medical debt is treated the same as any other type of debt. This makes no sense. Why should
someone who experienced a medical emergency be treated the same way as someone who bought afancy car they couldn't
afford? Moreover, the interest rate on medical debt feels criminal-l0o/o compounded annually. Good luck avoiding
bankruptcy with those kinds of rates.

Arizonans deserve to have protection from predatory medical debt collection, which Prop. 209 will provide. With Prop. 209,
medical debt will finally be defined, and the maximum interest rate drarnatically reduced. We support Prop.209 because it
clarifies and codifies the difference between medical debt collection and other debt collection,

Barbara Smith, Tircson
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

Let's Protect Arizona Families

Year after year, Arizona families work hard, do everything right, and still get landed with life-altering medical bills, even
with good health insurance.

Now we have an opportunity to push back against this abusive system, and finally put a real check against the predatory
debt collection policies that land so many families into a cycle of collections that they can never break free of.

Passing Prop. 209 will provide three critical updates to our current debt protection laws:

- Update existing exemptions for people's homes, cars, household goods, and bank accounts.

- Adjust the percentage of wages that can be garnished from a workers' paychecks from 25Yo (the federal *maximum*
af lowed) to no more than l\Yo.
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- Limit the interest rate that collections can go after on medical debt from l0%o compounded annually to no more than 3olo

This would include air and ground ambulance rides.

The problems facing Arizona families and workers right now are large and complicated. The solution that we can vote
on is short and simple. Pass Prop. 209 to update our existing laws and better protect people's lives from being ruined by
outrageous medical bills and unfair collections practices.

Andrew Hudson, Co-Director, Phoenix Workers Alliance, Tempe
Sponsored by Heulthcure Rising Arizonu

Part of being a public-school teacher is caring about the world my students enter. When I was growing up, we knew that
even if titnes were tough there were fair laws to make sure that families could weather tough financial times. I don't see
those same kinds of protections when I look at my students' future.

Dealing with everyday issues like inflation is hard enough for a family. But now, having good health insurance is no promise
that you're protected from massive medical debt. Having parents with good jobs doesn't mean that a single illness or
accident can't knock them offtheir feet.

Our kids should be focused on growing their minds and exploring their world; they shouldn't have to bear the stress of
wondering if they'll have a roof over their head or enough food to set on the table. Unfortunately, this is a reality for too
many students in Arizona.

If you're like me, and you want the best for our students and their families, then vote yes on Prop.209. This law will
strengthen the financial safety nets that are currently letting too many farnilies fall through the cracks. Most importantly,
this law will take aim at medical debt, a source of major stress for many of us, by dramatically reducing the interest rates

If Prop. 209 passes, I will breathe a little easier knowing that our students and their parents have a fighting chance against
big debt collectors and can spend more time focusing on what matters: learning, growing, and being a family.

Katherine Villa, Tombstone
Sponsored by Heulthcsre Rising Arizonu

Real Stories of Arizonans Struggling with Medical Debt: Marianna Habern, Cornville

When you are facing medical issues like a surgery, the last thing you are thinking about are the possible complications of
our dysfunctional healthcare system. When I had my surgery in June of 2021, everything was supposed to be in-network. It
wasn't, and I am still receiving bills a year later!

I was fortunate - my mother is well off enough that she was able to help me pay the bills when the debt collectors started
calling. But so many Arizonans aren't so fortunate - and the experience of being hounded by a debt collector is an incredibly
frightening one. None of us want to be in debt - but when bills just keep coming and coming, what is the alternative?

Medical treatment should not be so overwhelmingly expensive that we are unable to get needed care - and when we do, we
should not be stuck paying bills and interest for years afterwards! This law would limit the amount that debt collectors can
garnish from paychecks and would put a cap on interest rates for medical debt. Ifthese changes had been in place when I
needed medical treatment, it would have been much easier to pay off my debt.

The system is broken - and designed to destroy the lives of people who have done nothing wrong. Prop. 209 will go a long
way to bringing more fairness and balance for Arizonans who desperately need it. Please vote Yes on Prop. 209.

Marianna Haberno Cornville
Sponsored by Heslthcare Rising Arizona

What you can keep in Arizona if you get sick and debt forces you into bankruptcy.

--Up to $150,000 equity in your home. (There are virtually no liveable houses under $150,000 in the Phoenix area.

--Up to $6,000 equity in your car. (For that, you can have a2009 Chevy or a 2008 Maxima)
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--$500 in clothes. (Goes a long way at a thrift store, not very far for new clothing.)

--$500 for pets and/or livestock. (A rescue shelter dog would be OK, but you probably couldn't keep a horse.)

The Legislature hasn't updated these laws in many years. Vote for the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act, p209

Eric Kramer, Pinetop

As social workers, we protect the vulnerable

So does Prop. 209

As social workers, we work every day to help members in vulnerable communities work through challenges they face.
One ofthe greatest challenges we see is the intersection oftheir health, the health care bureaucracy, and personal finances
Health issues on their own are tough enough, but adding on the financial stress of a large medical bill? This is where
problems can suddenly feel insurmountable.

Finances are one of the most common stressors we discuss with families as they navigate their health care journey. We see
firsthand the impossible decisions patients must make as they try to balance supporting their family and keeping themselves
well. Helping people make good decisions through this process is difficult. Sometimes the current systeln leaves no good
answers for those with medical bills in collections, and many can face long-term debt, eviction, wage garnishment, or
bankruptcy.

Prop. 209's commonsense updates to bankruptcy exemptions and medical debt collection will do a great deal to protect
community members from these poverty traps by changing the way greed-motivated debt collectors can go after families.

Keeping people housed with enough money in their paychecks to put food on the table will greatly benefit the health
outcomes for Arizona families. And the impact of dramatically reducing the interest rates that debt collectors can charge on
medical debt? Life-changing for the communities we serve.

Support healthy, protected communities. Join Arizona social workers by voting YES on Prop. 209.

Ann Schleppi, Sun City and Yareli Lopez, Phoenix
Sponsored hy Healthcure Rising Arizonu

As a retired public-school teacher, I loved my job and I'm proud of what I accomplished. I chose to dedicate my life to
educating and caring for the next generation, because I genuinely believe that education is the silver bullet- a foundation for
making our world a better place.

When I decided to become ateacher,I knew I wasn't going into a profession where I'd get rich. But that was okay. It was a
good satisfying job with health insurance that allowed us to live comfortably. But now, as I get older, I am faced with the
unexpected: sky-high medical debt that could wipe us out and put our home and our future in jeopardy.

Interest on these bills is outrageous and not payable on my income - and I am by no means alone in that. It's time to improve
protections for Arizona families with medical debt.

Connie Lindquist, Sun City West
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

Prop. 209 will protect Arizona families from the worst abuses of predatory debt collectors. Your YES vote will:

INCREASE THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION

Arizona's home values have skyrocketed, but the amount of equity that is protected from creditors has not. Prop. 209 will
provide a long-overdue increase of that exemption to $400,000 to save the homes of thousands of Arizonans.

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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PROTECT BASIC ASSETS AND BELONGINGS FROM SEIZURE

Prop.209 will protect up to $5,000 held in a bank account, $15,000 in household goods, and vehicles worth up to $15,000 (or
up to $25,000 for disabled drivers) and adjust all these amounts for inflation, so consumer protections keep up with the cost
of living.

LIMIT OUTRAGEOUS INTEREST RATES ON MEDICAL DEBT

Outrageous interest rates charged on medical debt are a leading cause of Arizonans falling into a hopeless debt spiral,
through no fault of their own, even with insurance. Prop. 209 will limit interest rates on medical debtto 3yo.

PLACE A REASONABLE LIMIT ON WAGE GARNISHMENT

Arizona families need to be able to keep a roof over their head and food on their table. Prop. 209 prevents creditors from
garnishing more than l0% of wages.

VOTE YES TO PROTECT ARIZONA FAMILIES FROM HAVING A HEALTH TRAGEDY RESULT IN BIGGER
TRAGEDIES.

TO LEARN MORE AND SEE THE FULL TEXT OF PROP.209 , SEE healthcarerisingaz.org

Alison Porter, Co-Founder, Neighbors Forward AZ, Tempe
Sponsored by Healthcare Rising Arizona

Why you should vote for the AZ Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act.

Too many Arizona families are suffering because of emergency medical debt and predatory debt collection practices. NO
Arizona family should lose their home or car, or struggle to put food on the table, due to medical emergencies or accidents,
or be trapped into unending debt by unfair interest rates on medical care.

The Arizona Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act fixes this problem by increasing the protected value of people's
primary home to better match Arizona's median home value, increasing the allowed value of protected household goods and
bank accounts, and increasing the protected values of vehicles, with all these amounts adjusted annually for inflation. To
help Arizonans avoid being trapped by debt, the Act limits wage garnishment for debt to no more than l\%io of disposable
earnings and limits the interest rate on medical debt to no more than 3Yo.

Some points to consider:
o A chronic disease or sudden medical emergency can cost families tens of thousands of dollars out-of-pocket even with
insurance.
o More than two-thirds of all bankruptcies are tied to debt from healthcare costs.
o l8% of Arizonans have medical bills that are past due.
o Having insurance doesn't necessarily protect from medical debt. Even families that have done everything right can end up
with bills that they can't afford to pay.
o 30Yo of Arizonans have debt in collections, higher than the national average. In Arizona communities of color, that jumps
to 45%o.

o Arizonans have more debt than the national average, more than $58,000 in debt per person.
o As of March202l,38.5% of Arizonans reported at least one household mernber losing employment incorne since the
beginning of2020.
r Housing prices in Arizona have been rising.**

**From Healthcare Rising Arizona

Marti Baca, Member, Democrats of Casa Grande, Casa Grande
Sponsored by Democrals of Casa Grunde

The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act is a small set of common sense measures which all of us can support.
Bringing an earnings garnishment from25%o (or, l5%) of a person's paycheck down to 10% could make all the difference
in whether judgment debtors are able to keep a roof over their heads or food on the table. And, the judgment creditors will
still be able to get paid - even if it is over a longer period of time. Increasing the exemptions for assets will also help many

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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Arizonans when they fall on hard times

And, limiting the interest rate (to 3o/o/yr vs the current l07o) on medical debt also makes sense. When the medical services
were needed, the parties did not negotiate an interest rate like they do for a car or a mortgage.

This initiative makes sense for everyone, and may have a real impact on decreasing bankruptcies and homelessness. Please
join me in voting YES on the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act!

Paul Weich, Candidate, AZ House, LD12, Phoenix

Spelling, grammar and punctuation were reproduced as submitted in the "for" and "against" arguments.
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ARGUMENTS "AGAINST'' PROPOSITION 209

Prop 209 is yet another attempt by California special interests to force an anti-taxpayer agenda onto Arizonans. The
misleadingly named "Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act", which is funded almost exclusively by California
unions, will limit the ability of Arizona residents to obtain credit and dramatically increase our interest rates. At a time of
skyrocketing inflation and gas prices the last thing our state needs is to make the purchase ofnecessities such as appliances
and vehicles even more expensive. If California unions want to impose measures that harm consumers, they should do so in
their own state rather than trying to force Arizonans to pay the costs for extreme anti-business policies. Please vote 'NO" on
Prop 209.

Victor Riches, President & CEO, The Goldwater Institute, Phoenix

This petition and potential ballot item seems innocuous and deals solely with medical debt protections- as it would set a cap
on medical debt judgments. The ballot, however, is deceiving and will have far-reaching and unintended consequences for
consumers and creditors.
As founder of RIP Medical Debt, a non-profit that has abolished medical debt in your state, and over $7 billion in
medical debt through the USA, I am quite knowledgeable about what causes the damage of medical debt, and any debt.
The collection industry is consumer-friendly, not predatory- that approach does not work. It is not because ofpredatory
collection practices consumers are unable to pay for necessities or are in hardship. They want to pay. Collection companies
would rather not collect on people that cannot pay, and it is the collection industry that gave me the opportunity to forgive
that $7 billion.
Medical debt is no different than other debts of necessity. If creditors have limited means to collect the money they are
owed, as this ballot mandates, there are only a few things creditors can do: 1. not allow credit and insist on cash; 2. collect
quickly with limited payment plans; 3. shift costs- increase the cost to make up for the uncollectiblel-4. charge customers
interest; or 5. push the problem to another party (outsource the receivable function out ofstate).
If this ballot is allowed and passed, it will change AZ law in many detrimental ways that could inadvertently cause
consumers (and patients) hardship. They will have less time to pay, greater costs of goods, services, money, and insurance,
increased debt and limited access to credit, and interest charges on past dues.
The CA union (SCIU) and the entity in AZ are proposing a ballot that is potentially harmful to the ecosystem- consumers
and creditors.

Craig Antico, CEO, Forgiveco PBC Inc, Fort Collins

This misleadingly-titled initiative will hurt poor and working-class Arizonans. The initiative does nothing to prevent
charging predatory prices for medical care. A provider can still charge $500 for a bandage ifthis passes. Itjust can't charge
more than 30lo interest per year if it offers financing to pay for that bandage. Predatory medical providers willjust charge
higher prices to make up for the lost interest. This initiative solves nothing.

Worse yet, by capping interest at a rate below inflation, medical providers will actually lose money if they offer financing to
their patients. This means many good medical providers will have to stop offering financing to people who can't afford to
pay cash up front for their treatments. Many poor and middle class Arizonans will no longer be able to afford medical care
that they could get today.

The much bigger impact of this initiative will be that it makes it functionally impossible to enforce judgments against most
Arizonans. This applies to ALL judgments, not just judgments for medical debt. That's great news for people who plan
on defaulting on their loan payrnents, but for the rest of Arizonans it will rnake getting financing irnpossible or drastically
more expensive. Businesses won't loan money to people who can stop repayment any time with zero legal consequences.
Many Arizonans will no longer be able to afford necessary household repairs or services. If this initiative passes and your
refrigerator dies, your car breaks down, or your AC goes out, you'll need to hope you have the cash to get them fixed.
Financing either won't be available or will be hugely expensive.

Medical debt is a problem. This initiative does nothing to solve it. It will only make life harder for average Arizonans
Please vote against Prop 209.

Kyle Hallstrom, Phoenix
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The Tircson Metro Chamber is encouraging all Arizona voters to vote "NO" on the Predatory Debt Collection Protection
Act.

This California Union-funded ballot initiative is being framed by its proponents as a way to stop predatory debt collection
on medical debts and protect people from predatory debt collection practices. However, the ballot initiative is written to
reduce lenders' ability to collect on all debts, not just medical debts. Additionally, it doesn't specifically protect consumers
from predatory debt collection practices.

What this initiative truly does is limit lenders' ability to collect on debts. It raises the level of wages protected from
garnishment. It also raises the threshold of money in bank accounts protected from bank garnishments. Essentially, it makes
anyone who earns less than $50,000 per year untouchable by creditors.

Should this initiative pass, it will significantly restrict Arizonans' ability to access credit and loans, especially for the lower
half of earners. This is because lenders will have little to no ability to recoup money from people who don't pay on their
debts. The unfortunate result will make it rnore difficult for working families to get car loans, home loans, and personal
loans. Interest rates and down payments will increase.

Removing the ability for lenders to collect on debts is bad for business, bad for the community, and bad for Arizona. This
initiative will do nothing but make access to credit more difficult for all Arizonans. The timing of this initiative could not be
worse considering it would increase prices on homes that are already unaffordable to many.

Vote "NO" on the Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act!

Michael Guymon, President/CEO, Tircson Metro Chamber, Thcson
Sponsored by Tucson Metro Chsmber

The Greater Phoenix Chamber firmly opposes the "Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act".

This proposed initiative, once again brought forward by a subgroup ofout-of-state interests, would have devastating
consequences for Arizona businesses and consumers. While the intention of the ballot initiative may be to protect
consumers from unfair medical debt collection practices, the language ofthe measure could have unintended consequences
that rnake it more difficult for lenders to collect on all legitirnate debts.

The United States and Arizona were founded on free-market, common sense principles. This unnecessary measure grants
governmsnt interference into free market practices, In arbitrarily placing limits on one sector of Arizona's credit market, the
proposal would effectively dry up a large section ofour business sector, as lenders across all product lines would have less
recourse for recouping their debts.

Even worse, low-income earners would be impacted most, as they often have the hardest time accessing the credit. In
addition, the state would suffer from a loss in tax revenue, as businesses would be unwilling to invest in an economy where
they can't collect on debts.

The proponents of the measure and the California interests funding the initiative suggest this as a way to protect Arizonans
from unfair debt collection practices. In reality, this measure just makes it more difficult for hardworking Arizonans to get
car loans, home loans and other items secured by credit. The bottom line is that this measure will exacerbate the state's
existing affordability crisis and is extremely harmful for Arizona.

We urge you to join us in voting NO.

Todd Sanders

President & CEO
Greater Phoenix Chamber

Todd Sanders, President & CEO, Greater Phoenix Chamber, Phoenix
Sponsored by Greuter Phoenix Chamber
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As a small business owner and the wife of a Military Veteran, I recognize that most Arizonans are facing a difficult time
with the current economy. The Predatory Debt Collection Protection Act claims that it will help protect the community
from predatory debt collection practices and protect assets during the collection ofmedical debt. I encourage you to read
the entire text of the initiative. The ballot initiative is written to limit the ability for creditors to collect on "all" debt and it
does not have any language to prohibit collection behavior that is considered predatory. The thresholds for legal collection
methods are being raised so that your neighbors will not have to repay their debts. A person earning less than $50,000.00
per year will essentially be untouchable by creditors. If lenders cannot collect the money owed to them, they will not lend
to those of us that need it at affordable rates. If this initiative were to pass, it will make it more difficult for hardworking
families to get loans for vehicles and homes. The organization behind this initiative, SEIU, is a California union that wants
Arizonans to embrace their politics. California policies are not good for Arizonans. Don't be fooled by their claim that
this initiative will protect Arizonans from predatory collections of medical debt. This initiative is bad for Arizonans and
Arizona businesses. Please join me in voting "NO" on the Predatory Debt Collection Act.

Amber C. Russo, President, Kino Financial Co.o LLC, Tucson

AGAINST - PREDATORY DEBT COLLECTION PROTECTION ACT

The Arizona Chamber of Commerce & Industry urges you to vote NO on Proposition 209.

Don't be fooled by the empty promises and slick rhetoric of the campaign - this initiative won't protect anyone, and it will
hurt the very individuals its proponents say it will help. Despite the claims of the proponents that their scheme only applies
to medical debt, it will apply to debts of all kinds.

When lenders can't collect outstanding debts, they'll pass their losses onto their other customers, which means higher
interest rates for everyday Arizonans. At a time of sky-high inflation, do we really want even higher interest rates?

What's worse, thousands of Arizonans will lose access to previously available financing. Left without the ability to collect
on their loans, lenders will simply stop doing business with hardworking Arizonans who need access to funds the most,
leaving these potential customers unable to get credit to buy a car, rent an apartment or buy a house.

Consumers should be able to get financing based on their own priorities without the government dictating the terms of their
repayment. This initiative is straight out of California and eviscerates the concept of a private contract between two parties.
It deserves to be rejected.

VOTE NO ON PROPOSITION 209.

Danny Seiden
President and CEO
Arizona Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Danny Seiden, President & CEO, Arizona Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Phoenix

Every election year, Arizona is the recipient of an influx of millions in out of state cash to change our laws at the ballot box
Prop 209 is a part of this effort, funded almost entirely by California unions that would, if passed, California our Arizona.

First, Prop 209 would make an individual earning less than $50,000 a year essentially untouchable by creditors. That's more
than half of our workforce that would be entirely immune from garnishments due to debt. However, it affects more than
just lower-income earners. Prop 209 also drastically decreases the amount that would be owed by those making more than
$200,000 a year - by upwards of 60oh!

Additionally. Prop 209 would increase the amount of money in bank accounts that is protected from creditors. Currently, it's
capped at $300. Under Prop 209, the cap would see a more than sixteen-fold increase to $5,000.

The language of this measure is confusing, intentionally trying to mislead Arizona voters by its deceptive name that implies
protections from predatory lenders. In reality, its provisions have much bigger and broader impacts that will result in higher
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interest rates for everyone, cause the price ofgoods to skyrocket, and punish those who actually borrow responsibly to
reward those who don't.

Let's leave the California ideas in California, and vote NO on Prop 209.

Scot Mussi, President, Arizona Free Enterprise Club, Gilbert
Sponsored by Arizonu Free Enterprise Club

Access to credit is a foundational cornerstone to a healthy and vibrant economy. Arizona consumers and businesses' ability
to borrow and access credit allows a well-managed economy to function more efficiently and stimulates economic growth.
Access to credit is an important driver for economic mobility.

Access to credit fuels economic growth by allowing consumers and businesses to invest and spend beyond their cash
reserves. Credit allows consumers and businesses to borrow money or incur debt, and to defer repayment without having to
pay for them in cash at the time of purchase. Access to credit permits consumers to purchase homes, vehicles, and critical
household appliances without having to save the entire cost in advance. It allows business owners and entrepreneurs to
obtain the capital needed to expand and cover day to day expenses, purchase inventory, and hire additional employees.

Unfortunately, Prop 209 is neither a sustainable nor a wise path for Arizona. By imposing a series of draconian
requirements on Arizona financial services firms, Prop 209 would severely restrict the ability of Arizona consumers and
businesses to access critically important lines of credit.

On behalfofthe over 65 banks and credit card operators located in Arizona, and over 179,000 Arizona based financial
services industry employees, The Arizona Bankers Association strongly urges Arizona voters to reject Prop 209.

Paul Hickman, President & CEO, Arizona Bankers Association, Phoenix
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BALLOT FORMAT

PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION RELATING TO PREDATORY DEBT
COLLECTION PROTECTION

PROPOSTTTON 209

OFFICIALTITLE
AMENDING SECTIONS 12-1598.10,33-1101, 33-n23,33-n25,33-1126,33-n31, AND 44-t20t,
ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES; RELATING TO PREDATORY DEBT COLLECTION
PROTECTION.

DESCRIPTIVE TITLE
THE LAW WOULD REDUCE MAXIMUM INTEREST RATES ON MEDICAL DEBT FROM 10%
TO 3% ANNUALLY; INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF CERTAIN ASSETS EXEMPT FROM DEBT
COLLECTION; ANNUALLY ADJUST EXEMPTIONS FOR INFLATION BEGINNING 2024; AND
ALLOW COURTS TO REDUCE THE AMOI'NT OF DISPOSABLE EARNINGS GARNISHED IN
CASES OF EXTREME ECONOMIC HARDSHIP.

A "YES" vote shall have the effect of reducing maximum interest rates on medical
debt from ten percent to no more than three percent per year; increasing exemptions
from all debt collection for certain personal assets, including a debtor's home,
household items, motor vehicle, and bank account from debt collection; adjusting
exemptions from all debt collection for inflation beginning in2024; decreasing the
amount of disposable earnings subject to garnishment to no more than ten percent of
disposable earnings but allowing a court to decrease the disposable earnings subject
to garnishment to five percent based on extreme economic hardship.

YES tr

A ((NO" 
vote shall have the effect of retaining existing laws related to debt collection NOtr
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TO

ARIZOI{A LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

MEMO

May 18,2021

James Barton

FROM: Michael E. Braun
Executive Director

RE: Text review; Arizona Protection from Predatory Debt Collection Act
(I-3-2022)

Pursuant to section I 9- 1 I 1 .01, Arizona Revised Statutes, the staff of the Arizona
Legislative Council has reviewed the text of the above-referenced initiative. We have
lirnited our consideration to potential effors in the drafting of the text of the proposed
language, confusing, conflicting or inconsistent provisions within the text of the proposed
language and conflicts between the text ofthe proposed language and other state or federal
laws. This review is predicated on the form and style used by our office in preparing bills
and other legislative proposals for members of the Arizona Legislature and contained in
the Arizqna Legislative Bill Drating ManU.el 2021-2022 [available electronically at:
www,azleg.gov]. We have not reviewed the form of the proposed measure to determine if
it complies with the required form for initiative petitions.

The information contained in this review does not constitute legal advice and no
attorney/client relationship is created by providing this statutory review. We have not
undertaken to perform a comprehensive analysis of the potential legal issues presented by
the measure. Pursuant to section i9-11 1.01, subsection C, Arizona Revised Statutes, you
may accept, modifr or reject any recommendations contained in this review in your sole
discretion.

Comments

I . In the title of the measure, the list of amended sections should not reference the
title, chapter, and article in which they are placed, and the marked-up copy reflects this.
Additionally, consider adding a "RELATING TO" clause to the title thaf contains a general
statement of the single subject of the measure. See Arizona Legislative Bill Drafting
Manual 2021 -2022, p. I 0.

2. In the ballot version of the A.R.S. sections, we note that "$" has replaced the
word "section" as it appears in the official statutory versions. We have marked this
throughout the edited, marked-up copy.



3. Section 33-1101. We note that this section was amended this legislative session
by H.B. 2617 to change the exemption amount from $i50,000 to $250,000 (among other
amendments). If the governor approves H.8.2617, consider updating your ballot text to
include this current version of the section. Additionally, in subsection B, last sentence of
the version that currently appears in your measure, the words "in value" as they appear in
the official statutory version are missing; we show these words in the marked-up copy
where they should appea.r.

4. Section 33-Ll23,In the section heading, we note a semicolon in the ballot
version that does not appear in the of{icial statutory version.

5. Section 33-ll25.In the section heading, we note that the word "item" was
capitalized in the ballot version; this word is not capitalized in the official statutory
version. Additionally, in paragraph 8, it is unclear to us whether the new language that
provides for an exemption adjustment applies only to the exemption set out in that
paragraph or whether it applies to other, or all, paragraphs in that section. We edited the
marked-up copy as if it applies only to paragraph 8 and not to any other exemptions in this
section. If it is intended to apply to some of the other paragraphs, that language should be
included in those paragraphs as well. If it is intended to apply to all paragraphs, consider
adding that language in a new subsection B (as you did for section 33-1123).

6. Section 33-lI26.In subsection A, paragraph 9, it is unclear to us whether the
new language that provides for an exemption adjustment applies only to the exemption set
out in that paragraph or whether it applies to other, or all, paragraphs in subsection A. We
edited the marked-up copy as if it applies only to paragraph 9 and not to any other
exemptions in this subsection. If it is intended to apply to some of the other paragraphs,
that language should be included in those paragraphs as well. If it is intended to apply to
all paragraphs in subsection A, consider adding that language in a new subsection.

7. Section 33-1131. We note that the amendment made in subsection B to the
maximum amount of disposable earnings subject to process conflicts with the language of
A.R.S, section 12-1598.10, subsection F. We suggest adding section 12-1598.10 to your
measure and amending subsection F to reflect the change the ballot measure makes to
section 33-1 131, subsection B.

8. Section 44-nA1. Definitions always appear alphabetically in any definitions
section or subsection; accordingly, the marked-up copy shows the paragraph designations
for the defined terms in subsection G as they would be numbered in an alphabetically
arranged definitions subsection. Additionally, we note and reference on the marked-up
copy that there are private offrces or clinics licensed under title 36 as well as title 32.

9. Please see the attached edited, marked-up copy of the submitted text for our
additional recommendations, which include revising section headings as needed to more
clearly reflect the content of the sections. Additionally, section headings always appear in
lowercase letters.



12-1598.10. Cnnti ntti nn 'l 'l pn nn eerni nds ! ondFr
A. If it appears from the answer of the garnishee that the judgment

debtor was an employee of the garnishee, or that the garn'ishee otherwise owed
earnings to the judgment debtor when the writ was served, on earnings would
be owed w'ithin sixty days theneafter and there is no time]y written objection
to the writ or the answer of the garnishee filed, on applicat'ion by the
iudgment creditor the court sha'll order that the nonexempt earnings, if any,
withheld by tne garnishee after senvice of the writ be tnansferred to the
judgment creditor who is entit-led to such monies subject to the judgment
debtor's right to objection and hearing pursuant to this article. The court
sha'll further orden that the garnishment is a continujng lien against the
nonexempt earnings of the Sudgment debtor.

B. If a timely obJection js filed the count sha'll conduct a hearing
pursuant to section 12-1598.07 and sha'11 make the fo'l'lowing determ'inatjons:

1. Whethen the wrjt is va'lid against the judgment debtor.
2. The amount outstandjng on the judgment at the tjme the writ was

senved, p1 us accrui ng costs.
3. Whether the judgment debton was employed by the garnishee at the

time the writ was served.
4, Whether earn'ings were owed or would be owed by the garnishee to the

judgment debtor within sixty days after the service of the wrjt.
5. Whether the debt was, at the time of service of the wrjt, subject

to an effective agreement for debt schedu'ling between the judgment debton and
a qual i fi ed debt counse'l 1 ng organi zati on.

C. 1f the count makes an affirmative determination under subsection B,
paragraph 1 of this section and subsection B, paragraph 3 on 4 of this
section and determines that the debt was not, at the t'ime of service of the
wrJt, subiect to an effect'ive agreement between the judgment debtor and a

qualiffed debt counseling organization, the court shall order that the
nonexempt earn'ings, if any, wlthheld by the garnishee after senvice of the
writ be transferred to the judgment creditor and funthen order that the
gann'ishment is a continuing'lien against the nonexempt earn'ings of the
judgment debtor. 0therwise the count sha'll onder the garnishee discharged
from the wrlt.

D. A continuing l'ien ordered pursuant to this section'is invalid and
of no fonce and effect on the occurrence of any of the fol'low'ing conditions:

1, The underlying judgment js satisfied jn ful l, is vacated or
exp'ines,

2, The iudgment debtor 'leaves the garnishee's emplov fon more than
sixty days or, if the judgment debtor is an employee of a school district, a

charter school, the Arizona state schools fon the deaf and the blind or an
accommodati on school and the j udgment debtoli s subject to an empl oyment
contract that specifies that paydays are restrjcted to the school year, for
more than ninety days.

3. The judgment creditor releases the garnishment.
4. The proceedings are stayed by a court of competent Jurlsdiction,jnc'luding the United States bankruptcy court.
5. The iudgment debtor has not earned any nonexempt earnings for at'least sixty days or, if the judgment debtor i s an empl oyee of a schoo'l



distrlct, a charter school, the Arizona state schoo'ls for the deaf and the
b'lind or an accommodation schoo'l and the Judgment debtor is subJect to an
employment contract that specifies that paydays are restricted to the school
yean, for at 'least ninety days.

6. The court orders that the garnishment be quashed.
E. If no obJections ane fi'led to the answer of the garnishee and an

order of continuing'lien is not entered within forty-five days after the
filing of the ansl,len of the garnishee, any earnings held by the garnishee
sha'l'l be rel eased to the Judgment debtor and the garnishee sha'l'l be
dlscharged from any liabi'llty on the garnishment.

F. If at the hearing the court determines that the Judgment debtor is
subJect to the twentvfive percent maximum disposable earnings prov'ision
under secti on lFtTStl-Silbsection B and based on cl ear and convincing
evidence lhat the Judgment debtor or the judgment debtor's fam'i'ly wou'ld
suffer extneme economJc handship as a resu'lt of the garnishment, the court
may reduce the amount of nonexempt earnings withheld under a continuing lien
ordered pursuant to th'is sect'lon from the twelly-fiye percent to not less
than fifteg percent.

G' A court onder entened pursuant to this section jf reconded does not
constitute a lien aga'inst rea'l property pursuant to section 33-961.

H, The court, sitt'ln9 without a jury, sha'l'l decide al'l issues of fact
and I aw.
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AN INITIATIVEMEASURE

AMENDING

33-1 101.

A,Any person the

C-t /'
sBcrlorfr33-10r,

+r
ffIZONAREVISED

rs-trze,46'ss-

1201, ARIZONA REVTSED STATUTEgI-r
relahlna

Be it enacted by the People ofthe State ofArizona:

Section 1, Section 33-l 101, Arizona Revised Stahrtes, is amended to read:

123,33-1125,

1o

ad
_thB

resicles within thfate may hold as a

homestead exempt from attachmen! execution and forced sale, not exceeding en€+undre+#ry

tJrsu+asdde*ars $400,000 in value, any one of the following:

1. The person's interest in real properly in one compact body

which the person resides.

OA
uporilwhich exists a dwelling house in

2. The person's interest in one condominium or cooperative in which the person resides,

3. A mobile home in which the persbn resides.

4. A mobile home in which the person resides plus the land upoffiiri.f, tat mobile home is located.+4-r\

B. Only one homestead exemption may be held by a ma:ried couple or a single person under this

section. The value as specified in this section refers to the equity ofa single person or married couple. If

a married couple lived together in a dwelling house, a condominium or cooperative, a mobile home or a

mobile home plus land on which the mobile home is located and are tlen divorced, the total exemption

a1lowedforthatresidencetoeitherorbothpersonsshallnotexceed@

$400,0001- 
in va'tue ft+*,u is rn;est? e+zJ*o1 +xl-+x)

ls^+ ,/tatSe€aae ad
o, o'u.fi ^i.,"fot single,Fvho
---I A

)

C. The homestead exemption, not exceeding the value provided for in subsection

I

e€+his 6zzlia^
ef=autimaficfrlv' 

-



attaches to the person's interest in identifiable cash proceeds ftom the voluntary or involuntary sale of

the property. The homestead exemption in identifiable cash proceeds continues for eighteen months after

the date ofthe sale ofthe property or until the person establishes a new homestead with the proceeds,

whichever period is shorter. Only one homestead exemption at a time may be held by a person under

this section.

D. THE I-IOMESTEAD EXEMPTION PROVIDED BY THIS SECTION SHALL BE ADruSTED

ANNUALLY ON JANUARY I, ON JANUARY I OFEACH SUCCESSIVE

THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING. TTIE INCREASE.IN THE COST OF LIVING SHALL

BE MEASURED BY THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF TIIE IMMEDIATELY

PRECEDING YEAR OVERTHE LEVBL AS OF AUGUST OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, UNITED STATBS CITY AVERAGE

STATES

OFTHE

EXEMPTION ROUNDED TO THE

Sec. 2. Section33-1123, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

t gds
33-1123. Household furnitureflfurnishinsihnd aonliances ' anonqal aAit shnenl-

(tomna;"
A. Household fumiture and fumishings, household goods, including consumer electronic devices, and

household appliances personally used by the debtor or a dependent ofthe debtor and not otherwise
t.t-

providedftheir aggregate fair market

B. THE EXEMPTION PROVIDED BY THIS SECTION S}IALL BE ADruSTED ANNUALLY ON
(/'/9/t

JANUARY 1, 20246AND ON JANUARY 1 OF EACH SUCCESSTVE yEAry€y THE TNCREASE

zoz4#ND vE^Rffi

specifically prescribed in this chapter are exempt from process

value does not exceed six-the$afldJo+la*s $15,000.

IN THE COST OF LIVING. TIIE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LTVING SHALL BE MEASURED

BY THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDLA.TELY PRECEDING

2



YEAR OVER TIM LEVEL AS OF AUGUST OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER

PRICE INDEX (ALL TJRBAN CONSUMERS, UNITED STATES CITY AVERAGE FOR ALL

STATES

AMOUNT OF THE

EXEMPTION ROTINDED TO TIIE

Sec. 3. Section 33-l 125, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

di lou>crca.€z- in ctisht2 %la'Dt/t
33- I 125. Persona/liems

?- 

-

@*"following property of a debtor used primarily for personal, family or household purposes is

exempt from process:

L All wearing apparel of not more than a fair market value of five hundred dollars.

2. All musical instruments provided for the debtor's individual or family use of not more than an

aggregate fair market value offour hundred dollars.

3. Horses, milk cows and poulty of not more thmranaggtegate fair market value of one thousand

dollars.

4. All engagement and wedding rings of not more than an aggregate fair market value of two thousand

dollars.

5. The library ofa debtor, including books, manuals, published materials and personal documents ofnot

more than an aggregate fair market valuE of two hundred fifty dollars.

6. One watch of not more than a fair market value of two hundred fifly dollars.

7. One typewriter, one computer, one bicycle, one sewing machine, a family bible or a lot in any burial

ground ofnot more than an aggregate fair market value oftwo thousand dollars.

8. Equity in one motor vehicle of not more than six-tleusan*della*s $15,000. If the debtor or debtor's

dependent has a

deHsrs $25,000.

disability, the 1n exceed twelve*onsasd
tn

BE ADruSTED ANNUALLY ON JANUARY 1,

3



,or {ND ON JANUARY I OF EACH SUCCESSTVE TIM INCREASE IN THE COST

OF LIVING. THE INCREASE iN THE COST OF LIVING S}IALL BE MEASTIRED BY THE

PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR OVER

THE LEVEL AS OF AUGUST OF TTIE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

(ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, UNITED STATES CITY AVERAGE FORALL ITEMS) OR ITS

succEssoR rNDEX AS puBLrsHED By rHE uNrrED srArES 
""r*ilffi,ff# l#r!*\KY*'

/L

ITS SUCCESSOR
{ 1ao

AGENCY, WITH THE AMOUNT OF THE EXEMPTION ROUNDED TO THE

9, Professionally prescribed prostheses for the debtor or a dependent ofthe debtor, including a

wheelchair or motorized mobility device.

l0' All firearms of not more than an aggregate fair market value of two thousand dollars.

11. AII domestic animals or household pets.

Sec.4. Section 33-11 26, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:
t

33-1t26.

A. The following property of a debtor is exempt from execution, attacbment or sale on any process

issued from any court:
l,4onks

I ' All moneylieceived by or payable to a surviving spouse or child on the life of a deceased spouse,

parent or legal guardian, not exceeding twenty thousand dollars.

2' The earnings of the minor chiid of a debtor or the proceeds of these eamings by reason of any liability

ofthe debtor not contracted for the special benefit ofthe minor child.

3. All monies received by or payable to a person entitled to receive child support or spousal maintenance

pursuant to a court order.
l*oni8

+. e[ rynffiroceeds or benefits of any kind to be paid in a lump sum or to be rendered on a periodic

or installment basis to the insured or any beneficiary under any polioy ofhealth, accident or disability

t



insurance or any similar plan or prograrn of benefits in use by any employer, except for premiums

payable on the policy or debt ofthe insured secured by a pledge, and except for collection of any debt or

obligation for which the inswed or beneficiary has been paid under the plan or policy and except for

payment of amounts ordered for support of a person from proceeds and benefits furnished in lieu of

earnings that would have been subject to that order and subjeot to any exemption applicable to earnings

so replaced.
lvont4s

s. all moneyliising from any claim for the destruction of, or damage to, exempt property and all- .-:l
proceeds or benefits ofany kind arising from fire or other insurance oD any property exempt gnder this

article.

6. The cash surrender value oflife insurance policies where for a continuous unexpired period oftwo

years the policies have been owned by a debtor. The policy shall have named as beneficiary the debtor's

surviving spouse, child, parent, brother or sister. The policy may have named as beneficiary any other

family member who is a dependent, in the proportion that the policy names any such beneficiary, except

that, subject to tho statute of limitations, the amount of any premium that is recoverable or avoidable by

a creditor pursuant to title 44, chapter 8, article l, with interest thereon, is not exempt. The exemption

provided by this paragraph does not apply to a claim for the payment ofa debt ofthe insured or

beneficiary that is seoured by a pledge or assignment ofthe cash value ofthe insurance policy or the

proceeds of the policy. For the purposes of this paragraph, "dependent" means a family member who is

dependent on the insured debtor for not less than halfsupport.

7. An annuity conhact where for a continuous unexpired period oftwo years that contract has been

owned by a debtor and has named as beneficiary the debtor, the debtor's surviving spouse, child

parent, brother or sister, or any other dependent family member, except that, subject to the statute of

Iimitations,the amount of any premium, payment or deposit with respect to that contract is

recoverable or avoidableby a creditor pursuant to title 44, clapter S,.article I is not exempt, The



exemption provided by this paragraph does not apply to a claim for a payment ofa debt ofthe

annuitant or beneficiary that is secured by a pledge or assignment ofthe conftaot or its proceeds. For the

purposos ofthis paragraph,"dependent" means a family member who is dependent on the debtor for not less

than halfsupport.

8. Any claim for damages recoverable by any person by reason ofany levy on or sale under execution of

that person's exempt personal property or by reason ofthe wrongfirl taking or detention ofthat property

by any person, and thejudgment recovered for damages.

9. A total ofth*ee*und*eddellarc $5,000 held in a single account in any one financial institution as

)" Szcl;^'
defined Uype-f Ot. The properly declared exempt by this paragraph is not exempt ftom normal service

charges assessed against the account by the furancial institution at which
pr€egtud 4 +Ue Wel.*

EXEMPTIONISI{ALL BE ADruSTED ANNUALLY ON JANUARY 1

**#r

the account is carried. &Dry
,roroffiooN JANUARY l

OF EACH SUCCESSIVE THE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING, THE INCREASE

IN THE COST OF LIVING SHALL BE MEASURED BY THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE AS OF

AUGUST OF THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING YEAR OVER T}IE LEVEL AS OF AUGUST OF

THE PREVIOUS YEAR OF THE CONSUMERPRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN CONSUMERS,

A^e/]ia*
10. An interest in a college savings plan under$529 of the intemal revenue code of 1986, either as the

owner or as the beneficiary. This does not include money confibuted to the plan within t'wo years before

a debtor files for bankruptry.

B. Any money or other assets payable to a participant in or beneficiary of, or any interest of any

participant or beneficiary in, a rerirement nt^*ru"$ffiX:;003(a), 403(b), 408, 408A or 409 or a

6



lSeelian
defelred compensation plan underp+S7 of the United States intemal revenue code of 1986, as amended,

whether the beneficiary's interest arises by inheritance, designation, appointment or otherwise, is exempt

from all claims ofcreditors ofthe beneficiary or participant. This subsection does not apply to any ofthe

following:

;1Qa*en
1. An alternate payee under a qualified domestic relations order, as defined in$+f +61 of the United

States internal revenue code of 1986, as amended. The interest ofany and all altemate payees is exempt

from any and all claims ofany creditor ofthe alternate payee.

2. Amounts contributed within one hundred twenty days before a debtor fites for bankruptcy.

3. The assets ofbankruptcy proceedings filed before July 1, 1982.
who isal )eagt

C. Any pdttoffiitti.n years of ageor over, married or single, who resides within this state and who

dods not exercise the homestead exemption under article I of this chapter may claim as a personal

properfy homestead exempt from all process prepaid rent, including security deposits as provided ;n$*.+>,

33-1321 , subsection A, for the claimant's residence, not exceeding two thousand dollars.

D. This section does not exempt property fiom orders that are the result of a judgment for anearages of

child support or for a child support debt.

Seo. 5. Section 33-1131, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:
of )isp"aablz zarni'Vs

33- 1 1 3 1. Definitio* wages: sala{v: compgnsation

A. For the purposes of this section, "disposable. eamings" means that remaining portion of a debtor's
-]he)zUot-'g

wages, salary or compensation for fislper6nal services, including bonuses and commissions, or--f,
otherwise, and inoludes payments pursuant to a pension or retirement program or deferred compensationplan,

after deducting from such earnings those amounts required by law to be withheld.
c4+hiss"4h'q\

B. Except as provided in subGctidn Q tlEmaximum part of the disposable eanrings of a debtor for any
A

workweekvlHehTHATissubjecttoprocessmaynotexceedfii*en@TENPERCENTof

disposable eamings for that week or the amount by which disposable eamings for tlat week exceed 
*1ea

9cc*iat"
7 lz'J,4,'tDt

6tadhzl



thiry SIXTY times the APPLICABLE minimum hourly wage prese*Oea+y*eer*+a*r* in effect at the

time the eamings are payable, whichever is less. THE APPLICABLE MINIMUM WAGE IS TIIE
q,'

MINIMUM WAGE REQUIRED BY FEDERAL, STATVbR LOCAL LAW, WHICHEVER IS

HIGHEST.
o€+hte sz.+ia'\

C. The exemptions provided in subfectiofr{do t'ot apply in the case of any order for the support of any
&

person' In sucfcase, one-halfofthe disposable earnings ofa debtor for any pay period is exempt from

process.

D, The exemptions provided in this section do not apply in the case ofany order ofany court of

bankruptcy under chapter XIII ofthe federal bankruptcy act or any debt due for any state or federal tax.

Sec. 6, Section 44-l201,Arizona Revised Statutes, is amendedto read:

44-t201, Rate of interesr for logn or indebtedness: interest on judgmentsr 
/Fy'dd44#4

A. Interest on any loan, indebtedness or other obligation shall be AS FoLLows:

1. INTEREST ON MEDICAI, DEBT SHALL BE LIMITED TO TI{E RATE OF INTEREST EQUAL

TO THE WEEKLY A CONSTANT MATURITY TREASTJRY YIELD, AS

PUBLISHED BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF TIIE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, FOR

THE CALENDAR WEEKPRECEDING THE DATE W}IEN THE CONSUMER WAS FIRST

pRovrDED *t ffil##|ffid, 
"E 

MoRE rlrAN rHREE
a

THE MAXIMUM RATE OF INTEREST

ruDGMENTS ON MEDICAL DEBT.

PROVIDED TOANY
Pu tolhE

i/sr=,1t5l;ts
- tl -

2. INTEREST ON ANY LOAN, INDEBTEDNESS OR OBLIGATION OTI{ER TIIAN MEDICAL

DEBT SHALL BE at the rate of ten per ""ff;#il-ffif,ss a aifferent rate is contracted for in

writing, in which evenr any rate of inirJst;;;;a to, Interesr on any judgment, orHER TFrAN €-{
ruDGMENT& oN MEDICAL DEBT, that is based on a written agreement evidencing a loan,

indebtedness or obligation that bears a rate of interest not i:r excess of the maximum permitted by law

8



shall be at the rate of interest provided in the agreement and shall be specified in the judgment.

B' Unless specifically provided for in statute or a different rate is conhacted for in writing, interest on

any judgme.nt OTHER rHaNfilocrrreNCoN MEDICAL DEBT shall be at the lesser of ten per cenr
pzrgenf 2lc9r ,/U. p{q#

L"t]"uq* at a rate per annurtrfthat is equal to one per centplus the prime rate as published by the

board of govemors of the federal reserve system in statistical release H.15 or any publication that may

supersede it on the date that the judgment is entered. The judgment shall state the applicable interest rate

and it shall not change after it is entered.

C' Interest on a jtrdgment on a condemnation proceeding, including interest that is payable pursuant ,$tt +>n

12-1123, subsection B, shall be payable as follows:

1 . If instituted by a city or town, at the rate pres "rjb"d,by$#t
2, If instituted by a counry, at ttre rale pres .rib.dbv ]$(1lff.04.
3. If instituted by the departmenr of tansportation, at the rate prescribed ,6;#trt
4. If instituted by a county flood control district, a power dishict or an agricultural improvement district,

Asaeh'at'
at the rate prescrited by$48-:028.

D. A court shall not award either of the following:

, da-tna4z< ,
1. Prejudgment interest for any unliquidate{ futurffunitiv{rr exemplary damages that are found by

darng,4z<,
futu$ nunitiv{or exemplary damages that are found by the trier of fact.

2

the trier of fact.

2. Interest for any

E. For the purposes of subsection D of this sectiorl "frrture damages" means damages that will be

incurred after the date ofthejudgment and includes the costs ofany irlunctive or equitable reliefthat

will be provided after the date of the judgment.

F. Ifawarded, prejudgment interest shall be at the rate described in subsection A or B ofthis section,

G. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION;r
@ "urotcan DEBT'MEANS A LoAN, INDEBTEDNESS oR orHER oBLIGATIoN ARISINc

9



(changc prizr a€ paraS*#)

DIRECTLY FROM TIIE RECEIPT OF IIEALTH CARE SERVICES OR OF MEDICAL PRODUCTS

ORDEVICES.
a/'

1ft1"nn*rH cARE sERVIcES- MEANS sERVICES pRovIDED AT oR By ANy oF Tt{E
at (o\ q..*t ( b)

Fol,r,owrNc:fneerrn cARErNsrrrurroNs As DEFTNED rN sEcrroN 
"-rMfv -v_, *

OFFICES oR CLINICS oF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS LICENSED UNDER n11B 3T6.ANTTT

q 
lrSnurcurANCES oR AMBULANCE sERVrcEs As DEFTNED rN sEcrroN 36-z2ot.

Sec. 7. Conflicts with federal law

This act shall not be interpreted or applied so as to create any power or duty in conJlict with

federal law.

Seo.8. Severability

Ifa provision ofthis act or its application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

invalidity does not affect other provisions or applications ofthe act that can be given effect without the

invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions ofthis act are severable.

Sec. 9. Saving clause

This act applies prospectively only. Accordingly, it does not affect rights and duties thygatrued
I

before the effective date of this ac! contracts entered into before the effective date of this ac$or the

interest rate onjudgments that are based on a written agreement entered into before the effective date of

this act.

Sec, 10. Legal defense

The People of Arizona desire that this initiative, if approved by the voters, be defended if it is

challenged in court. They therefore declare that the political committee registered to circulate petitions

and campaign in support of the adoption ofthe initiative, or any one or more of its officers, has standing

to defend this initiative on behalfofand as the agent ofthe People ofArizona in any legal action brough* ,/
to challenge the validity ofthis initiative.

10



Sec. 1 1. Short title+

This act may be cited

llc1pi"o"u 
Itotection from Predatory Debt Collection Ac{'

1.1
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Brett W. Johnson (#021527)
Benjamin W. Reeves (#025708)
Tracy A. Olson (#034616)
Ryan Hogan (#036169)
Charlene A. Warner (#037169)
SNELL & WILMER L.L.P.
One East Washinston Sheet
Suite 2700
Phoenix, Arizona 85004-2202
Telephone: 602.382.6000
bwjcihnson@swlaw.com
breeves(@swlaw.com
tolsonCrDswlaw.com
rhogan@swlaw.com
cwarner()swlaw.com

fttorneys for Plainti/fs Arizona Creditors
Bar Association Inc., el. al.

ARIZONA CREDITOR.S BAR
ASSOCIATION INC., an Arizona
corporation; PROTECT OUR ARIZONA
PAC, an Arizona political action
committee; Ats SOLUTE RESOLUTIONS
INVESTMENTS, LLC" an Arizona limited
liability company; HAMEROFF LAW
qtsQ_UP' P.C., air Arizona corporation;
DESERT RIDGE COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION, an .A,rizona non-profi t
corporation; AUGUSTA RANCH'
COMMTINITY MASTER
ASSOCIATION, an Arizona non-profit
corporation; BAUHINIA, LLC. a South
Dakota limited liabilitv comoanv: and
CASH TIME TITI-E [,ONNS, Il.fC., AN
Arizana corporation,

Flaintifft,

IN THE SUPf,RIOR COURT OF TTIE STATE OF ARIZONA
IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF MARICOPA

No.

DECI,ARATION OF SCOTT, A.
AILEN, CASII TIME TITLE
LOANS,INC.

v

STATA OF ARIZONA,

Def"endant.
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I, Scott A. Allen, declare as follows:

l. I am over 18 years of age, of sound mind, and capable of making this

declaration. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein. If called as a witness

tn testifu as to the matters set fbrth here, I could and would testify competently with respect

thereto.

2. I am the President of Cash Time Title Loan$, Inc., an Arizona business with

over 125 employees that provides consumer loans to Arizona consumers through its

locations in both Phoenix and Tucson.

3. Cash Time periodically is served with gamishrnents pertaining to its
employees who are subject to having their earnings garnished by creditors.

4. As a result, my business needs clear guidance in answering garnishments to

prevent harm that could befall ourselves and other garnishees under Prop 209.

5. Garnishees (e.g., the judgment debtor's employer) play an important role in

the garnishment process.

6. Garnishees are responsible for answering a writ of garnishment. In a

garnishment of earnings, for example, this means that we have to explain (under oath) things

like the employee's next two paydays and the amount of the outstanding judgment stated in

the writ.

7. Garnishees also have to calculate and deliver Non-Exempt Earnings

Statements to the employee at the same time that they deliver the answer to the writ.

8. Once the court enters an Order of Continuing Lien, we need to fill out this

Non-Exempt Earnings Statement, withhold the applicable amount of earnings, and turn

those earnings over to the judgrnent cretlitor. This must generally be done each pay period

until the judgment is satisfied, the employee is terminated, or the garnishment ends.

9. When Prop 209 goes into effect on December 5, 2CI22, Cash Time and many

other employers in Arizona will be serving as garnishees in garnishments across Arizona.

These garnishments will be at various stages.

10. Prop 209's effective date is a worrisome date for us because Prop 209
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increases the amclunt of earnings that are exempt from gamishment by judgrnent creditors.

This is the case f<lr several reasons.

i I ' We cannot determine with certainty whether and at what point Prop 209 will

apBly to garnishments that are already underway, and will have to guess at which

gamishments will be govemeel by the new exemption amounts and which garnishments will

be governed by the old exemption ameiunts. As an organization, we will have to divert

resources to address this issue, and even then, we may not be correct.

12. As to the subset of garnishments that are already underway to which Prop 209

applies, we will then have to determine what filings we neecl to update and how to up<iate

them.

13. The filings that might need to be changed include the answer and the Non-

Exempt Earnings Statements that we provided to the judgment debtor earlier in the

gamishment.

14- Third, for these cases, the amount of exempt eamings would have to be

recalculated and provide the judgment debtorwith partial or fult refunds from the previously

withheld funds, and re-nrn payroll immediately.

15. The amount of time and money that would have to be expended adjusting

garnishments already in progress to the requirements of Prop 209 will be substantial and

will divert time and energy from our usual business activities.

16. Failure to make these adjustments may come with a significant penalty.

Employers may be exposed to liability for failing to turn over the proper amount of
nonexempt assets to the proper party.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on December 5,2022

SH TIME

-2-

LOANS,INC.


